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This study examines six oral history projects that were conducted over fifty years 

in Palm Beach County, Florida. The projects recorded the history of African American 

neighborhoods in Delray Beach and Boca Raton; individual lives in their place and times; 

the pioneer and Flagler eras in Palm Beach and West Palm Beach; and people, places, 

and events chosen by oral history students at Florida Atlantic University. 

As with oral histories generally, those studied inherently contain numerous 

variables concerning their (1) historical context, (2) format, and (3) participants, which 

clearly affect the outcome of recorded interviews and their written representations. 

Among the variables considered, this study demonstrates that it is the purpose of a single 

oral history or project that most significantly affects the others, and which is closely tied 

to the academic disciplines or backgrounds of its planner and interviewer.  

Although oral history is a tool with many uses, it is also a discipline within that of 
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history. As such, oral historians are obliged to preserve raw history in a form that is 

protected, accessible, and useful for interpretation by potential researchers in a variety of 

fields. Regardless of their primary purpose, oral historians from all disciplines should 

remain aware of this underlying purpose: to provide for the future. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Community History 

 The term “community oral history” is layered in diversity. According to Linda 

Shopes, the phrase is “invoked by scholars and grass-roots historians alike to describe a 

variety of practices developed for a variety of purposes. The term ‘community’ itself is 

vague and conceptually limited.”2 A composite definition, based on those of 

distinguished oral historians, has been used for this study:  

A community is a social group that shares an identity or interest, usually 
cohesiveness, and usually in the same locale.  
 

Examples of communities in this sense include not just residents of a geographical area, 

but also civil rights activists, ethnic groups, unions, feminists, and fraternities. Laurie 

Mercier and Madeline Buckendorf broaden the concept to cover “nearly every kind of 

human group conceivable” with a shared past, including a “nuclear family.”3  

 Oral interviews are one resource available for learning a community’s history. To 

develop a more complete and accurate picture, documents from assorted sources can and 

should be used to confirm and complement spoken information. The creators of 

                                                

2 Linda Shopes, “Oral History and the Study of Communities: Problems, 
Paradoxes, and Possibilities,” Journal of American History 89, no. 2 (September 2002): 
588. 

3 Laurie Mercier and Madeline Buckendorf, introduction to Using Oral History in 
Community History Projects, Pamphlet No. 4 (Los Angeles: Oral History Association, 
1992), i. 
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community oral history, writes Shopes, may be “grass-roots groups documenting 

themselves, scholars informing their research or creating an archive, [or] historical 

society volunteers documenting local life.”4 Valerie Yow describes the value of oral 

history in understanding a community, especially when a great number of its members 

are interviewed. “We can glimpse a culture changing, detect the emergence of an identity 

shared by many.”5  

 When oral history focuses on a small geographical area, it is often called “local 

history”; some experts use the terms interchangeably. Ronald Grele, past director of the 

Oral History Research Office at Columbia University and past president of the Oral 

History Association, suggests, “It may be that the greatest glory of oral history was its 

role in the revivification of local history.”6  

 Grele also calls oral history “the latest stage of a long tradition” of oral evidence 

about the everyday lives of both families and cultures.7 But this stage added little about 

everyday life to the historical record prior to motivation by Grele and others in the social 

history movement. When British Marxist historian E. P. Thompson popularized the term 

“history from below” in 1966 to describe studies of common people, oral historians in  

Europe were already documenting the lives of the working class. In the United States, 

elite whites remained the focus until interest in community and local history began to 

                                                

4 Shopes, “Oral History,” 588. 
5 Yow, Recording Oral History, 189. 
6 Grele, “Oral History as Evidence,” 41. 
7 Ibid., 38; Allen and Montell, From Memory to History, 61. 
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flourish in the 1970s.8   

 The oral history projects in this study share a general purpose: to document the 

lives of people or groups of people before they, or those who hold their memories, can no 

longer express them. At times the scope of the interviews moves beyond Palm Beach 

County; some narrators began their lives elsewhere. They had been members of military 

groups, professions, and activist organizations—perhaps many communities in their 

lifetimes. Their recorded memories now contribute to the history of Palm Beach County, 

Florida, the United States, and beyond. 

 

Race and Oral History in Palm Beach County 

 The six oral history projects examined in the coming chapters were chosen from 

among many that have been undertaken in Palm Beach County. The Historical Society of 

Palm Beach County (HSPBC), whose oral history collection has evolved since the 1960s, 

contributed three of the six projects. Parts of this collection were initiated and supervised 

by separate authorities, recorded on different kinds of equipment, conducted by different 

interviewers, and produced in different transcript formats. Occasionally a single interview 

was done, but most were completed in multiples for projects with specific themes. The 

community recorded by the HSPBC in the 1960s represents the pioneers of Palm Beach 

and West Palm Beach; in the 1980s, the sometimes-seasonal residents of the 1920s and 

’30s; and in the 2000s, natives of northern Palm Beach County and significant 

                                                

8 Anna Green and Kathleen Troup, eds., The Houses of History: A Critical Reader  

in Twentieth-century History and Theory (Manchester, UK: University Press, 1999), 33; 
Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 23. 
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contributors to its development. With few exceptions, these oral histories were of the 

local white population.   

 Beyond the county historical society, community research was conducted from 

one end of Palm Beach County to the other with increasing frequency. As oral histories 

with "the unheard" minorities became popular in the latter part of the twentieth century, 

they were initiated in parts of Palm Beach County with African American communities. 

 South Florida's earliest black and white pioneers had often depended on one 

another to overcome the many challenges confronting them in the wilderness. white 

settlers came more often from the North and the Midwest than from formerly 

Confederate states, and increasingly from the Northeast as the decades passed. Although 

each town developed its own racial personality, the "Old South" mentality was generally 

less prevalent than in North Florida.9 

 Despite relatively peaceful race relations, recorded black history remained rare. In 

1968 Louise Buie, president of the Palm Beach County branch of the NAACP during the 

1950s and ’60s, led a campaign to end the use of textbooks that ignored black history.10 

According to scholars David Colburn and Jane Landers in 1995, 

In earlier textbooks [it] has been a white man's story, portraying black Floridians 
as little more than a mass of humanity that stood somewhere in the background, 

                                                

9 Lise M. Steinhauer, “’Wait’ Has Almost Always Meant ‘Never:’ The Long 
Road to School Desegregation in Palm Beach County,” in Old South, New South, or 
Down South? Florida and the Modern Civil Rights Movement, ed. Irvin D. S. Winsboro 
(Morgantown: West Virginia University Press, 2009), 156-7. 

10 Patricia Mayo, “African-American Protest Movements in Palm Beach County,” 
in Palm Beach County History and Civics, Historical Society of Palm Beach County and 
School District of Palm Beach County, and Palm Beach Newspapers (Palm Beach 
Newspapers, 2005), 2.   
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contributing principally their physical presence and physical labor.11 
 

Colburn and Landers also wrote that the study of African American history had only 

recently begun and would take “at least another generation of historical research and 

writing” to make it right.12 

 The Boca Raton Historical Society (BRHS) and City of Boca Raton recognized 

this omission much earlier, which led to a project to educate the public about their black 

neighborhood of Pearl City (chapter four). Genealogist Lynn Lasseter-Drake researched 

Jupiter's black settlers. In Delray Beach, student Nancy Stein and others helped the 

African American community to document and share its history (chapter five).  

 Oral histories were collected over the years with other communities in Palm 

Beach County, such as survivors of the Hurricane of 1928 in the Belle Glade area. The 

Delray Beach Historical Society conducted occasional oral histories with Delray’s white 

residents. Kitty Oliver, through her Race and Change Project, taught communications 

students at Florida Atlantic University (FAU) to gather oral histories in a cross-section of 

cultures in Delray Beach and the Glades. Also at FAU, graduate history students 

contributed to a growing oral history collection with an assortment of individuals (see  

chapter seven). All of these projects were conducted under different conditions. Whether 

subtle or obvious, many variables affected the final products.  

 Each of the projects in this study, listed below, was selected because it offered a 

unique opportunity to discuss several of these variables. The cited interviews within these 

                                                

11 David R. Colburn and Jane L. Landers, The African American Heritage of 
Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1995), 12. 

12 Ibid. 
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projects, listed in the bibliography, were similarly chosen.  

Year Repository Project Interviewers Narrators 

1962-64 HSPBC Early Residents 1 30 

1984-85 BRHS Pearl City 1 26 

1996-2001 DBHS Delray Beach 
Blacks 

5 15 

2004 HSPBC Natives 2 5 

2006 HSPBC Achievers 1 12 

2001-08 FAU Course 
HIS6934 

48 48 

 
 The range of locations and time spans of these projects allows the “where and 

when” of each to be examined as a factor. As Valerie Yow puts it, “Whether you are 

carrying out an oral history project in a community or researching a family or one person, 

or writing the history of an institution, you must see your subjects in their place and 

time.”13 The evolving American—and Palm Beach County—culture from 1960 to 2010 

changed the ways people communicated and interacted with one another, particularly 

whites and African Americans. This period also saw significant change in the field of oral 

history. The selected projects provide both of these contexts—the history of Palm Beach 

County and of oral history as a discipline. 

 In addition to their historical perspectives, the projects varied in their 

interviewers’ backgrounds: broadcaster, anthropologist, sociologist, historian, and 

students of several disciplines. The narrators ranged in race, education, social status, 

memory, personality, and their relationships to the interviewers. They were interviewed 
                                                

13 Valerie R. Yow, review of Nearby History: Exploring the Past Around You, by 
David E. Kyvig and Myron A. Marty, Oral History Review 30, no. 1 (Winter-Spring 
2003): 129. 
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alone, with their spouse or friend, in groups, and with others present. They were recorded 

on reel-to-reel, cassette and microcassette tape, videotape, and digital equipment, and 

their words were transcribed on ever-improving equipment, by interviewers or untrained 

volunteers. The recordings are protected in local archives, and their accessibility has 

resulted in use by academics and community leaders; final products to date include a 

thesis, a study, a book, a digital exhibit, and a museum, with the potential for many more 

due to this protection and availability.  

 By looking closely at these factors in real situations and considering the input of 

experts, we learn to what extent each can affect the outcome of an oral history. How 

important are these effects? Most important to readers, how can oral historians use this 

knowledge in designing and conducting their own oral history projects? In addition to 

answers to these questions, these oral histories contain vital information about the 

changing people, places, and times of Palm Beach County over the past half-century.  

These and all other oral history efforts are subject to the law, as well as ethical matters. A 

brief discussion follows of how the six projects dealt with these concerns. 

 

Legal and Ethical Issues 

 The discipline of oral history has not developed in a static environment. Scholars 

and politicians have discussed and debated, and federal laws have been passed and 

amended, regarding intellectual property and copyrights. Intellectual property, dealing 

with the exclusive rights to creative works, includes the words of narrators in any format.  

The foundation of these laws is the desire to protect people, which is of concern to 

historians. Without these legal permissions, none of the information can be used. 
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When the Oral History Association prepared to update their Evaluation Guidelines in the 

late 1980s, past president Donald Ritchie notes, “the most intense discussions predictably 

dealt with ethical issues. A greater awareness of the effects of race, class, gender, 

ethnicity, and culture” led to concern over “the impact that the oral history projects might 

have on the communities.”14 The Oral History Association’s current Guidelines advises 

practitioners to ask themselves whether they have addressed these issues—the first, 

ethical; the second, legal: 

 The interviewees are fully informed about the potential uses of the 
material, including deposit of the interviews in a repository, publication in all 
forms of print or electronic media, including the Internet or other emerging 
technologies, and all forms of public programming.  
 
 The interviewees are provided a full and easily comprehensible 
explanation of their legal rights before being asked to sign a contract or deed of 
gift transferring rights, title, and interest in the tape(s) and transcript(s) to an 
administering authority or individual.15 
 

The Columbia University Oral History Office is believed to have initiated the use of 

release forms to avoid copyright conflicts when it first archived oral histories in 1948. Its  

influence to oral historians elsewhere, however, was then limited.16  

 When the Historical Society of Palm Beach County interviewed local pioneers in 

1962, the term “oral history” did not appear in its correspondence. According to HSPBC 

                                                

14 Donald A. Ritchie, in the foreword to Oral History Evaluation Guidelines. 
Ritchie also states that this edition was principally necessary to address recent 
technological advances. 

15 Oral History Association, “Program/Project Guidelines, Purposes and 
Objectives,” Sec. 1.4, Oral History Evaluation Guidelines. 

16 Mary Kay Quinlan (editor, Oral History Association Newsletter), in an email to 
author, 4 February 2010; Corie Trancho-Robie (assistant director, Oral History Research 
Office, Columbia University), in an email to author, 4 February 2010. 
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records, by 1987 it had advanced to using a “legal release form.”17 For its current 

interviews, including those in 2004 and 2006 discussed in chapter six, narrators sign two 

forms (see appendix one and two). The Consent and Release, executed before the 

interview is conducted, inform the narrator of the purpose of the oral history and how it 

will be stored and used. It also asks the narrator to agree on several points.  

• She is a legal adult and acting voluntarily.  

• The HSPBC has permission to record the interview in audio and video. 

• The recording is the exclusive property of the HSPBC.  

• She will read the transcript for any necessary edits and to approve it.  

 In the late 1990s, when Nancy Stein collected oral histories from African 

Americans in Delray Beach (chapter five), she used a release form that was executed by 

narrators at their interviews.18  

 In addition to federal, state, county, and municipal laws that may apply to the oral 

history process, interviewers may be subject to the policies of organizations or 

institutions attached to their projects. From 2001 to 2008, students in the Oral History 

graduate course in Florida Atlantic University’s Department of History (chapter seven) 

used a one-page form with two sections. The first is an invitation to participate in an oral 

history project conducted by the student with an explanation of the project sufficient to 

ensure the narrator grants “informed consent.” In the second part, the narrator gives 

                                                

17 Oral History Collection, in the archives of the Historical Society of Palm Beach 
County (hereinafter cited as HSPBC Archives). 

18 Nancy Stein, “Visions and Voices: A Community Materializes Its Past” 
(master’s thesis, Florida Atlantic University, 2002), 30. 
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permission “for any lawful public use . . . of the recording and information collected” 

(see appendix four). All research at FAU involving human subjects, including oral 

history, is also subject to compliance with federal laws through the Institutional Review 

Board (see chapter seven).  

 Informed consent assumes that the narrator understands the potential benefits and 

risks of participation in an oral history project. According to a former director of the 

National Institute on Aging, recording their oral history helps old people—who are often 

our narrators—to “put their lives in perspective, prove to themselves that their lives have 

been worthwhile, and prepare themselves for death with a minimum of fear or anxiety.”19 

A narrator from the Florida Atlantic University project emotionally expressed the 

meaning of the interview in her life. 

If you want to, send me a bill for psychiatric care. It’s good to get—get it out, 
’cause a lot of young folks, they don’t like to listen to old folks, you know? But 
you made me feel like . . . what I had to say was important. And I appreciate that. 
. . . You don’t realize how much you helped me. 20 

 

Although a full discussion of this effect is beyond the scope of this thesis, the oral history 

process can also unexpectedly impact interviewers; at the least, they are rewarded by 

increased knowledge and perspective. Many other aspects of the six projects studied—

including historical context, interviewers and narrators, technology, transcription, and 

use—are discussed in depth in their individual chapters.

                                                

19 Roger Butler, “The Life Review: An Unrecognized Bonanza,” International 
Journal of Aging and Human Development 12, no. 1 (1980-81): 36; quoted in Yow, 
Recording Oral History, 159. 

20 Barbato, interview, digital recording and transcript. 
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II.  REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The History of Oral History 

 The tradition of passing on history to succeeding generations has been followed as 

long as humans have had a history to convey. Long before written correspondence and 

official documentation, we used the spoken word. Probably the oldest organized project 

of collecting oral history was developed by Hubert Howe Bancroft as recently as the 

1860s, when he gathered the verbalized memories of pioneers in the American West, 

which were published as the multi-volume Dictations. The Bancroft Library at University 

of California, Berkeley, has been home to his works and collection of documents and 

books since 1905.21 

 In the latter half of the nineteenth century, the oral tradition, based on imperfect 

human memory, lost its standing.22 During this time, Thomas Edison used a metal 

cylinder wrapped in tinfoil to develop the first phonograph; its successors would lessen 

the dependence on spoken repetition to preserve memories. Some of the earliest 

recordings were of Native Americans and funded by the federal government and were 

recorded on wax cylinders that held only a couple of minutes of sound. Ethnographers, 

from the field of anthropology, “felt compelled to try to record native traditions of what 

                                                

21 Regents of the University of California, “About the Regional Oral History 
Office,” University of California, Berkeley, http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/. 

22 Rebecca Sharpless, “The History of Oral History,” in History of Oral History, 
eds. Charlton et al., 10. 
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they thought was a dying culture,” Donald Ritchie, U.S. Senate associate historian, told 

the Wall Street Journal.23 This goal has been a basis for much of oral history to this day.  

 By the 1880s hollow wax cylinders were mass marketed with sound recordings in 

grooves on the outside, but they wore out after being played a few dozen times. Edison 

Records, Columbia Phonograph, and other companies soon agreed on a standard system 

of recording cylinder, which measured about four inches long and 2¼ inches in diameter. 

Phonographs of the late 1880s and the 1890s were often sold with attachments for 

recording. Over the years the type of wax used in cylinders was improved and hardened 

so that cylinders could be played over a hundred times. Edison Records launched a line of 

improved hard wax cylinders in 1902, marketed as Edison Gold Moulded Records. 

 Magnetic tape for recording sound was invented in Germany in 1928, which 

allowed for longer recordings and splicing; the first tape recorders were introduced in the 

mid-1930s. They kept these developments to themselves due to the uncertain political 

climate that became World War II. The U. S. Government, unaware of such advances in 

Germany, brought oral history into the public eye with the Federal Writers’ Project of the 

U. S. Works Progress (later Work Projects) Administration, or WPA. Ralph Ellison, 

Stetson Kennedy, and Zora Neale Hurston were among those hired between 1936 and 

1942 to interview immigrants, the Appalachian poor, and former slaves. The history of 

these segments of the population had largely been excluded from formal texts, especially 

from their own viewpoint. The interviewers were not much better off than were their 

                                                

23 Bari Weiss, “Listen and Learn: A Brief History Of Oral History,” The Wall 
Street Journal, 27 July 2007. 
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narrators, Kennedy later recalled; WPA employment required taking “a pauper’s oath.” 24 

He was one of two hundred field workers who recorded interviews in Florida, using disk 

recorders that operated off car batteries, said Kennedy, but more often, relying on their 

memories.25 

 The U.S. Army still lacked magnetic tape technology during World War II, when 

Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall established a program to collect official 

documents to create the army's official history of the war. The program’s professional 

historians soon realized that interviews were needed to supplement the written records. 

Lt. Col. (later Brig. Gen.) S. L. A. Marshall used his journalism background to pioneer 

the army's oral history effort, employing several hundred soldier-historians. In the 

European Theater alone, more than two thousand interviews were recorded using pencil 

and paper, which the army published as the United States World War II Series, also 

called the “Green Books.” The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) 

preserves the notes and transcripts from many of the interviews.26 

 Aside from these notable exceptions, most oral history in the United States during 

the first half of the twentieth century was conducted with well-known people whose lives 

are documented in other ways; they wrote and were written about by others. When 

former journalist Allan Nevins started the first scholarly oral history program and archive 

                                                

24 Oral History Association, “Oral Historian Recalls Lifetime of Interviews,” Oral 
History Association Newsletter (Winter 2006), 11. A pauper’s oath was a legal affidavit 
of indigence or poverty. 

25 Ibid. 
26 Stephen E. Everett, Center for Military History, Oral History Techniques and 

Procedures (Washington, DC: U.S. Army, 1992); Stephen J. Lofgren, Center for Military 
History, U.S. Army Guide to Oral History (Washington, DC: U.S. Army, 2006), 5. 
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in 1948, at Columbia University, he focused on white upper-class male narrators in order 

to obtain funding. Today, however, the Columbia University Oral History Office offers 

an online seminar in creating community oral history projects that are not bound by such 

limitations.27 

 The Regional Oral History Office (ROHO) opened in 1954 at the Bancroft 

Library of the University of California, Berkeley, where it still continues the legacy of 

Hubert Bancroft with an ongoing oral history program to preserve all aspects of the 

history of the American West. Willa Klug Baum, director of ROHO from 1958 to 2000, 

worked with colleagues nationwide to obtain acceptance for oral history as a discipline. 

As a founding member of the Oral History Association (OHA) in 1967, Baum helped to 

develop professional standards and methodologies that encouraged the use of oral history 

for historical research. 

 In their early years, Colombia and ROHO treated oral history as a supplement to 

the written information collected on prominent individuals, an archival practice primarily 

for use by future historians and biographers.28 When the presidential libraries were 

established in 1961, oral histories became part of the National Archives.  

 The new social historians of the radical 1960s held an alternative view, that a 

                                                

27 Columbia University, “E-Seminar: Discovering Your Community through Oral 
History,” Columbia Interactive, http://ci.columbia.edu/ci/eseminars/0721_detail.html/. 

28 David K. Dunaway, “Introduction,” Oral History: An Interdisciplinary 
Anthology, eds. David K. Dunaway and Willa K. Baum, 2nd ed. (Walnut Creek, CA: 
AltaMira Press with the cooperation of the American Association of State and Local 
History and Oral History Association, 1997), 8. 
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complete history must include the voices of those with no previous historical record.29 

This history “from the bottom up” had begun in the United Kingdom in the 1950s. An 

early example in the United States is the Foxfire project, in rural southern Appalachia. 

Since 1966, students in high school English classes there have documented their culture 

by interviewing their elders. The original class started Foxfire Magazine to publish the 

stories; later came The Foxfire Books and the Foxfire Museum and Heritage Center. 

Founder Eliot Wigginton writes that about two years after the magazine’s first issue, its 

creators “found out that somebody had called that kind of stuff oral history!”30  

 Grants became increasingly available to research the feminist and civil rights 

movements, the Vietnam War, ethnic groups—especially Native Americans—and, 

because of the 1976 United States bicentennial, communities. According to Rebecca 

Sharpless, former president of the OHA, there were 89 community history projects in 

progress in 1965; by 1975, there were 230 ongoing, with 93 in the planning stage.31 

Traditional historians neither acknowledged the need for what they considered to be 

“unneeded information” nor trusted its veracity.32 Yet people wanted “to document the 

ordinary history of their town,” says Willa Baum, and oral history was “a substantial 

component. . . . You weren't just documenting something, but you had a mission to 
                                                

29 Ronald J. Grele, “Oral History as Evidence,” in The History of Oral History: 
Foundations and Methodology, eds. Thomas L. Charlton et al. (Walnut Creek, CA: 
AltaMira Press, 2007), 34, 39; Dunaway, “Introduction,” Oral History, 8. 

30 Eliot Wigginton, “Reaching Across the Generations: The Foxfire Experience,” 
in The Oral History Reader, eds. Robert Perks and Alistair Thomson (New York: 
Routledge, 1998), 208. 

 31 Rebecca Sharpless, “The History of Oral History,” in History of Oral History, 
eds. Charlton et al., 28. 

32 Ibid., 20. 
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empower [others] to do something with it.”33 

Theory 

 Until the 1970s, the value of an oral history depended on “whether or not the 

person was more or less truthful [and] had a good memory,” says Ronald Grele, who 

managed oral history centers at Columbia and the University of California, Los 

Angeles.34 David Dunaway describes earlier efforts as simple and neutral.35  

 When Dunaway received his oral history training in the ’70s, academics were 

entering the field and initiating scholarly inquiries, including ethical questions, which 

continue today. The new community history acknowledged, revealed, and explored 

relationships between and among people, which extended to those between interviewers 

and narrators. Grele initiated an interpretation of the oral history interview in 1985 as “a 

conversational narrative jointly created” by the interviewer and narrator.36 This 

redefinition as an interactive collaboration encouraged oral historians—previously 

assumed to be objective and distant—to allow a less structured give and take, not only 

during the interview, but also in later analysis.37 For the first time, historians were 

                                                

33 Tracy E. K'Meyer, “An Interview with Willa K. Baum: A Career at the 
Regional Oral History Office,” Oral History Review 24, no. 1 (1997): 107-8; Sharpless, 
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34 Ronald J. Grele, quoted in Alexander Stille, “Prospecting for Truth Amid the 
Distortions of Oral History,” New York Times, 10 March 2001. 

35 Dunaway, “Introduction,” Oral History, 8. 
36 Ronald J. Grele, “History and the Languages of History in the Oral History 

Interview: Who Answers Whose Questions and Why?” in Interactive Oral History 
Interviewing, eds. Eva McMahan and Kim Lacy Rogers (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence 
Erlbaum Associates, 1994), 2. 

37 Grele, “Oral History as Evidence,” 33-4, 56; Judith Modell and Charlee 
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interpreting documents of their own creation—the recordings and transcripts of their 

interviews.38 

 Change, however, did not occur in a linear fashion or to all oral historians at the 

same time.39 But those trained during the 1980s were apt to be young and to hail from 

academia, where they learned the high standards set by the National Archives and 

Records Administration. Some graduates entered the relatively new field of public 

history, where museums and libraries had finally embraced oral history as a valuable 

resource.40  

 The increasingly interpretive perspective from academic theorists made some 

practitioners uncomfortable. Many of those whose only concern was to document their 

particular locale or subject left the Oral History Association during the 1980s.41 Although 

Willa Baum approved of expanded uses for oral history, the scholars frustrated her as 

well. “All the trouble of trying to raise money for history, you don't need to spend it 

seeing how people talk to each other. [Communication is] another subject and it's a valid 

subject, but not ours.”42 

 Oral historians from different disciplines and countries continued to debate new 

                                                

Brodsky, “Envisioning Homestead: Using Photographs in Interviewing,” in Interactive 
Oral History Interviewing, eds. Eva McMahan and Kim Lacy Rogers, 142. 

38 Sherna Berger Gluck, Donald A. Ritchie, and Bret Eynon, “Oral History 
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39 Ibid. 
40 Dunaway, “Introduction,” Oral History, 8-9. 
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issues. American literature professor Alessandro Portelli in Italy, and social historians 

Ronald Grele in the United States and Paul Thompson in Great Britain explored whether 

interviews are not just about history, but also are history. Do they stand on their own as 

primary source documents, or are they a process for constructing history?43 These 

questions led in the 1980s and ‘90s to considerations of memory, meaning, the role of the 

interviewer, and to the oral history narrative as a text. The subjects of inquiries continue 

to become more sophisticated, such as what society—rather than an individual—

remembers in its collective identity, and what it means.44  

 

Methodology 

 Historian T. Harry Williams, addressing the Fifth National Colloquium on Oral 

History in 1970, says that in 1955 he wrote to Louis Starr, then director of Columbia's 

Oral History Research Office, asking for suggestions on techniques of oral history. Starr 

replied, in effect, “Use your common sense, feel your way, develop your own 

techniques.”45 Since then, manuals and guides have had much to say about how to 

produce a quality oral history and what to do with it.  

 One of the first guides was Willa Baum’s pamphlet, Oral History for the Local 

                                                

43 Dunaway, “Introduction,” Oral History, 8-9. 
44 Grele, “Oral History as Evidence,” 42; Gluck, Ritchie, and Eynon, 
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Historical Society. Baum declares in the 1987 edition, “Essentially the method is the 

same; the steps described in 1969 still work as well.”46 As oral history gained respect, 

however, it was put to practical uses as varied as litigation, public policy, institutional 

and business history, and land use and preservation claims. Some scholars claim that this 

wide-ranging use resulted in the absence of strict standards or methodology. During the 

1980s, an interest in anthropology (and its ethnographic tools, including oral history) 

permeated diverse social sciences from psychology to literary criticism, and new areas of 

historic study, such as ethnic and labor history.47 

 “The history of oral history, therefore, is one of convergences,” declares 

Alessandro Portelli in 1991, “with sociology (the ‘life history approach’ . . .), 

psychology, . . . linguistics, . . . ethnology and anthropology, . . . folklore, . . . music. In 

my own case, my motivation was ultimately political, and my only formal training was in 

criminal law.”48 Each of these fields has adjusted its method of practicing oral history to 

its respective needs and schools of thought. 

 

 

                                                

46 Willa K. Baum, “Preface to the 1987 Edition,” in Oral History for the Local 
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Technology 

 Since World War II, oral historians have graduated from recording interviews 

with pen and paper to a series of technological advancements as they became available. 

Magnetic tape recorders used a “reel-to-reel” system from their beginnings, but the first 

ones were not enclosed; the term caught on in the 1960s, to differentiate them from the 

new tape cassette. The Philips Company invented the portable cassette recorder in 1963, 

simplifying fieldwork for social historians whose narrators could be found in a great 

variety of locales.49 

 After video technology became available about 1970, debates followed over the 

pros and cons of its use. At the 1974 annual meeting of the Oral History Association, 

members of the University of California at Los Angeles Oral History Program spoke 

about videotaping interviews, which was still quite expensive. A report on the conference 

notes, “The orneriness of the medium was demonstrated when the equipment procured 

for the session . . . failed to operate.”50 

 According to Donald Ritchie, both tapes and their transcription were expensive at 

first. Practitioners who could not afford transcription often eschewed the need for it; the 

narrator’s voice was the important thing. Others insisted on absolute verbatim 

transcription and would reuse tapes rather than archive them. The introduction of 

personal computers allowed transcribers to work more quickly, brought down the 

expense, and allowed interviews to be saved not only on the hard drive, but also on disks 
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that could be copied.51 

  Ritchie was president of the OHA in the mid-1980s, when the organization spent 

two years revising its Evaluation Guidelines. Reel-to-reel tapes had just gone out of use, 

leaving only cassette tapes for audio recording. Ritchie later writes that although “an 

array of committees review[ed] every perceived aspect of the methodology . . . few 

anticipated the suddenness of the digital . . . revolution.” 52 Another revision of 

Evaluation Guidelines was required in 2000 to address digital recording, which had come 

into use in the mid-1990s.53 

 With digital equipment came new methodological and theoretical concerns. Oral 

historians worldwide from many disciplines could and did share their ideas easily through 

email and forums on the World Wide Web. The first discussion list appeared in 1993 as 

OHA-L, which became H-Oralhist in 1997. Practitioners are increasingly using digital 

audio and video and streaming to online applications. By May 2003, over seven thousand 

oral histories had been submitted to the Veterans History Project of the Library of 

Congress; today there are 40,000. Books are now created in CD-ROM format that may 

include—in addition to voices and text—music, photographs, or maps.54 

 Debates continue, such as the potential uses of images and whether the distraction 

of recording video outweighs the value of capturing facial expressions and body 
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language.55 Concerns include the stability, life expectancy, and quality of digital media; 

how quickly will it, too, be replaced? Technology has advanced so rapidly that the Oral 

History Association has added guidance at their Web site for choosing quality digital 

equipment at an affordable price, because tapes are “becoming obsolete.”56  

 The future use of oral histories will undoubtedly become increasingly creative, as 

the World Wide Web expands their accessibility. And yet, to many practitioners, as 

Rebecca Sharpless writes in 2007, “the basic dynamic, two people sitting and talking 

about the past, has remained largely unchanged.”57  

 

The Literature 

 Since the birth of oral history as an academic discipline in the 1970s, practitioners 

have published their advice for success based on their own and others’ experience; often 

they also explored the possible causes. Much of their writing is discussed in books and 

articles by other authors in the relatively small circle of distinguished oral historians. 

 As public interest in community history grew through the 1970s and ’80s, new 

historical societies sprung up around the United States. The typical American history 

organization is small in both financial and human resources, and the latter are often 
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volunteers who are inexperienced in oral history.58 Basic how-to guides appeared to 

educate the untrained. As the field evolved, there was more to say; manuals became more 

scholarly and expanded to discuss new issues.  

 This study describes oral history projects completed over fifty years in Palm 

Beach County and examines six in depth, including their historical context in the field of 

oral history as well as in their time and place. The following works, therefore, are 

organized into books on oral history, including anthologies of essays, and on relevant 

Palm Beach County history. The first section will include How-to Manuals, Expanded 

Manuals, and Anthologies, regardless of whether the subject matter is methodology, 

theory, or a combination. The second section will address published histories relevant to 

the projects studied, on Palm Beach County, Boca Raton, Delray Beach, and pioneers on 

Lake Worth. 

 

How-to Manuals 

 When feminist sociologist Sherna Gluck conducted her first oral history in 1972, 

she was armed, she says, with two tools besides her tape recorder. First was a two-page 

mimeographed list, “Goals and Guidelines,” from the Oral History Association.59 Now 

renamed Oral History Evaluation Guidelines, it provides a checklist on a “myriad of 

issues,” as Donald Ritchie says in the foreword, to assist oral history projects regardless 

of size, discipline, location, or purpose. Like most of the how-to guides considered 
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below, Evaluation Guidelines provides no specific examples.60  

 Gluck’s other tool is similar in this respect. Oral History for the Local Historical 

Society was written for novices by Willa Baum. In contrast, Baum’s Transcribing and 

Editing Oral History demonstrates dos and don’ts with samples from transcripts and 

indexes, adding handwritten notes and edits.61 

 Edward Ives’ The Tape-Recorded Interview: A Manual for Field Workers in 

Folklore and Oral History started out in 1974, like the OHA’s Evaluation Guidelines, as 

a mimeographed handout; it still serves those that have not joined the digital revolution. 

In his small book, folklorist Ives offers some examples from many years in the field.62 

The Oral History Manual by Barbara Sommer and Mary Kay Quinlan is also small, with 

very few examples of actual projects or interviews among the detailed, step-by-step 

instructions for community historians.63 

 

Expanded Manuals 

 Donald Ritchie's Doing Oral History examines where oral history has been and 

predicts where it is going, with case studies. To teach methodology, this classic manual 
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contains many brief examples from interviews. Ritchie uses his knowledge of famous 

interviewers and narrators, e.g., “I interviewed the New Dealer Benjamin V. Cohen about 

his role in creating the Securities and Exchange Commission.”64 The projects he used to 

illustrate possibilities are impressive as well. “Elizabeth Norman,” says Ritchie, “who 

interviewed American nurses trapped on Bataan by the Japanese during World War II, 

found it troublesome when the women cried.”65 Amateur oral historians may find these 

references irrelevant to their efforts. 

 In one of the first oral history books written by an academic theorist, The Voice of 

the Past: Oral History, British sociology professor Paul Thompson teaches interview 

style by citing examples from the work of others, and their opinions on method.66 

Thompson discusses specific projects to encourage the use of oral history in schools.  

 James Hoopes addresses students rather than educators in Oral History: An 

Introduction for Students, yet he refers to projects—his own and others’—only by name 

or description. In the chapters on transcription and asking questions, however, he utilizes 

a considerable number of illustrations from actual interviews, some of them lengthy. The 

following excerpt allows Hoopes to discuss interviewers who contradict narrators: 

 [Narrator]:  What he had to say was more important than getting those 
damn dishes done. 
 
 [Interviewer]:  He could have done both—he could have sent the dishes in, 
and gone on talking. 
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 [Narrator]:  That wasn’t Charles’s way.67 
 

One hypothetical oral history runs throughout Hoopes’s book, which he uses to 

demonstrate what “might” be said or done. Since his intended audience is students, so is 

his imaginary interviewer, “Amy Schwartz—from Chicago.”68 

 The revised 2005 edition of Recording Oral History: A Guide for the Humanities 

and Social Sciences by Valerie Yow covers everything from the Internet to ethics to 

memory, and even suggests words to avoid using in an interview.69 The thorough content 

is presented with references to hundreds of authors from a wide field. Yow uses what 

they have said about oral history, which is sometimes general. At other times it is 

specific, with passages from their research. 

 [Interviewer]: You trusted me enough to share with me. How did you feel 
about me taking away this material? It’s all about you and someone is taking it, 
and working with it. 
 
 [Narrator]:  Well trust wasn’t a factor, that wasn’t something I even 
thought about.70 
 

 Yow adds part of an interview she completed fifteen years earlier and analyzes it 

for themes, examining the meaning behind the narrator’s words as if preparing an 

interpretation of the content rather than the process. She explores how she, as interviewer, 

influences the outcome. “I am two people,” she says, “the one looked at critically and the 
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one who is doing the looking.”71 

 While Yow considers both method and theory, Ronald Grele aims to reveal the 

“structure of the [narrator’s] imagination.”72 Sherna Gluck credits Grele’s Envelopes of 

Sound:  The Art of Oral History with challenging oral historians to “be more self-

conscious of and attentive to the nuances of the oral history interview.”73 In an essay in 

Envelopes of Sound, Grele demonstrates in depth the interpretation of an interview with 

“Mel” using lengthy excerpts. 

 Mel:  Today it’s all Puerto Ricans and blacks. The contractors prefer 
Puerto Ricans because they can do anything they want with them. 
 

Grele continues: “Explicitly in these statements and others . . . Mel ascribes to these 

groups of people responsibility for crime in New York City.”74 This is one of two case 

studies that Grele uses to analyze oral history for its deepest meanings.  

 The Italian literature professor Alessandro Portelli also reveals themes and 

structures, an appropriate process for a scholar, which prompts Mary Clark to credit him 

with transforming oral history into “a literary genre.”75 In The Death of Luigi Trastulli 

and Other Stories: Form and Meaning in Oral History, Portelli relates snippets of 

dialogue to issues of memory and narrative form, but mostly to “the experience of the 
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encounter in the field.”76 

It was all very easy—until I sat down Alfredo Crimi, my informant, in front of a 
microphone and a glass of wine, and he asked: “Well, what shall we talk about?” I 
was stumped.77 
 

Like Grele, Portelli seeks the story behind the story. “To this socialist factory worker, the 

higher standards of living achieved in the last decades are, at least in their present form, 

as much a consequence of the weaknesses as of the strength of the working class.”78 

 In their guide From Memory to History: Using Oral Sources in Local Historical 

Research, folklorists Barbara Allen and William Lynwood Montell use many excerpts 

from interviews by others, as well as hypothetical situations; one case is examined in 

depth. Their sole purpose is to instruct researchers of local history in evaluating their own 

interviews for historical validity.79 

 

Anthologies 

 Essays by well-known oral historians have been collected in several anthologies. 

Often they have first appeared in another book or in a journal, such as the Oral History 

Review of the Oral History Association. The content is sophisticated and aimed at 

professionals and academics that are already knowledgeable about oral history. The 

manuals described above that are written entirely by one or two authors cite many 
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projects and practitioners. An anthology may do the same, but in many instances the 

creator of the project or interview is the author interpreting it.  

 Willa Baum teamed up with David Dunaway to compile and edit thirty-four short 

scholarly articles in Oral History: An Interdisciplinary Anthology, the first such text on 

this subject.80 Nearly all of the essays were previously published elsewhere—two from 

sources discussed here and many others from the Oral History Review. The essays 

dedicated to one project are frequently from the introduction or preface to a published 

account, which describes rather than quotes specific examples. The rare excerpts from 

interviews would be most useful to scholars, such as those from the Imperial War 

Museum in England and Alex Haley’s African research.81 

 Written by and for educators, Preparing the Next Generation of Oral Historians: 

An Anthology of Oral History Education was edited by Barry Lanman and Laura 

Wendling. Three of the book’s five sections—twenty-six chapters—use case studies to 

demonstrate the potential of oral history for use at various educational levels.82 

Englishmen Robert Perks and Alistair Thomson edited The Oral History Reader, a mix of 

disciplines, nations, eras, and uses for the practice and its products.83 The communities 

represented include the learning disabled, with many quotes from interviews in its essay; 
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depressed women, and Native American women.84 The essays collected in Oral History 

and Public Memories: Critical Perspectives on the Past by Linda Shopes and Paula 

Hamilton are also intentionally diverse—by theme, analytic style, geographic area, and 

theory. As Shopes and Hamilton’s focus is public history, the essays treat interviews or 

projects as “artifacts of memory, variously used ‘in public’” to relate to the past.85 

 Memory is also a topic in Thinking About Oral History: Theories and 

Applications, edited by Thomas Charlton, Lois Myers, and Rebecca Sharpless. An 

interdisciplinary group of established oral historians refer to actual projects as they 

discuss memory, women’s studies, narrative, performance, documentaries, biography, 

publishing, or communication.86 

 

Local Histories 

 Because this study considers projects in their place and time, relevant sources 

include histories of the municipalities of Palm Beach, West Palm Beach, Boca Raton, and 

Delray Beach; African Americans in these locations; and Palm Beach County as a whole. 

They are organized by project. 
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1962-64 - The Historical Society of Palm Beach County 

Subject: Pioneer life on Lake Worth, especially in Palm Beach and West Palm Beach, 

from the 1870s to about 1930. 

 Edited and published in 1970, Pioneer Life in Southeast Florida is the nucleus of 

the journal of Charles Pierce, who came to the area in 1872. It is an autobiography, an 

oral history without the questions, and is often cited.87 A 1927 booklet, History of 

Beautiful Palm Beach by Wadsworth Travers, contains many biographies of pioneers. 

Although most of them were alive at publication, Travers made scant use of their own 

words.88 Several other histories related to the pioneer period were published in the 1970s 

and ‘90s. None of these authors made use of the 1962 interviews, and most were 

probably unaware of them.89 Judge James Knott, president of the HSPBC in 1962, 

arranged for these oral histories. Yet there is no evidence of their content in the seven 

years of The Brown Wrapper, his weekly supplements to The Palm Beach Post.90 

 The original finding guide for the HSPBC archives, created in the 1990s by a 

part-time archivist, did not include a heading for oral history. The current director of 
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research, Debi Murray, discovered the interviews on reel-to-reel tapes about 2000. They 

had been transferred to cassette tapes that were then too fragile for use. The reel-to-reel 

tapes were transferred to compact discs, and in 2006 to cassette tapes to produce new 

transcripts. Since then, the Historical Society has made the oral histories available to 

researchers of the pioneer period.91 

1984-85 - The Boca Raton Historical Society 

Subject: The city’s African American neighborhood, Pearl City. 

 Dr. Arthur Evans, who conducted the oral histories for this project, later 

collaborated with David Lee, a social geographer, to publish Pearl City, Florida: A Black 

Community Remembers. Most of the book is a blend of excerpts from individual oral 

histories into a single narrative that the authors call an “autobiography.”92 The 

introduction to the book explains the methodology of the blending of language: “There is 

no single Black English vernacular.”93  

 Several early settlers of Boca Raton wrote memoirs, yet excerpts published in the 

BRHS’s publication The Spanish River Papers, from its first issue in 1973 until after the 

1984 project, rarely mention the town’s “colored” residents. Even the 1929 obituary for 

George Long, developer of Pearl City and reminiscences by his son in 1976 ignore the 

subject. The exception is an article reprinted from the Boca Raton News about Pearl 

City’s first resident, Alex Hughes. Quotes from Hughes in this article have often been 

                                                

91 Debi Murray (director of research and archives, HSPBC), interview by author, 
22 January 2010. 

92 Arthur S. Evans Jr. and David Lee, Pearl City, Florida: A Black Community 
Remembers (Boca Raton: Florida Atlantic University Press, 1990), 1. 

93 Ibid., 8. 
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cited as if they were from an oral history.94 Like a Mighty Banyan: Contributions of Black 

People to the History of Palm Beach, released in 1982, omits Boca Raton from its 

countywide history.95 Since then, several histories of the city have been published; some 

mention Pearl City only briefly, while a few include excerpts from this project’s 1980s 

oral histories.96 

1996-2001 - Delray Beach Collaboration 

Subject: The city’s African American neighborhoods. 

 Although this project’s results have been presented in other ways, there is no book 

that discusses the oral histories themselves. Few histories have been written of Delray 

Beach specifically. Sandy Simon’s history of Boca Raton and Delray Beach, published 

while this project was underway, includes a chapter on the black population. Although 

Simon refers to Vera Farrington, who was part of the project, he does not mention the 

project itself.97 

2004/06 – The Historical Society of Palm Beach County 

Subject: Residents of Palm Beach County during the first half of the twentieth century. 
                                                

94 Virginia Snyder, “Alex Hughes,” Boca Raton News, 27 February 1972, in The 
Spanish River Papers 1, no. 2 (May 1973), 7. 

95 Vivian Reissland Rouson-Gossett and C. Spencer Pompey, Like a Mighty 
Banyan: Contributions of Black People to the History of Palm Beach (Palm Beach 
County, FL: Palm Beach Junior College, 1982). 

96 Theodore Pratt, The Story of Boca Raton (St. Petersburg, FL: Great Outdoors 
Publishing, 1969, rev. 1993); Donald W. Curl and John P. Johnson, Boca Raton: a 
Pictorial History (Virginia Beach: Donning Co., 1990, rev. 1999); Sally J. Ling, Small 
Town, Big Secrets: Inside the Boca Raton Army Air Field During World War II 
(Charleston, SC: History Press, 2005); Ling, A History of Boca Raton (Charleston, SC: 
History Press, 2007). 

97 Sandy Simon, Remembering: A History of Florida's South Palm Beach County 
1894-1998 (Delray Beach, FL: Cedars Group, 1999), 46-52. 
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 In addition to previously mentioned sources, three books stand out as sources for 

the county’s history. The first, by the staff of the Palm Beach Post, featured individuals 

who “changed our lives,” compiled largely from news articles.98 The second has become 

a classic resource. Historian Donald Curl’s Palm Beach County: An Illustrated History 

was published in cooperation with the HSPBC. Neither book contains more than brief 

recollections by local residents.99  

The last of the three resources is a “dictionary of southeast Floridians.”100 Tim 

Robinson’s lengthy reference book quotes from recollections, letters, diaries, and oral 

histories by early residents, verified with each other and with extensive additional 

research. The chronology, however, ends in 1890. 

2001-08 - Florida Atlantic University 

Subject: The lives of residents of Palm Beach and Broward Counties. 

 Sources discussed above relate to Palm Beach County; Broward County is beyond 

the scope of this study. 

* * * * * 

 Although there are assorted resources available to learn aspects of oral history, 

those reviewed above differ from my study in at least one of these ways:  

 1. They address an academic or scholarly audience, while I assume an audience 

                                                

98 Jan Tuckwood and Eliot Kleinberg with The Palm Beach Post, Our Century: 
The Palm Beach Post 100 (New York: Mega-Books/Progressive Publishing, 2000).  

99 Donald W. Curl, with cooperation of the Historical Society of Palm Beach 
County, Palm Beach County: An Illustrated History (Northbridge, CA: Windsor 
Publications, 1986). 

100 Debi Murray, in the foreword to A Tropical Frontier: Pioneers and Settlers of 
Southeast Florida, 1800-1890 (Port Salerno, FL: Port Sun Publishing, 2005), iv. 
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that knows nothing about oral history. 

 2. They refer to projects and interviews that a novice researcher would find 

intimidating or irrelevant to her needs, while I refer to community interviews to which a 

novice can relate; many were conducted by individuals without oral history training. 

 3. They teach by telling, rather than showing, while I offer detailed examples. 

 4. They depend on one another’s published advice, while I depend on the findings 

of my research and add what experts have to say. 

 5. They focus on only one aspect of the oral history process and increasingly on 

theory in the last few decades. My thesis addresses the effects of factors from choosing 

narrators to making the final products available. 

 6. They focus on only one project or interview, while I discuss fifty interviews 

conducted over as many years. 

 7. When examples are given, they are descriptions, while I provide excerpts from 

actual interviews. 

 The literature reviewed is both too broad and too limited to replicate this study in 

the same way. The scholars that have dominated the field of oral history for decades 

typically seek to reach a large audience with a broad focus. Yet there is little that is new 

among the scholars. Their potential use to novices in community history is limited by 

using jargon to discuss work that is beyond the ambitions of most beginners. In contrast, I 

offer a full picture of the oral history process in laymen’s language through a window 

that is narrow in location, yet wide in time span. Citing actual interviews as examples 

demonstrates that results are as individual as all of the people involved—planners, 

interviewers, narrators, and transcribers—and depend on all of them.
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III. 1962-64: THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PALM BEACH COUNTY 

The oral history project examined in this chapter was the first such effort of the 

Historical Society of Palm Beach County (HSPBC) and possibly the first in Palm Beach 

County. Its timing was prior to the acceleration of oral history as an academic field in the 

1970s, with its accompanying theorists and the increasing popularity of community 

history projects. Indeed, the Historical Society records indicate no awareness of oral 

history per se. Yet their stated purpose for this project fits that of much of oral history 

during this period,101  

to undertake the tape recording of the historical reminiscences of our older 
residents, in order that their intimate knowledge of our early local history might 
be preserved for the benefit of future generations.102 
 

No other use was apparently planned by the board members of the Historical Society, led 

by amateur historian Judge James Knott. Many were also member of the families whose 

history they aimed to preserve; some became narrators themselves. Unique among the 

projects examined in this study, none of the participants in 1962 were academics of any 

discipline, including the interviewer, a semi-retired broadcaster. 

 

 

                                                

101 Dunaway, “Introduction,” Oral History, 8. 
102 James Knott, West Palm Beach, to Al Stevens, West Palm Beach, 25 April 

1961, HSPBC Archives. 
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The Interviewer 

Rush Hughes was the adopted son of Rupert Hughes—author, playwright, film 

producer, and uncle of Howard Hughes—and had led a slightly scandalous life as an 

actor during the 1920s and ’30s.103 In 1939 Rush Hughes worked on the first radio game 

show to interact with its audience, NBC’s “Pot o Gold,” and in the ’40s became known 

for his news commentaries. These were syndicated in 1947; by then Hughes was a St. 

Louis deejay. When Allan Nevins was starting the first scholarly oral history program in 

New York, Hughes was interviewing celebrities for his radio show.104 

 In 1962 Hughes was sixty years old. Since his retirement to Florida in the 1950s, 

which he said “lasted about six weeks,” he had written and broadcast from Cypress 

Gardens to Jensen Beach to Miami.105 Hughes agreed to charge the Historical Society of 

Palm Beach County the same nominal rate he had charged the Martin County Historical 

Society: ten dollars per interview.106 It is unlikely that the pay drew him to this work. In 

his interview of author Theodore Pratt, he confesses, “Research is a fascinating thing to 

me,” and in the late 1960s, he was back to interviewing celebrities in the West.107 

                                                

103 James O. Kemm, Rupert Hughes: A Hollywood Legend (Beverly Hills, CA: 
Pomegranate Press, 1997), passim. 

104 Frank Absher, “Battling Deejays and the Good Old Days,” St. Louis 
Journalism Review, 1 March 2008. 

105 Joseph Allen, interview by Rush Hughes, 2 April 1962, cassette tape, HSPBC 
Archives. 

106 James Knott, West Palm Beach, to Rush Hughes, Stuart, 2 February 1962, 
original in HSPBC Archives; Hughes to Knott, February 1962. 

107 Theodore Pratt, interview by Rush Hughes, 1 April 1962, cassette tape, 
HSPBC Archives; Victor Volland, “Jazz Club Honors Veteran Promoter as New Festival 
Revs up for Summer,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MO), 12 April 2001; Mike Leary, “A 
Lawsuit Marks Tenth Anniversary of Hughes’ Death,” Philadelphia Inquirer, 6 April 
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 The Historical Society hired Hughes to conduct ten interviews initially; he 

completed at least thirty through 3 April 1962.108 Hughes requested a demanding 

schedule—two interviews each morning, two in the afternoon, and one in the early 

evening. The recording medium of the day was reel-to-reel, and Hughes demanded “long-

lasting magnetic tape as recommended for such projects by the Smithsonian Institute.”109 

The recordings took place mostly at the narrators’ residences or places of business.  

 If, as Donald Ritchie says, “interviews are partly performance,” Hughes was well 

prepared.110 His interview style is indicative of his experience as a game-show host—

enthusiastic, light-hearted, and fast-paced. His background as a broadcaster and journalist 

would have taught him to work quickly and not get bogged down in details. But his 

professed love of research is not evident in his knowledge of Palm Beach County. As the 

project progressed, Hughes appears to have used what he learned from narrators to build 

rapport with the next ones.  

 On the second day of the series, James Owens said that Edward Riley “E. R.” 

Bradley, owner of the Beach Club casino, “contributed a great deal to the growth and 

                                                

 
  

1986; Shannon Starr, “Home Movies Show Early Palm Springs,” Press-Enterprise 
(Riverside, CA), 30 November 2002; Starr, “The Red Front Offered News, Beds,” Press-
Enterprise (Riverside, CA), 14 December 2002. Hughes died in 1979. 

108 Rush Hughes, Cypress Gardens, to James Knott, West Palm Beach, n.d., 
HSPBC Archives; Hughes, Miami, to Knott, 29 October 1962. 

109 Rush Hughes, Miami, to James Knott, West Palm Beach, February 1962, 
HSPBC Archives. The Smithsonian’s Oral History Project was started in 1973, but their 
archives contain oral histories from the visual arts, for example, as early as the 1950s. 

110 Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 84. 
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development of Palm Beach.”111 In the next twenty-six interviews, others talked about 

Bradley, especially his long-time employees, Tom Bohne and Harry Redifer.112 Just three 

days after Bohne’s, one of Hughes’s last interviews was with Miriam Stowers.   

 Hughes: [Bradley] was quite a character and a definite contributor to the 
community. 
 
 Stowers: He was. And he was really a fine man. He did a great many 
wonderful things for this community. 
 
 Hughes: Of course, he would let people who lived in the area work in his 
club, but he wouldn’t let people who lived here gamble in it. 
 
 Stowers: No.113 
 

Was Hughes still building rapport, or was he hoping for yet another opinion of Bradley? 

If so, open-ended questions would have encouraged a more sincere response than his 

statements. Donald Ritchie advises forty years later to “guide without leading.”114 Hughes 

may have simply been making conversation, or have lost direction—or interest, as a 

result of scheduling many similar interviews so closely. In any case, we learn little from 

this kind of exchange. 

                                                

111 James M. Owens, interview by Rush Hughes, 28 February 1962, cassette tape, 
HCPBC Archives.  

The age of the 1962 narrators when interviewed and their age or time period when 
they arrived in Palm Beach County are often relevant to the discussion. For consistency, 
when each is first mentioned, their years of birth and arrival will be noted, if known. 
Owens was born c. 1890 and arrived as a child. 

112 Tom Bohne, interview by Rush Hughes, 30 March 1962, cassette tape, HSPBC 
Archives; Harry Redifer, interview by Rush Hughes, 29 March 1962, cassette tape, 
HSPBC Archives. Bohne was born c. 1900 and arrived in 1926. Redifer was born c. 1878 
and arrived in 1894. 

113 Miriam Stowers, interview by Rush Hughes, 2 April 1962, cassette tape, 
HSPBC Archives. Stowers was born in 1892 and arrived in 1896. 

114 Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 84. 
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The Narrators 

 Appointments were scheduled from a list of residents who had personal 

knowledge of Palm Beach and West Palm Beach during the pioneer period of the 1880s 

through the Flagler era and the boom of the 1920s. Two early families from further up 

Lake Worth in Jupiter and down in Hypoluxo were also represented. Most of the 

narrators were in their seventies or eighties but ranged in age from fifty-two to ninety-

one. The younger narrators were descendants of pioneers or had special knowledge, such 

as of the Beach Club or the “barefoot mailmen.” 

 The narrators undoubtedly knew they would be asked about what they had 

experienced, observed, or been told forty to eighty years earlier. Generally they seem to 

have relied on their memories and were honest about what they failed to recall. Susan 

DuBois, however, began by reading a 320-word prepared account of her arrival in South 

Florida, which she had probably written years earlier when her memory was more 

accurate. As a former teacher—and a self-described strict one—DuBois may have been 

assertive with Hughes or the Historical Society about her plans. But as an experienced 

interviewer, if not a trained oral historian, Hughes would have sought fresh, unrehearsed 

responses and avoided prepared material. When she finished, Hughes responded politely, 

“Well, that’s a very interesting experience you had there, wasn’t it?” He then began again 

by asking DuBois, “Were you born in Florida?” as if she has not just described her arrival 

from Kansas.115 His apparent annoyance lacks the flexibility required in conducting oral 

histories but reflects the ego required in his background in public performance.  
                                                

115 Susan Sanders DuBois, interview by Rush Hughes, 29 February 1962, cassette 
tape, HSPBC Archives. DuBois was born in 1876 and arrived in 1897. 
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Race 

 Of the thirty interviews Rush Hughes completed, two were with African 

Americans—Victor McCarthy and Joseph Allen—and those only at the end of the 

project.116 Hughes may have met the two men on his own. Since they worked in service 

jobs and primarily for winter residents, McCarthy and Allen offered views not available 

from affluent white residents of Palm Beach and West Palm Beach. 

  McCarthy had delivered the often multiple trunks people travelled with in the 

1920s, from the trains to guests’ rooms at the huge Royal Poinciana Hotel built by Henry 

Flagler. Later McCarthy was a chauffeur, driving E. R. Bradley and rich and famous 

visitors around Palm Beach. Allen started caring for the expensive shoes of winter 

residents when he was fifteen, at the barbershop in the building then called Gus’s Baths. 

He still worked there in 1962, when he described the former Turkish baths and how he 

mixed his dyes.  

 Hughes addressed his white narrators—nearly all a generation older than him—as 

Mr., Miss, or Mrs., with the exception of T. T. Reese Jr.; he thanked “Tommy” for 

helping to arrange interviews.117 But Hughes addressed Joseph Allen and Victor 

McCarthy, who were closer to his age, as “Joe” and “Vic” respectively. Hughes had led a 

worldly life in the entertainment industry and, until the 1950s, had lived in the northern 

                                                

116 Victor McCarthy, interview by Rush Hughes, 2 April 1962, cassette tape, 
HSPBC Archives; Allen, interview. McCarthy was born in 1904 and arrived in 1920; 
Allen was born in 1909. 

117 Thomas Tipton Reese Jr. and Edward R. McKenna Jr., interview by Rush 
Hughes, 2 April 1962, cassette tape, HSPBC Archives. Reese was born in 1907, 
McKenna in 1910; both were born in Palm Beach. 
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and western United States, where racial discrimination was less intense than in the 

South.118 He used flattery and flirtation to establish a rapport with his white narrators. 

Although Allen and McCarthy called him “sir,” Hughes was casual with them, joking as 

he did with others and showing respect and interest in their lives without condescension. 

 Hughes: Oh, you made enough in four months [in season] to last the rest 
of the year. 
 
 McCarthy: Well, you had to; you have to budget yourself to that effect. 
 
 Hughes: That’s very interesting. You lived on this side [Palm Beach], or 
you lived over there? 
 
 McCarthy: Oh no, I live over here in West Palm. 
 
 Hughes: You had to figure out the whole budget then. This was quite a 
guessing game. 
 
 Allen: That’s right, they did. I soon caught on to it. I’ve always been 
pretty fast to grasp things.119 
 

Hughes unknowingly followed a recommendation of today’s Oral History Association: 

“Be sensitive to the diversity of social and cultural experiences, and to the implications of 

race . . . [and] . . . encourage interviewees to respond in their own style and language, and 

to address issues that reflect their concerns.”120 

 These interviews took place at a turning point in American history—a year before 

the Civil Rights Act of 1963, which preceded the assassination of President John F. 

Kennedy and increased volatility in race relations nationwide. Three narrators spoke 

                                                

118 Absher, “Battling Deejays.”  
119 McCarthy, interview. 
120 Oral History Association, “Responsibility to Interviewees,” Sec. 1.3.1, Oral 

History Evaluation Guidelines. 
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matter-of-factly about the “Negroes” that earned their livings in service to the white 

community.121  

 (1) There was a little Negro here in town—he wasn’t any bigger than a cake 
of soap after a hard day’s washing—and his nickname was “Rabbit.” And Rabbit 
played for almost all of the dances, and could he play!122 
 
(2) Everyone that could have a Negro—and of course, most everyone could 
then because . . . you didn’t pay them $1.25 an hour like you do now.123 
 
 (3) There was a Negro tailor here right across from where Belk’s store is; the 
name was Artson. He would make you a custom-to-order pair of trousers for 
$9.00. There would be no cuff on it, it would be a perfect fit, and the woolens 
were out of this world.124 
 

 One white narrator showed less appreciation for the skills of local blacks.  Joseph 

Borman was unique among the white narrators, who were mostly from early pioneer 

families and dignified, if not always educated or affluent. The native Englishman first 

worked in Palm Beach as a laborer, often at backbreaking jobs alongside blacks. Between 

1911 and 1946, Borman served as the first marshal, tax collector, and chief of police for 

the Town of Palm Beach. Although respected for his high professional standards, he used 

racial slurs casually even in 1962 while recalling the escape of a white criminal.125 

                                                

121 The U.S. Census Bureau replaced the enumeration category of “colored” with 
“Negro” in 1910, when most of Hughes’ white narrators would have ranged from 
children to young adults. 

122 Mary Louise Majewski Brewer, interview by Rush Hughes, 29 March 1962, 
cassette tape, HSPBC Archives. 

123 Jessie Griffin Sheen, interview by Rush Hughes, 29 March 1962, cassette tape, 
HSPBC Archives. 

124 Walter Chillingworth III, interview by Rush Hughes, 28 February 1962, 
cassette tape, HSPBC Archives. 

125 Debra A. Murray, “Policing Palm Beach: A History of the Department’s Early 
Years” (M.A. thesis, Florida Atlantic University, 2001), 24, 102. 
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He bribed the colored gal that did his laundry to bring him a gun. N----r police 
come to free him, why, he locked them in and he leaves. Goes down to the 
waterfront and finds two big buck n----rs that had a big dory, made em row him 
back down to the mainland.126 
 

 T. T. Reese Jr. also used deprecating language in describing the only known 

lynching in Palm Beach.  

Shortly after [an incident], the people assumed that the n----r population over 
there across the railroad tracks [in West Palm Beach] was a little irritated about it, 
so they had a parade of Ku Klux Klan and that surely quieted em down.127  
 

Hughes remained uncharacteristically quiet, interrupting only to ask a date, while Reese 

and his co-narrator, Edward McKenna, discussed race relations in early Palm Beach.128 

Whether or not this was due to his discomfort with their views, he did not voice an 

opinion on this socially sensitive subject, even to encourage rapport. 

 

The Interviewer: Insider-Family 

 Akimi Kikumura compares the position of an interviewer coming from outside 

the focus community—such as Rush Hughes—to an insider, particularly a family 

member. Insiders can contribute insights into narrators’ personalities and lives, the 

meanings of responses, and external factors that may affect them. Outsiders are likely to 

obtain genuine information due to a more objective detachment. Insiders can contribute 

insights into narrators’ personalities and lives, the meanings of responses, and external 

factors that may affect them. Outsiders are likely to obtain genuine information due to a 

                                                

126 Joseph Borman, interview by Rush Hughes, 27 February 1962, cassette tape 
and 2006 transcript, HSPBC Archives. Borman was born in 1873 and arrived in 1894. 

127 Reese and McKenna, interview. 
128 For Hughes’s treatment of this language in transcriptions, see page 61-2.  
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more objective detachment. They can also contribute a fresh perspective, training, and 

skills in organization, research, and documentation. Outsiders often ask questions about 

topics that insiders might take for granted, to the benefit of future uninformed 

researchers.129 But nearly all narrators are discerning in what they disclose.130  

William Moss sees a difference in interviews within a family, which are private 

and have “a whole other purpose from the practice of history as a discipline.131 Barbara 

Allen agrees that family oral history is conducted “within a very special context” and that 

local oral history is “for the enrichment of the community.132 Sometimes the two overlap. 

 Rush Hughes was unable to schedule an appointment with Lillie Voss, who was 

interviewed two years later by Harvey Oyer Jr., her grandson. Oyer’s questioning style 

was formal and not intrusive. Still, Voss took charge of the interview from the start. 

 Voss: This is Lillie Pierce Voss, Mrs. Frederick C. Voss, in Boynton. 
First, I want to state that I was the first white child born between Jupiter and 
Miami—first white girl born between Jupiter and Miami.133   
 

 A family relationship may be pleasant and loving, or it may include grudges, 

rivalry, and other personal conflicts that are reflected in an oral history. In this situation, 

Voss shows impatience with her grandson’s questions. 

                                                

129 Mercier and Buckendorf, Using Oral History, 22. 
130 Akemi Kikumura, “Family Life Histories: A Collaborative Venture,” Oral 

History Review 14 (1986): 3-7. 
131 William W. Moss, “Panel Discussion 2,” in The Past Meets the Present: 

Essays on Oral History, eds. David Stricklin and Rebecca Sharpless (Lanham, MD: 
University Press of America, 1988), 147-8. 

132 Barbara Allen, “Panel Discussion 2,” 148. 
133 Lillie Elder Pierce Voss, interview by Harvey E. Oyer Jr., 15 March 1964, 

cassette tape, HSPBC Archives. Voss was born in 1896. 
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  Oyer: Was it a one- or a two-story house? 
 
  Voss: I don’t know. 
 
  Oyer: Do you remember ever seeing the house yourself? 
 
  Voss: Oh, I saw it but it didn’t impress itself on me. 
 
  Oyer: You don’t recall whether it was one or two stories. 
 
  Voss: No, I don’t. It don’t make any difference either.134 

 
Sometimes narrator-relatives assume—perhaps correctly—that interviewers are asking 

questions to which they already know the answer. Kikumura suggests stopping the 

narrative chronologically before events that the interviewer would be expected to 

know.135 But Voss apparently expected her grandson to know about her entire life. 

 Oyer: Did your mother teach you to read or did you go to school? 
 
 Voss: I am astonished that you don’t know any more. I never had any 
schooling.136 
 

Oyer probably preferred to record Voss telling her life story in her own words, and 

rightly so. Whether or not the parties are related, interviewers can explain the process to 

narrators in advance in person, by phone, or in writing, if not all three. Appendix five 

shows the information that the author sent narrators of one project to minimize such 

misconceptions and encourage accurate expectations for the interview.  

 Even with this preparation, Voss might have been difficult with Rush Hughes or 

another interviewer, but her relationship with Oyer seems to have been a disadvantage. 

                                                

134 Ibid.  
135 Kikumura, “Family Life Histories,” 3-4. 
136 Voss, interview.  
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Whatever the dynamics, an oral history is inherently affected by what participants bring 

to the occasion. A prior relationship certainly adds to the mix and is further complicated 

by a familial connection. Other insider-family relationships will have different outcomes 

(see chapter seven). Whether the purpose of the oral history is community or family 

history, however, Barbara Allen says if it is conducted “in the spirit of integrity, . . . it’s 

valid.”137  

 

Multiple Narrators: Friends 

 To minimize the impact of personal dynamics between participants in an oral 

history, experts generally advise against seeing more than one narrator at a time.138 When 

Rush Hughes interviewed lifelong friends T. T. Reese Jr. and Edward McKenna together 

in 1962. They were then in their fifties and members of prestigious pioneer families. 

They were noticeably comfortable with correcting one another. 

 Reese: They took him out and hung him in what is now the Trinity Church 
yard. 
 
 McKenna: Bethesda Church. 
   
 Reese: Huh? 
 
 McKenna: Bethesda Church.  
 Reese: Bethesda, I mean, yeah, Bethesda.139 

If Reese had been interviewed alone, the Trinity Church may have gone on record as the 

site of Palm Beach’s only lynching, because no other narrator mentioned the event. 

                                                

137 Allen, “Panel Discussion 2,” 148. 
138 Yow, Recording Oral History, 94; Thompson, Voice of the Past, 140. 
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Whether McKenna or Reese was correct, a question was raised that would be investigated 

for a reliable historical record. Reese and McKenna also confirmed each other’s 

information, often at the other’s request.  

Reese: What was it, about a two-and-a-half-, three-hour ride, wasn’t it? 
 
McKenna: Yeah, I guess it would be. 
 
Reese: They got a fabulous price for that. Wasn’t it a dollar an hour? 
 
McKenna: I think it was a dollar an hour.140 

 
McKenna did not seem confident in his agreement. They may have convinced each other 

of facts but actually raised more questions.  

 Multiple narrators, especially of the same gender, present a special challenge for 

transcribers to hear words clearly and to know who is speaking, especially when they 

speak at the same time.  

 Reese: Well, let’s see where the road would be now. 
 
 McKenna: (simultaneously) Back in front of the rotunda, right in the 
center of— 
 
 Reese: It’d be just north of Whitehall.  
 
 McKenna: (simultaneously) Yes, it was north of Whitehall.141 
 

The confusion is reduced when interviewers—who are most familiar with what was 

said—transcribe their own interviews or assist a skilled professional. 

 Reese and McKenna demonstrated that co-narrators can be a benefit and/or 

detriment to an oral history. In this case, they were both. Although historical accuracy of 
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details may not have been a priority to the Historical Society at the time, it became 

important over time to providing reliable data to the public and researcher clients. 

 

Memory: Historical Context 

 Rush Hughes repeated similar questions with many of the narrators concerning 

topics such as hurricanes, mosquitoes, school, and church. Sometimes they responded 

differently due to their place in the historical record. Two-thirds of the narrators, born 

between 1870 and 1890, were considered “early settlers” in 1962. Yet the group born in 

the 1870s arrived in Palm Beach or West Palm Beach as adults, when others were starting 

life here as infants or children.  

 Residents of any age would have known a very different Palm Beach in 1890—

before West Palm Beach existed—than just ten years later, say, in 1900. The extension of 

Henry Flagler’s railroad—later to become the Florida East Coast Railway—reached Palm 

Beach in 1894, ending the pioneer period on Lake Worth. Flagler’s massive Royal 

Poinciana Hotel brought great numbers of people to build it, staff it, and pay to stay in it. 

Some either continued southward when the railroad did, returned to their northern home, 

or left and then came back. No longer would all the residents of the lake gather for a 

picnic or know each other by name. The first arrivals, pioneers, told a different history 

than those who arrived with Flagler in Palm Beach to develop a resort for the wealthy, or 

in West Palm Beach, the town Flagler created for commercial and residential purposes. 

 Belle Enos arrived on Lake Worth as an infant, the daughter of one of Palm 

Beach’s first and best-known settlers, Elisha N. “Cap” Dimick. Enos was comfortable in 

the wild country, having known nothing else. 
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 Enos: I walked a mile through the weeds. Reached up over my head, right 
along that lakeshore over there. Just a narrow path. 

 
 Hughes: Weren’t afraid? 
 
 Enos: (laugh) No, I didn’t have sense enough to be. 
 
 Hughes: Other children walked with you, did they? 
 
 Enos: If they were along with me. If not, I went by myself. 
 
 Hughes: You were on the island. Were there any snakes on the island? 
 
 Enos: Oh plenty of em, plenty of em. Swam in this lake.142 
 

 Anna Hadley grew up during the Flagler era, when visitors to Flagler’s elegant 

resort outnumbered the settlers who had made the wilderness livable. Although she was 

fifteen years behind Enos, when Palm Beach was more developed, Hadley’s parents 

taught her to fear the surrounding wilderness.  

My daddy had his “colored” man row us up [to school] in a boat, and then he’d 
come for us. There was a little path where you could go, but we were too small, 
Dad thought, to ride a bicycle. . . . There was alligators and everything around 
here! . . . Mother. . . wouldn’t let any of us out . . . for fear we’d get—.143  
 

The inconsistency between these responses, instead of requiring verification, shows how 

different people viewed the wilderness and provides a continuing record of Palm Beach 

through an important time of transition. Because the time, place, and interviewer are the 

same, the effect of historical context is clearly visible. 

 

                                                

142 Belle Dimick Enos, interview by Rush Hughes, 27 February 1962, cassette 
tape, HSPBC Archives. Enos was born in 1875. 

143 Anna Fremd Hadley, interview by Rush Hughes, February-March 1962, 
cassette tape, HSPBC Archives. Hadley was born c. 1890 and arrived in 1894. 
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Memory: Accuracy 

 The content of an oral history cannot be depended on for complete accuracy, 

based as it is on the complex human memory. When we ask a narrator to retrieve events, 

people, and feelings from far in their past, we put a strain on their memory. Some experts 

theorize that there are experiences that never reach our long-term memory, perhaps 

because we did not pay attention at the time. Others believe that some memories are 

buried under later events and are just inaccessible, and still others conclude that all 

memory is available to us under the right circumstances.144  

 In 1978, when the discipline of oral history was beginning its exploration of 

theories about the practice, oral historian and professor John Neuenschwander 

complained that his colleagues, as a group, had thus far avoided studying the peculiarities 

of personal memory.145 Since then, practitioners have learned to follow the scientific 

research, consider the effects of memory underlying their own interviews, and use the 

information to improve their skills.  

 In her updated edition of Recording Oral History: A Guide for the Humanities 

and Social Sciences, Valerie Yow devotes a chapter to the conclusions of other historians 

and of memory research published from the 1980s to 2005; they do not always agree.146 

Although some studies observed different behavior, Yow had noticed in her own work 

that narrators remembered everyday activities in detail; she concludes that these activities 
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were “humdrum, yes, but important to survival.”147 

 According to communication scholars Howard Sypher, Mary Lee Hummert, and 

Sheryl Williams, communication skills can vary due to genetics, social experience, 

gender, or education. Such abilities affect not only how we send information out in 

dialog, but also how we received it in the past and recall it in the present.148  Oral 

historians with an awareness of such differences can adjust their interview style and 

better understand a narrator’s responses. 

 Oral historians have observed, for example, that men’s communication styles are 

simpler than women’s; their answers are briefer. There appears to be no gender difference 

in memories of concepts and facts associated with general knowledge.  

 One reason that females may have more to say than males is their higher recall of 

specifics about events, names, and faces. For both genders, however, experience and 

knowledge that is relevant to an individual are believed to be more thoroughly recorded 

in memory. What is important to males and females is sometimes vastly different, so they 

do not remember the same details or aspects of events.149 

 It is commonly observed that we are the sum of all our experiences, and we do 

remember best what we have experienced first-hand. But circumstances play a significant 

role in what we understand we have experienced. The brain registers what we actually 

see but also what we imagine seeing. Because the perception and image are in the same 

                                                

147 Ibid., 42. 
148 Howard Sypher et al., “Social Psychological Aspects of the Oral History 

Interview,” in Interactive Oral History Interviewing, eds. McMahan and Rogers, 52. 
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area of the brain, we are sure it happened. If we remember the source of a memory—

where we were, for example—we may assume it happened, even though we may have 

only considered it as a possibility. Other times, we rewrite history as we wish it had 

occurred, either subconsciously, or consciously—to be dramatic, to show cause and 

effect, to avoid embarrassment, or to protect our ego.150  

 A story may be “planted” in our memory incorrectly by others, such as hearing it 

repeatedly from our family; we may even believe we experienced it. We may plant our 

own story without realizing it or assume incorrect facts based on a photograph or other 

image. A visual clue may also be enough to retrieve a memory correctly. According to 

Harvard professor and researcher Daniel Schacter, the more senses that are used in 

recording memory, the more of our brain is involved in retaining it, making it easier to 

retrieve. Taste and smell are especially evocative.151 

 E. Culpepper Clark writes, “Unless an individual is pathological, the motive in 

being remembered is to be remembered well. . . . People [seek] validation of their self-

worth.”152 Because an oral history interview is meant to be available to others long into 

the future, narrators may consider it their legacy. Memories that reinforce our self-image 

are strong, as are similar memories about others. Individuals may be intensely concerned, 

                                                

150 Elizabeth Tonkin, introduction to Narrating Our Pasts: The Social 
Construction of Oral History, Cambridge Studies in Oral and Literate Culture Series 
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Harvard Women’s Health Watch 17, no. 6 (February 2010), 1. 

152 E. Culpepper Clark, “Reconstructing History: The Epitomizing Image,” in 
Interactive Oral History Interviewing, eds. McMahan and Rogers, 19. 
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for example, with intelligence, integrity, or creativity. An interviewer should watch for 

clues of what is important to each narrator’s self-image and use this information in 

questions; the results may also lead to accurate information about experiences involving 

the same traits—or lack of them—in others.153 

 How we feel today about others and ourselves especially affects our impressions 

of the past during strongly emotional experiences. To avoid anxiety in the present, people 

sometimes minimize the impact of a negative event. While we tend to recall positive 

memories, painful ones may be repressed; research has concluded that biological changes 

also allow willful forgetting, while some people cannot stop a bad memory from 

frequently resurfacing. An oral historian should consider how important it is to pursue a 

subject that is clearly painful to a narrator. Whether positive or negative, the general idea 

of a strongly emotional experience is remembered more accurately than the detail. Since 

intense emotional experiences—especially positive ones—are easier to recall correctly, it 

would benefit an oral historian to prepare questions that elicit such memories. 154   

 Another aspect of memory that psychologists have observed is our tendency to 

add incorrect facts to correct ones, a process they call “refabrication.”155 Although an 

account may seem to be vividly recalled, some parts may be inaccurate. Alessandro 

Portelli writes that while “historians are interested in reconstructing the past, narrators are 

interested in projecting an image . . . of meaning, relationships, and themes across the 
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linear span of their lifetimes.”156 Narrators, then, are less concerned with chronology. 

Research shows, in fact, that personal memory is less precise about time than about place, 

thoughts, and actions; therefore, the narrator who remembers dates correctly is “a rare 

find.”157 Questions about time are not only the least effective in sparking recall, but are 

most likely to be wrong for several reasons. 

• We are most likely to forget information soon after we learn it, and we forget 
more over time. 

 
• If a memory is not used, it fades; if we recall a memory often, we are less 

likely to forget it.  
 

• We tend to think events occurred more recently than they did, a phenomenon 
known as “telescoping.” 

 
• Events are ordered in our mind by their significance to us. 

 
• We order events by relating them to other ones, and they may simply be 

mentioned out of order.158 
 

 An oral historian must listen carefully for consistency in responses and agreement 

with other sources and not assume that a memory that seems to be recalled vividly is 

entirely correct. If a discrepancy is suspected, scholars stress consideration of the 

particular situation before choosing how to proceed. Above all, an argument should be 

avoided. There are other options.159 
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• Subtly explore the topic from other angles later in the interview. 

• Casually mention conflicting sources. 

• Respectfully bring it up after the recorder session.  

 If it is clear that a narrator has changed the facts of an event, the reason can be 

important to an interviewer who is interested in the meaning behind words rather than 

reconstructing historical facts.160 Rush Hughes’s interest seems to have been in creating a 

picture of life in Palm Beach County’s earliest days, favoring facts over meaning. Belle 

Enos, who had lived in Palm Beach since infancy, told Hughes she was six years old 

when the first schoolhouse was built. In fact, she would have been eleven; it was built in 

1886. Hughes did not challenge her, but he asked many other narrators about the 

school.161 Accomplished oral historians agree that it is not only their responsibility to look 

into apparent discrepancies in a narrators’ version of history and the reasons for them, but 

to inform future readers of their findings. Such information can be added to the transcript 

in a footnote or, if there are many such errors, at the front with interviewer’s comments. 

Donald Ritchie adds that the narrator should be advised of any conflicting information 

added to the record.162 A note was added to Enos’s transcript when it was redone in 2006. 

 Although there is no proven technique for obtaining “untainted data,” a 

                                                

160 Portelli, “The Time of My Life,” 2.  
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comfortable physical environment and relationship with the interviewer can greatly affect 

what kind of memories the narrator will share.163 Skilled oral historians realize that 

understanding the nature of memory is one of their most valuable tools. Ronald Grele 

writes that for oral historians, “memory is not psychology; it is historiography.”164 But 

those who make the effort to learn how narrators recall and relate their memories will 

have an advantage in effectively planning questions and responding to and interpreting 

answers.  

 

Memory: An Example 

 Without the interviewer’s written explanation that Ritchie recommends, future 

researchers may be unable to decipher the reason for a narrator’s inaccuracy. Some may 

be aware of errors, yet, depending on their purpose, be unconcerned about their cause.  

 In 1894 Major Nathan Smith Boynton and Congressman William S. Linton from 

Michigan hired Lillie Voss’s husband, Frederick C. Voss, to show them the area around 

Lake Worth. During her 1964 oral history, Lillie Voss related the story that she had 

probably repeated many times over the years.  

There were some people staying at Captain Dimick’s hotel. And . . . the first 
winter we were married, Fred came home one night and he said, “Have to take a 
party down the lake tomorrow,” which would be Sunday, and he said I could go 
along. It was Colonel Linton and Major Boynton.165  
 

 Voss’s account seems reliable because it is first-hand and includes details of the 
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daylong trip, such as where they stopped for lunch. Placing the story in the first winter 

after her wedding—which is verifiable as 1893—adds further credibility. But her timing 

is not possible. To Voss, Elisha N. “Cap” Dimick’s Cocoanut [sic] Grove House may 

have always been “Dimick’s hotel,” but in March 1892 Commodore Charles J. Clarke 

purchased it from Dimick. In 1893 Clarke leased the entire hotel to Flagler during 

construction of the Royal Poinciana Hotel for a hundred of his upper-level employees 

until that October, when—most importantly—the Cocoanut Grove House burned to the 

ground.166 Boynton and Linton could not have stayed there in the winter of either 1893 or 

1894, yet it is true that they came to Lake Worth at that time. While some researchers 

will find Voss’s descriptions useful to recreate the living conditions of the 1890s, her 

account is important to the history of today’s towns of Boynton Beach and Delray Beach. 

Fortunately these facts could be checked against other sources. 

 

Post-Interview 

 Rush Hughes released the reel-to-reel tapes of his interviews to the Historical 

Society and, according to his proposal, provided “written outlines and such editting [sic] 

as seems adviseable [sic].”167 These “outlines” appear to be the roughly typed documents 

in the HSPBC archives. Their forms vary from one oral history to another and include 

summaries in third person, brief biographical information, partial and full transcripts, and 

for some, both summary and transcript or nothing at all. Even the full transcripts are not 
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verbatim.  

 It does not appear that anyone retyped and edited the oral histories at the time 

during the next forty years. The original finding guide for the Society’s archives, created 

in the 1990s by a part-time archivist, provided no heading for oral history. The current 

director of research, Debi Murray, discovered the reel-to-reel tapes about 2000. They had 

been saved on cassette tapes, which had become too fragile for use. To keep up with 

technology, the reel-to-reel tapes were recorded again onto cassette tapes, and onto 

compact discs. The Historical Society hired the author to produce new transcripts in 2006 

from copies of the cassettes, to protect the master tapes from the duress of frequent fast 

forwarding and rewinding. Since then, the HSPBC has made the oral histories available 

to researchers interested in the pioneer and Flagler eras in Palm Beach County. 

 Between 1962 and 2006, researchers would have depended on what appears to be 

Hughes’s versions, which differs in several ways from what was actually said. In the 

written record of Joseph Borman’s oral history, his coarse manner is smoothed out, in 

part by correcting some of his grammar. His language was restored verbatim in 2006.168 

 1962: We weren’t going to do that because we could not swim that far. 
 
 2006: We wasn’t gonna do that because we couldn’t swim that far. 
 

In many instances, Hughes also smoothed out Borman’s wise-guy remarks. 169 

 1962: McDonald was sore and fired us. 
 
 2006: McDonald was sore and fired us. (laugh) That didn’t bother us none.  
 

                                                

168 Borman, interview, cassette tape, 1962 transcript, and 2006 transcript.  
169 Ibid.  
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Hughes also deleted details that could prove useful to researchers and help readers 

visualize an earlier time, including these lines: 

  (1) There was two or three saloons there. 

  (2) I worked . . . cutting muck down that floated out in the lake.170 

 But the editing that most altered the historical record was Hughes’s removal of 

Borman’s obvious racial prejudice. Every use of the “N-word”—and there were many—

was replaced with “Negro.” Additional editing cleaned up Borman’s language, including 

his grammar.171 

 1962: We were on one end and the Negroes at the other, so I got along 
with them. 
 
 2006: We was on one end and four n-----s on the other, that how I got 
along with them. It’s a fact. 
 

In the unstable racial climate of the early 1960s, perhaps Hughes—or the Historical 

Society—felt it was bad politics, offensive, or even dangerous for them or for Borman, to 

reveal such attitudes in Palm Beach’s living, long-revered enforcer of the law.  

* * * * * 

 Hughes’s execution of the project for the HSPBC demonstrates how social history 

and the choice of interviewer carry over to other elements of oral history, from interview 

style to transcription. There were no standard practices available to guide him in 1962.   

 Despite what we may see as imperfections today, Hughes fulfilled his client’s 

purpose, gathering the memories of early settlers. These were not in-depth life histories, 
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but the roster of narrators allowed varied viewpoints and a picture of life during an 

important period of transition. Recollections ranged from the conquering of the 

wilderness by pioneers through Flagler’s development of Palm Beach into a destination 

for the rich, and of his creation of West Palm Beach. Hughes’s questions revealed “how it 

was” for blacks—in their own words—when “Negroes” were allowed in Palm Beach 

only to serve the white residents and visitors.  

 Other situations that arose here will be seen again in projects conducted decades 

later; the results are both similar and different. Each chapter contains an example of 

interviewing more than one narrator and discusses the result of its number of narrators 

and their relationships with one another. Modern memory research was unknown to Rush 

Hughes. Yet we can observe its effects nearly a half-century later and apply current 

knowledge with our own narrators of any age. In a similar manner, the impact of issues in 

recent projects will be understood by researchers in a new historical context when 

another half-century has passed. 
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IV. 1984-85: BOCA RATON  

 When in 1976 the Boca Raton Historical Society (BRHS) created an exhibit of 

Boca Raton’s early years, it included the African American neighborhood of Pearl City, 

which had remained intact since 1915 while “white Boca Raton” was developed around 

it.172 The only artifacts representing Pearl City, however, were from the white community 

and reflected a white perspective. The lack of sufficient reliable documentation of 

African Americans was not limited to Palm Beach County, or even to Florida. Darlene 

Richardson, who resurrected the history of a small black neighborhood in Virginia, found 

information on her subject “virtually non-existent.”173 

African American neighborhoods, . . . especially in the American South, . . . have 
long been ignored by Caucasian historians who were normally the ones 
publishing and contributing to the historical record. . . . Issues kept alive through 
oral tradition within African American families were not expressed and rarely 
conveyed to or acknowledged by the Caucasian community.174 
 

 Officials of the Historical Society and the City of Boca Raton discussed this 

omission until 1984, when they undertook an oral history project with past and present 

residents of Pearl City to record the neighborhood’s history from its beginnings until 
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shortly after World War II.175 David Dunaway declares the 1980s “the decade of the 

public program.”176 But sociologists had conducted commissioned research in “special 

communities” that included interviewing long before historians.177 For their Pearl City 

project, the City of Boca Raton and the Boca Raton Historical Society enlisted not a 

professor of history, but Dr. Arthur S. Evans Jr., associate professor of sociology at 

nearby Florida Atlantic University (FAU) and an African American.  

 Evans later published his interpretation of the projects’ results with David Lee, a 

fellow professor at Florida Atlantic University who specialized in cultural and social 

geography. In Pearl City, Florida: A Black Community Remembers, they analyze the 

“Pearl City experience” in the broad contexts of the city, the region, and the South, from 

the perspective of sociology.178 As discussed, however, Valerie Yow recommends this 

kind of analysis for any community study, to consider such questions as, “What are the 

connections between the community and the wider world? How did this community share 

in experiences common to much of the nation?”179 Indeed, Sandra McGinn, Boca Raton’s 

community improvement director, declared, “We don’t just want to recall events. We 

want to record their impressions of what happened. This will be more than just a list of  

places and events.”180 This multidisciplinary view expands that of traditional historians, 
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who tend to focus more narrowly on gathering specific facts.181  

 

Race: Historical Context 

 The race of Pearl City’s residents is at the heart of the neighborhood’s history. 

During the period examined, the white population controlled the economy, employment, 

and personal freedoms that determined nearly every aspect of African Americans’ lives in 

Boca Raton and beyond. Many residents of Pearl City in 1984 were descended from the 

first blacks that settled the area from 1900-15. Some were born during that time; all lived 

through segregation. Oral histories are impacted by the narrators’ present feelings about 

the past, and by the many ways in which they may be similar to or different from their 

interviewers. Race, however, is the most important variable underlying the Pearl City oral 

histories. Because of the limits it placed on the narrators’ lives, it affects nearly every 

topic discussed: diet, courtship, utilities, shopping, medical care, school, religion, burial, 

or recreation. Knowledge of Boca Raton’s black history is important to interpreting the 

results of this project.  

 Only Native Americans lived at present Boca Raton until 1896, when Henry 

Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railway was extended to that point by the labor of African 

Americans. Many of the blacks stayed, and others followed them, from northern Florida 

and other southeastern states, to help build the new town. They returned to the farming 

they knew best, working for meager wages on others’ land.182 Bahamians moved north 
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from Key West and Miami and worked for the Japanese farmers of Yamato, northwest of 

Boca Raton, where they planted crops as squatters nearby.183  

 African Americans from Delray or Deerfield Beach walked to work on Boca 

Raton’s farms. In 1915 two white landowners, Frank Lewis and Thomas Rickards, saw a 

way to profit from this situation and gather the black population into one area. They 

arranged for George Long to develop their real estate into a “colored addition to 

Bocaratone.”184 Long sold Pearl City lots for more than those in white areas, but he 

worked with buyers for a decade until all were able to pay off their land. The first homes 

were shacks, some of them moved from land they had occupied as squatters, until 

resident Alex Hughes built the first house in 1927.  

 Although whites restricted them to this place as inferiors, blacks found high 

regard within the community they created. The churches of Pearl City were the center of 

social activity and self-government in Pearl City. The first church, built in 1918, also 

served as the public school until Alex Hughes petitioned the county for a black school in 

1923.185 The school board provided a building formerly used to teach white children. 

Hughes’s employer, Frank Chesebro, took eighteen days to roll the building across the 

railroad tracks and Dixie Highway to a donated site in Pearl City arranged by George 
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Long.186  

 Such cooperative relationships were uncommon during the 1920s and ’30s, when 

the races mostly avoided each other. Segregation was the “unquestioned norm,” and the 

Ku Klux Klan was active as near as Lake Worth and West Palm Beach.187 In 1929 white 

residents of Boca Raton filed a petition to the city that led to Ordinance 112, reducing 

Pearl City from the four blocks nearest the railroad to three, and prohibiting “persons of 

Ethiopian or Negro race” from living anywhere else in town except as live-in servants.188 

But race relations were rarely volatile in Boca Raton; blacks behaved with the deference 

towards whites that was expected of them. Pearl City leaders were proud of this record, 

but they also felt that city officials were motivated by maintaining a positive image.189  

 In the 1930s, the new Boca Raton Club provided jobs for blacks during and after 

its development.190 By World War II, when most of the Pearl City narrators had reached 

adulthood, blacks helped build and serve the Boca Raton Army Air Field. Construction of 

the base, however, displaced many residents, including about forty black families who 
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had long squatted in the area of 40th Street.191 Some of Pearl City’s later residents were 

among the black soldiers who trained, ate, and slept in segregated areas. The government 

built additional housing off-base; the black project, now Dixie Manor, was north of Pearl 

City,.192 A great number of blacks also worked on the farm of August Butts, who was said 

to treat blacks fairly and provided transportation, housing, a school, a general store, and 

even burial plots.193 

 As racial barriers came down during desegregation in the 1960s, blacks were 

allowed more freedom of movement. About 1970, however, a wall was built on the north 

side of the black neighborhoods to separate them from a new white development; Pearl 

City’s northern boundary was redefined to extend to the wall.194 By 1980 nearly a 

thousand blacks lived in Boca Raton, three-quarters of them in Pearl City, where many 

were descended from early settlers. The per capita income of blacks in Boca Raton had 

reached $5,037, and over eighteen percent were college graduates, higher figures than for 

Delray Beach, discussed in chapter five.195 Blacks had moved into many occupations and 

neighborhoods; civic organizations and the city acted as “watchdogs” over race 
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relations.196 Arthur Evans summarizes his observations from interviews.  

Missing from all the accounts of the elderly of Pearl City was any sense of 
bitterness or frustration. This is not to say they were not bitter or frustrated; 
indeed, they were. However, they grudgingly accommodated to their second-class 
status and worked around it as best they could.197 
 

Nonetheless, racial issues lingered in the 1980s, when the residents of Pearl City shared 

their memories and understanding of their history with Evans.  

 

The Narrators 

 After searching the Boca Raton Historical Society archives, public records, and 

newspapers, Evans identified a large number of potential narrators, who then 

recommended others.198 He interviewed twenty-seven African Americans, male and 

female, aged from their fifties into their eighties. All but one had either lived in Pearl City 

in the past or still lived there and had first-hand knowledge of its history; others had 

second-hand knowledge through the oral traditions of their families. None were among 

the descendants of the Bahamians that had first settled in other parts of Boca Raton.199 A 

third of the narrators had been born in Boca Raton; all but one of their families had 

arrived in the 1920s, originating primarily from Georgia, South Carolina, and northern 

Florida. The narrators who were not natives of Boca Raton had arrived between 1917 and 

1959, with the majority in the 1930s. Four of the families had lived in Deerfield Beach 
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before Pearl City. 

 The number of narrators Evans spoke to was similar to Hughes’s group in 1962 

(see chapter three). Both interviewers covered certain topics repeatedly, asking the same 

questions of multiple narrators. But the variety in age, time of arrival in southern Florida, 

and social status among Hughes’s narrators often elicited a wide range of responses to the 

same questions. The narrow demographic of the Boca Raton narrators within a small 

geographic area results in a consolidated picture of the culture of Pearl City without 

troublesome inconsistencies. Hughes was documenting life during an era, and Evans, a 

culture. Although they had different goals, they achieved them using the same method. 

 

Multiple Narrators: Spouses 

  Chapter three shows a potential result when two friends are interviewed together. 

Like Donald Ritchie and other experts, Paul Thompson generally advises against more 

than one narrator. Yet he acknowledges that a spouse, especially in an old couple, 

sometimes “stimulates the other’s memory, or corrects a mistake, or offers a different 

interpretation.”200 Four of the Pearl City oral histories are with married couples, including 

Irene and Archie Carswell, who demonstrate the first two of Thompson’s exceptions:   

(1) Archie stimulated Irene to talk about Chief Brown, and (2) Archie corrected Irene.  

(1) Archie: Wasn’t the majority of Pearl City afraid of the policeman when I 
came here, Brownie? 
 
 Irene: Brownie? Yes! 
 
 Archie: See, I don’t know how long he had been here. 
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 Irene: I was grown when Brownie came here. See, we didn’t—[edited for 
brevity]  
 
(2) Irene:  Just last night they defeated this man who had all this money; he 
paid $30,000 for some property. 
 
 Archie: I think that was maybe $300,000. 
 
 Irene:  I mean $300,000.201 
 

Although it is not noticeable in the written transcript, there is no power struggle audible 

in the recording. From their interaction and anecdotes, the Carswells appear to have a 

good relationship in 1984. Knowing the dynamics of their relationship is useful in 

interpreting their responses. 

 

The Interviewer: Insider-Outsider 

  Whether an interviewer comes from inside or outside of the narrator’s 

community, there are possible differences between them—age, gender, race, social and 

professional status, personality, culture, education, economic level, culture, and more. 

Depending on other circumstances of the oral history, some may be more important than 

others. While Arthur Evans was an outsider to Pearl City residents in most respects, as an 

African American he was an insider in the most important way for connecting with this 

group of narrators. This double role, combined with his interview style, offered multiple 

benefits to the project.  

 Establishing rapport is essential to a quality interview, which Ronald Grele 

characterizes by “the ability or inability of each participant to enter the world of the 
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other.”202 Evans achieved rapport—important between participants of any race—with a 

casual, respectful, and non-threatening manner. He used an effective mix of question 

styles. Some are “closed” to elicit facts: When? Who? Where? How many? Others are 

“open” to encourage fuller replies: What if you got real sick? Why did they come? What 

do you think accounted for this?203 

 Evans designed questions to stimulate the Pearl City narrators to express 

themselves without feeling limited, a practice recommended by the Oral History 

Association in their list of ethical considerations.204  

The interviewees are given the opportunity to respond to questions as freely as 
possible and are not subjected to stereotyped assumptions based on race, 
ethnicity, gender, class, or any other social/cultural characteristic.205 
 

Donald Ritchie describes this interview style as “shift[ing] the balance of power” to 

narrators by encouraging them “to relate and to interpret their own stories.”206  

 The narrators’ apparent comfort in discussing past race relations may have had 

three causes. First, they were reconciled with their past. Second, Evans established trust 

before broaching the subject. He used very informal language, but refrained from ethnic 

slang. 

Any antagonism between the two [racial] communities, or was that just a bunch of 
words that people said?207 
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Finally, the narrators were comfortable discussing race with Evans because he was 

African American. They knew he shared their history and understood their struggles, 

despite his success outside their world. Evans vocalized his understanding and concern 

for these people who dealt with the possible loss of their neighborhood to white 

developers and still dealt with discrimination to a greater extent than he did. 

The great economic and social distance that separates the white and black 
communities is well understood by virtually all blacks in Pearl City, but is less 
well understood by the white citizens of Boca Raton.208  
 

Evans frequently displayed empathy, such as in the question-comment: “I guess it was 

pretty tough during the 1930s.”209 He asked George Spain, who worked at the Boca Raton 

Club, “Now how were you treated down there . . . by the rich white people?”210  

 Regardless of race, Valerie Yow favors demonstrating empathy and avoiding 

disapproval or criticism; so does David Dunaway, who writes that oral historians research 

“to know, not to judge.”211 The Oral History Association also reminds practitioners to 

ensure a “balance between empathy and analytical judgment.”212 The combination of 

empathy—not just displayed, but sincerely felt—and proper research, says Dunaway, 

“allows us to view events approximately as participants did in their own time.”213  

 As a racial insider, Evans was especially well equipped to empathize with the 
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narrators’ lives and feelings. But other traits were valuable as well. Evans was an outsider 

to the majority of his subject community by residence, life experience, education, age, 

economic and social standing, and often gender. Many of these characteristics enabled 

him to communicate to others the “Pearl City experience.” It was his education and 

experience that put him in the position to conduct the oral histories and to present them to 

the world. Because of these differences, Evans could share the voices of the blacks 

themselves, to move beyond the white perspective that had been recorded until then.214  

  

Memory 

  When the Pearl City narrators discussed their earliest memories, it was in 

comparison to how the whites around them lived, and often at Evans’s urging. Irene 

Carswell talked about first having electricity in her home after Boca Raton’s white 

residents did, and about buying burial insurance. “They wouldn’t sell you health 

insurance. It was too big of a risk for blacks.”215 As Valerie Yow observed in her own 

work, everyday activities were recalled in great detail.216 

 Archie and Irene Carswell said things were pretty peaceful until a new police 

chief was hired just before World War II. Evans encouraged Irene to share any negative 

feelings she might have had about the chief.  

 Evans:  Lois Martin . . . didn’t have too many kind words to say about 
Chief Brown. 
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 Irene:  No, he wasn’t a nice person, not at all. He was just mean. He was 
a red neck, OK? Put that in the book; he’s dead now. 
 
 Archie: One thing, too, what happened to the soldiers . . . see, when you 
meet him you’re supposed to reach up and grab your hat. He was going to make 
the soldiers pull their hat off, and they said they didn’t pull their hats off to the 
General. What was they going to pull their hat to him for?217 
 

 Although research shows that we remember emotional events clearly, we 

sometimes minimize negative events to avoid anxiety. The Carswells, however, clearly 

remembered the “mean” police chief after forty years. And while research also concludes 

that we best remember first-hand experiences, Archie Carswell related his feelings about 

Brown in another soldier’s experience, perhaps because he had lived in the North with 

less discrimination. The Carswells’ descriptions of an otherwise relatively peaceful 

segregation are confirmed in other Pearl City oral histories. They were also at ease with 

others knowing how they felt about them. Memory recall is enhanced in an environment 

that is comfortable both physically and emotionally, as the Carswells were, talking in 

their home with a fellow African American.218  

 

Post-Interview: Transcription 

 The Pearl City interviews, which average slightly more than an hour in length, 

were recorded on analog audiotape that was in use at the time. The tapes, however, 

contain no introduction identifying the participants, location, or date. The transcripts say 
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“1984 to 1985,” as does Evans and Lee’s book.219  

 Although Evans quotes his narrators in a report to his client, his concern with 

presenting the narrators as a whole is evident in the book with Lee, where the words of 

the narrators are blended into one voice. If he was planning a book at the time of the 

interviews, this goal may also explain his lack of interest in providing dates and verbatim 

transcripts or notes for future researchers. Employees in the city’s Word Processing 

Department donated their time as transcribers. In 2007 volunteers for the Boca Raton 

Historical Society transcribed the tapes again, adding an introduction that provided a 

brief biography of the participants and description of the project. 

 Alden Whitman recommends “some sort of coda” giving the interviewer’s 

impressions, “which often cannot be detected from the tape or transcript.”220 A coda at  

the end has the advantage of allowing readers to form their own opinions before 

considering interviewers’ interpretations. If the information is placed instead at the start, 

readers can consider the impact of it—such as a hearing problem, a distracting setting, or 

the narrator’s manner—as they proceed. They can also choose for themselves whether or 

when to read the comments. Wherever interviewer’s comments are placed, they avoid 

distracting repetition within the text of recurring or ongoing issues (see chapter seven for 

a full discussion and examples).  

 Such comments in the Pearl City transcripts would also help readers understand 
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the tone of dialogue; the emotional environment could be revealed with bracketed notes 

within the text. Evans and the narrators can be heard laughing easily together in the 

recording, yet it is rarely communicated in either version of the transcripts. At times the 

attitude of the narrator is disguised. The following suggested revision is a truer 

representation of Irene Carswell’s lack of embarrassment in the way her family had lived.  

 From transcript: You wouldn’t believe this, but we’ve had nine housed to 
live at home. (emphasis mine) 
 
 Revised: You wouldn’t believe this, but (laugh) we’ve had—(pause to 
count)—nine housed to live at home!221 (emphasis mine) 
 

Another example of casual dialogue between Evans and Irene Carswell was omitted 

entirely from the original transcript. The missing passages are shown in italics. 

 Carswell: My parents, they raised their own hogs and chickens and ducks, 
right in the backyard.  
 
 Evans:  (while laughing) You could make a book out of that too. That's 
important, too, honey; nobody might seem to know about that. 
 
 Carswell: (while laughing) Oh, yes!222 
 

The original transcript decides for readers what is important. Information about the 

Carswells would help researchers judge how their marital relationship might have 

affected their responses. Although they demonstrated mutual respect, Archie was soft-

spoken, while his wife was dominant, talked over her husband while he spoke, and 

laughed easily. None of this is communicated in the original transcript.223  

 These omissions, and those of words and phrases, may have been unintentional in 
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many instances. It is likely that better technology in 2007 allowed transcribers to hear 

voices more clearly than was possible in 1984, so the phrase “next door” that appeared 

first as “next store” could later be corrected.224 There are still lapses marked as 

“inaudible,” which can be unavoidable.  

 Valerie Yow stresses that conversational style is an important part of ethnic 

identity.225 It would be helpful for a transcriber of a different ethnicity to understand its 

characteristics. But Evans writes that the Pearl City residents displayed a wide range of 

language styles; their parents or grandparents brought dialects with them from different 

states or from the Bahamas, and then mixed with others in Florida.226 The ethnic slang 

that was transcribed adds to knowledge of the people who lived in Pearl City, not just in 

the 1980s, but also the earlier generations that had helped form their dialects. 

 When compared to the digital recordings, the 2007 transcripts still contain errors 

that sometimes alter meaning. This excerpt is compared to what the author hears on the 

digital recording: 

 Transcription: If you were taken sick the neighbors would go over and 
cook and wash and iron. (emphasis mine) 
 
 Audio: If someone in the neighborhood was taken sick, the ladies would 
go over and cook and wash and iron.227 (emphasis mine) 
 

The first transcription changes the vernacular and infers that both women and men took 

care of sick neighbors in this way—cooking, washing, and ironing, which is of interest in 
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understanding the culture. Other changes in 2007 enhanced comprehension. Proper 

names were added in brackets to clarify or correct pronunciation or information from the 

narrators; for example, “His name was Kobias [Kobayashi].”228 

 

Post Interview: Storage, Access, and Use 

 The master tapes and transcripts for the Pearl City project are preserved in the 

archives of the Boca Raton Historical Society, where copies are available for public 

research. An analysis of the results appears in the 1986-87 edition of The Spanish River 

Papers, the newsletter of the society. Author Sharon Wells, a Key West historian who is 

white, approaches the Pearl City project as a folk history, citing well-known experts in 

her field, which developed as a discipline in the 1960s.229 Wells educates the reader 

briefly about the value of oral accounts in exploring local history, which she describes—

quoting folklorist Richard Dorson—as “naturally and inescapably linked with the study 

of folklore.”230 Wells’ use of the Pearl City oral histories, however, is second-hand, 

limited to quotations Evans used in his then unpublished manuscript, rather than the 

primary sources of the interviews themselves. 

 Narrators said that they looked forward to their oral histories in book form. In 

1985 Evans completed a study of the project for the Historical Society entitled Pearl 
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City: Black Perspectives of a Black Community in Southeast Florida. The anticipated 

book came in 1990, when University Press of Florida published the social history Pearl 

City, Florida: A Black Community Remembers by Evans with FAU colleague David Lee.  

 In 2002 the Boca Raton Historical Society assisted in the designation of Pearl 

City by the City as its second historic district.231 Since then, the Society has taken the 

Pearl City story beyond the library, sometimes in collaboration with Pearl City residents, 

the city, Florida Atlantic University, or others. In a permanent digital exhibit, 

“Remembering Pearl City,” the BRHS combined anonymous excerpts from the oral  

histories with documents and photographs of residents from pioneer days to the 1980s.232 

Some of the audio recordings and 2007 transcripts are publicly accessible in the digital 

collection of FAU.233 More are planned when permission can be obtained from family 

members of the narrators.  

 

Community History 

 Dr. Arthur Evans assisted the Boca Raton Historical Society and the City of Boca 

Raton in crossing a cultural divide, to fulfill what historian Joseph Amato describes as the 

potential of oral history “to reconstruct our ancestors’ everyday lives” in local history.234   

[It] recaptures how they experienced the world through their senses: what they 
thought; how they felt; what they got angry, fought, and cursed about; what they 
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prayed for; what drove them insane; and finally, how they died and were 
buried.235  
 

 From a different discipline, folklorists Barbara Allen and Lynwood Montell 

describe two ways to reconstruct a geographic community’s past from oral accounts to 

learn “what really happened.” Ethnohistory results in the researcher’s—the outsider’s—

interpretation, while folk history’s version is that of the people who live there. These 

perceptions may be quite different, including the physical and cultural boundaries of the 

community itself.236 Allen and Montell are citing in 1981 this theory that was written in 

1966. It still holds weight with Evans and Lee in 1990, when they conclude that Pearl 

City “should be defined by those who live in the community, not Boca Raton at large.”237  

* * * * * 

 Among the many aspects of the Pearl City project that affected its outcome, the 

most prominent are issues of race. Life within Pearl City—indeed, its very existence—

was dependent on and strongly connected to the surrounding white society during the 

period examined. An African American conducted the interviews and oversaw the 

project. Though otherwise an outsider, Arthur Evans’s race helped him appreciate the 

narrators’ strengths in adapting to a difficult situation, a productive appreciation in the 

openness it elicited. His professional viewpoint as a sociologist contributed strongly to 

his approach and apparently also to errors and omissions in the original transcripts. They 

were probably sufficient, however, for Evans’s purposes: to prepare a study for his client 
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and a book. Additional notes he may have made were not included in the transcripts. 

 The Pearl City project, a joint effort of the City of Boca Raton and the Boca 

Raton Historical Society, also fulfilled their shared purpose. They recorded the history of 

the city’s black pioneers, who had constructed a support system to survive in their 

community within a community, in the midst of the ever-growing white culture that kept 

them there. An additional benefit—perhaps of equal importance—was stronger relations 

between the two communities in the post-Civil Rights era. While racial issues still existed 

in the 1980s, the planners showed respect for Pearl City residents in carrying out the 

project. They have continued to do so by proudly sharing Pearl City’s story in public 

arenas through published material, exhibits, and digital availability to the recordings and 

transcripts. In this way a secondary purpose, which should be kept in mind for all oral 

histories, has already been met, by providing useful information for the future. 
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V. 1996-2001: DELRAY BEACH 

 This five-year oral history project of African American neighborhoods in Delray 

Beach contributes unique elements for study. The interviewer, a student of anthropology, 

contributed an approach that differs from those of the other projects. The original planned 

structure was substantially redesigned during the process to a collaboration, with a 

changing mix of participants and their roles. 

The concept of oral history as a joint creation of interviewers and narrators that 

was initiated in the 1980s became known as “shared authority” with the 1990 release of 

historian Michael Frisch’s book by the same name.238 Frisch addresses three kinds of 

shared authority: the narrator’s participation in the planning and post-interview processes, 

the dynamics of the relationship during the interview, and partnerships among various 

disciplines. After a decade of inspiring others, however, Frisch clarifies this shared 

authority as “something we need to recognize in” oral history, in contrast with sharing 

authority, “an approach to doing oral history,” which is an active response to the 

recognition.239  

 Another historian, Linda Shopes, acknowledges the inherent complexity in the 
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interviewer-narrator relationship, yet she cautions oral historians that pursuit of further 

collaboration with narrators is not always appropriate or desirable. 

Where we don’t share an intellectual or broadly social agenda with narrators, 
where we do not especially respect their views, where a commitment to mutuality 
may not be possible to establish, . . . we need to think carefully where we wish to 
share intellectual control over our work and where we don’t.240  
 

Frisch’s original theory, as well as the additional views on collaboration by Frisch and 

Shopes, are observable in the evolution of the Delray Beach project completed in the 

intervening years. 

 

Race: Historical Context 

 During their earliest years, there was little relationship between the African 

American settlements in Boca Raton and Delray Beach, located eight miles apart. But the 

oral history projects conducted in the 1980s and ’90s, respectively, reveal two principal 

similarities. First, their researchers found scant evidence of black history in local 

archives; and second, their histories were enmeshed in racial issues. As with the Pearl 

City oral history, it is helpful to know the background of race relations in Delray Beach, 

which affected the project’s outcome. 

 African Americans were among the pioneers of Delray Beach, which was founded 

as Linton in the 1890s. As in Boca Raton, the railroad brought families from northern 

Florida, Georgia, and the Carolinas. Their first settlement, known as The Sands, is now 

called the West Settlers’ Historic District, located along Fifth Avenue north of Atlantic 
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Avenue. Residents became truck farmers, laborers, and small business owners. 

Bahamians from Key West and Miami passed by Boca Raton to make their home in Frog 

Alley, located at present Fifth Avenue south of Atlantic Avenue. These settlers made 

their livings as fishermen in the tradition of their ancestors.241 

 In 1898 the white residents of Linton changed its name to Delray for the Michigan 

town where some of them were raised. The area east of the Intracoastal Waterway was 

incorporated as Delray Beach in 1923, and the two merged in 1927. Despite the 

Depression, the city became a resort community. Farm laborers sometimes shifted to 

domestic labor during the winter season, when they were exposed to an affluent white 

culture.242  

 The 1940 population of Delray Beach was almost four thousand; forty-five 

percent of them were black.243 During World War II, the black histories of Boca Raton 

and Delray Beach overlap, as the Boca Raton Airfield improved living conditions for 

both communities. Farming families from the Yamato area who were displaced by the 

airfield’s construction moved to Delray Beach; some sources say the army moved the 

houses of workers who helped build the base.244 The new neighborhood, located southeast 

of The Sands and Frog Alley, was aptly named New Town.  

 Each of the three settlements maintained its own identity, and its residents felt 
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superior to the others. The “Nassaws” in Frog Alley and “Mericans” in The Sands came 

from different cultures and faiths. Many of the residents of New Town were Bahamians 

as well, but there the cultures were less distinct. The identities among the neighborhoods 

gradually became less important after their names were replaced by street names. 

 Throughout the city’s history, Delray Beach’s African Americans asserted 

themselves constructively to improve their circumstances. In 1895 they petitioned the 

county for a school, which operated in The Sands until 1907.245 George Henry Green, one 

of the first residents of The Sands, ran for the position of alderman when Delray was 

incorporated in 1911. Green lost by seven votes in a city with only eleven blacks among 

its fifty-seven voters.246 

 William Robinson wrote to Dr. Booker T. Washington, president of Tuskegee 

Institute, for advice in resurrecting Colored School No. 4, resulting in Florida’s first 

county training school in 1917.247 On Washington’s recommendation, Solomon David 

Spady came to Delray Beach in 1921 to run the school and became a vital part of the 

city’s black community. When he retired in 1957 as principal of George Washington 

Carver High School, named for his mentor, the original Carver High School was renamed 

S. D. Spady Elementary. Hattie Pompey says Spady “was everything to Delray.”248 

Pompey’s husband, Spencer, also a black educator and leader, writes that the city 
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achieved mutual trust and understanding between the races and “a degree of sophisticated 

cohesiveness.”249 The black community presented issues to the city council through the 

Negro Civic League of Delray Beach. Commissioner and mayor Catherine Strong was 

one of their advocates; in 1956 she defeated a resolution that would have redefined the 

city limits to exclude the “Negro Area,” which had been determined by a biracial 

committee in 1935.250  

 The arrival nearby of IBM in Boca Raton and Motorola in Boynton Beach 

brought growth in the 1960s and ’70s that drew people away from the city’s core into 

newly developed suburbs. But the boost to the economy precipitated a decline in the 

older portions of the city, and school desegregation brought bussing, which broke up the 

social structure within the communities.251 From 1960 to 1980 the population of Delray 

Beach had increased by a third.252 In Delray Beach, the blacks’ per capita income was 

$3,832 and 5.5 percent had completed college, compared to Boca Raton’s statistics of 

$5,037 and 18 percent.253 During the Pearl City oral histories in 1984-85, interviewer 
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Arthur Evans and narrators refer to problems in Delray Beach and news coverage of 

vandalism, graffiti, drug abuse, and trouble between police and blacks.254 Residents in 

2005 blame the changes on the blending of the cultures and the absence of standards 

instilled by Spencer Pompey and Solomon Spady.255  

 By the start of the oral history project of African American neighborhoods in 

1996, Delray Beach had reversed direction. In 1985 officials of the City of Delray Beach 

created the Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) to address the causes of the city’s 

increasing urban blight. A citizen task force worked to revitalize downtown by saving 

historic buildings, which led to Delray Beach receiving honors in 1993 as an All-America 

City by the National Civic League. 

 

The Interviewer: Outsider 

 In 1996 Nancy Stein was planning a master’s thesis in anthropology when she 

met Dorothy W. “Dottie” Patterson, white archivist for the Delray Beach Historical 

Society, and Vera Rolle Farrington, a black retired educator of Bahamian parentage. The 

pair convinced Stein to change her focus from the then recent influx of Haitians in Delray 

Beach to the city’s African American neighborhoods.  

 Since its founding in 1964, the Delray Beach Historical Society had produced oral 

histories only sporadically. Despite the nationwide popularity of oral histories of minority 

groups during the 1970s and ’80s, all of the known recordings of the society were with 
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white residents, including pioneer families and second-generation natives.256 The city had 

become a destination for affluent whites as both tourists and residents, adequate 

motivation to maintain a suitable public image. Although the Society had collected 

information from black churches and other organizations over the years, Farrington had 

found it lacking.  

 Like Arthur Evans in Boca Raton (chapter four), Stein used oral history to fill the 

historical gap. Many traditional historians in the 1990s still questioned the validity of oral 

history, but as a tool of ethnography, it had long been the “mainstay” of anthropology. 

Both disciplines use it to “give a voice to the voiceless.”257  

 After observing a study of black South African women, Belinda Bozzoli—a 

sociologist, like Evans—concludes that its success was due to the interviewer being a 

local, black female, from the same class as the narrators and speaking the same dialect.258 

As discussed, there are many ways that interviewers may be the same or different from 

their narrators, and any, all, or none of them may impact the oral history in a way that 

matters. Vera Farrington brought Nancy Stein onto the all-black board of directors of the 

newly founded nonprofit, Expanding and Preserving Our Cultural Heritage, Inc. 

(EPOCH). To most of the board members, Stein was an outsider in almost every sense, 

including age, race, and residency. Perhaps the last mattered most. Although she lived in 
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Delray Beach, Stein said, “even people who lived within the [African American] 

neighborhoods for twenty or thirty years were considered outsiders.”259 Valerie Yow 

understands. “Even if you know the language and history, you may still have to build 

trust,” because what outsiders do not have, and must create, is a bond with the subject 

community.260  

 Alessandro Portelli, an expert on exploring communities as an outsider, writes 

that oral historians have “an objective stake in equality” with their narrators in order to 

obtain “a less distorted communication and a less biased collection of data.” But Portelli 

contends that this equality “does not depend on the researcher's goodwill but on social 

conditions.”261 Nonetheless, Stein took an active, helpful role in the community as she 

conducted interviews and documented them with tape recordings, photographs, and 

signed releases from the narrators. Over time, attitudes toward her varied.  

 To overcome the challenges inherent in her project, Stein adopted a casual, 

personable style and injected opinions and flattery, such as “See, you are smart, you’re 

raising teachers.”262 She also offered personal information, as Donald Ritchie advises 

cross-cultural interviewers, to “reveal a little of themselves . . . to establish points of 

commonality that might cut across some of the barriers between them.”263 Stein 

communicated respect and warmth toward her narrators.  
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In South Africa, sociologist Belinda Bozzoli also observes that a spontaneous and 

unstructured questioning approach of informal exchanges yields the most revealing 

results.264 Even in the United States, the style used by a white woman interviewing an 

African American in the North soon after the Civil Rights era would not be appropriate in 

1990s South Florida. During the 1970s and ’80s, the field of oral history in the United 

States was in transition from a quantitative to a qualitative focus; scientific objectivity 

was just beginning to come under scrutiny.265 Alphine Jefferson, then a fellow in Duke 

University‘s Oral History Program, praises Duke’s training program, which emphasized 

control over the content and direction of an interview as “fundamental to the intelligent 

conduct of oral research.” 

What determines the quality of an oral document [tape or transcript] is the 
precision of the questions asked by the oral investigator. Because the trained 
historian’s questions will have a concrete thematic focus, the answers . . . will be 
similarly focused and direct.266 
 

Jefferson warns that failure of the interviewer to control the process will produce an 

exchange that is “aimless,” filled with “verbosity and rhetorical meanderings,” and an 

“exercise in self-validation.”267  

Such rigidity may have succeeded at that time and place, but oral historians must 

adapt to the circumstances of each situation, while keeping their purpose in mind. Due to 
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her training in anthropology and her individual style, Stein was not overly concerned with 

controlling her interviews; she described them as “fairly informal as the flow of memory 

usually dictated their direction.”268  

 Anthropology uses fieldwork with individuals as representations of their culture, 

whereas historians focus on recording the past and how past events cause successive  

ones.269 In community studies, Valerie Yow blurs the line between disciplines. “Focus on 

the individual experience, but view your findings in a wider context.”270 As Stein’s 

project evolved, she felt it did develop “a personal as well as cultural context.”271 And 

when it ended five years later, she felt the elders, in particular, missed the attention she 

had helped to bring them.272 

 

Collaboration 

 From the start, Stein had formed a “mini collaboration” with EPOCH, Inc. to 

uncover their lost history while producing her master’s thesis. After four years, many 

members of the city’s black community had joined the effort. The balance of shared 

authority had shifted, and the community took the initiative to create its own oral history. 
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 The new design included the three types of shared authority discussed by Michael 

Frisch. Narrators participated in additional parts of the process. Interviews included 

teamwork between interviewers and narrators. Several partners lent their assistance and 

support, including the Delray Beach Historical Society, its archivist Dottie Patterson, the 

city’s Community Redevelopment Agency, and the Florida Humanities Council. All of 

the participants would reap their own rewards.  

Stein, meanwhile, served as co-organizer, documented the process, and developed 

her own conclusions for her academic thesis. The issues that Linda Shopes advised for 

consideration prior to undertaking a collaboration were not problems for Stein during 

either phase. She shared “an intellectual or broadly social agenda with the narrators,” 

“respected their views,” and was able to establish “a commitment to mutuality.”273 

  

Focus Groups 

 When the project design expanded in the summer of 2000, three members of the 

African American community took over as interviewers, or moderators, in weekly focus 

groups designed to produce oral accounts of their community’s history. According to 

Barry Lanman and Laura Wendling, stepping into an active role may have benefitted the 

new interviewers personally. It “validates their experience and helps shape the process of 

collecting and interpreting the past into their identities.”274 

 A group interview potentially causes effects not found in the recommended one-
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on-one format for oral history. Narrators may feel pressured to give a “social acceptable 

testimony” or be less than honest and forthcoming, especially if there are more assertive 

people in the group. Yet shy people may feel encouraged to speak up.275 Although such 

dynamics may be clear in an audio or video recording, the interviewer’s observations are 

helpful when noted in the transcript.  

 Nadine Hart, a retired teacher, led the “Frog Alley Gang,” five to six women who 

discussed families in the community but met fewer times than the others.276 Another 

retired educator, Addie Davis Hudson, led the “Chatterbox Gang,” twenty well-

acquainted neighbors from The Sands, or West Settler’s Historic District. Attendance 

averaged about a dozen from this group, aged from their early sixties to eighties. Hudson 

introduced each session and topic before guiding the group in sharing their earliest 

memories and adding her own.277 

 Hugo Slim and Paul Thompson write that old people will often present a similar 

view of the past within a group discussion, which changes when the narrators return to 

the same stories in private interviews.278 Yet as they stimulate one another’s memories, 

generalizations can give way to exchanging stories, often about people outside the group. 

In the Chatterbox Gang, generalizations were scarce—perhaps because Hudson changed 

topics frequently—and responses were very specific. But the narrators did mention 
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family members, friends, and others who had been part of the community.  

 The memories of all the narrators both stimulated and were stimulated by others.  

When Hudson asked how they decorated their Christmas trees, four women responded, 

one story leading to the next. The first woman told how her father cut down a tree and 

they made decorations. The second started with the tree and continued with food, gifts, 

and neighbors, and the third talked about a special neighbor. The fourth recalled more 

neighbors and a family’s cooking rituals. A fifth story only came after encouragement 

from Hudson; as an insider, she may have expected that Blanche Gertmann would be 

hesitant to contribute, and understood why.  

 Hudson: Blanche, tell us something about Christmas or the holidays. 
  
 Gertmann: Our Christmas wasn’t so good, because they weren’t able to 
buy anything and we would take our old toys and put them under the tree  
and—[edited for brevity].279 
 

Gertmann continued on a positive note. Without a hint from Hudson in notes, we cannot 

know how Gertmann’s personality, background, or numerous relationships within the 

group may have affected her ability to share.  

 A potential hazard for insiders is forgetting to provide explanations and 

descriptions of knowledge they take for granted. As a teacher, Hudson would have been 

accustomed to asking questions when she knew the answers. When a narrator mentioned 

celebrating each twentieth of May, Hudson asked her to explain the significance of the 

date in Delray Beach. For some events, however, the time periods remain unclear.280  
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 Experts agree that even in a small project, the sequence of topics and phrasing of 

questions should be planned.281 Hudson took this advice a step further and gave her group 

topics to contemplate in advance of each session.282 More memories may rise to the 

surface with this method, but it can also discourage fresh responses during the meetings. 

Discussion among themselves or others between sessions creates, in effect, an unrecorded 

oral history. As with all oral histories, the possible results of practices for a specific 

situation should be considered, keeping its purpose in mind. 

 Colonel William J. Condry (ret.) led the all-male “Breakfast Gang,” six long-time 

retired friends who had already been meeting socially each week. Condry’s interview 

style reflects his graduate-level education, thirty-year military career, and reputed 

pleasant nature. He asked the other men individually about the history, present context, 

and future potential of their city, using effective open-ended questions. Although his 

narrators were close friends, Condry closed at least one interview formally, saying, 

“Thank you very much, Mr. Cartwright.”283    

 Despite their skills, none of the three moderators was trained in oral history 

methodology. The serious damage that resulted from their lack of experience involved 

recording equipment. The most productive group, the Chatterbox Gang, successfully 

taped all their sessions. The Frog Alley Gang recorded several hours, and the Breakfast 
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Gang, only one part of one session.284 No tangible record of the other meetings remains. 

 

Gender 

 Communication studies from the 1970s and ’80s, as discussed by Valerie Yow, 

conclude that men and women have different styles of communication, which are not 

genetic, but learned. Women tend to have a less authoritative manner and are easier to 

talk with. They want to be supportive and helpful, and they see conversation as a way to 

establish connection. Women interviewers establish a tone of solidarity and teamwork by 

using pronouns like “you” (pl.) and “we.” Positive comments such as “mm hmm” and 

overlapping conversation show they are following others. All of this behavior is evident 

in the all-female Chatterbox focus group. Conflict is not.  

 Studies show that women avoid disagreements as a threat to their rapport, while 

men view them as opportunities to exchange information.285 Breakfast Gang narrator Bill 

Condry challenged a response from narrator Norman Cartwright, respectfully “educated” 

him at length, and then gave him a chance to revise his answer.  

 Cartwright: . . . And I would like to see a lot of black businesses come 
back. Now we haven’t any black-owned businesses in Delray outside of a funeral 
home. 
 
 Condry: Okay, that’s good. But you have to understand. . . . [edited for 
brevity].  . . . When the time came where you could go down to the Quick Check 
[sic] and the Piggly Wiggly and get a loaf of bread three cents cheaper than you 
could on the corner, you stopped trading on the corner and went downtown. So 
when you say bring back black businesses, it is hard for a black business to 
survive with just black participants. So what are you recommending there? 
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 Cartwright: Well, I recommend that—[edited for brevity].286 
 

At first glance, this exchange seems inappropriate for an oral history. According to 

Ronald Grele, interviewers should only “intervene in the storytelling” if they wish to 

“undermine the class position that is being articulated,” which seems an unlikely motive 

for Condry.287 It is more probable that this kind of conversation was typical of social 

discussions between Condry and Cartwright, an opportunity “to exchange information.” 

Differences in communication style, whether or not predictable by gender, are a reminder 

of the many possible combinations of variables present in any oral history. 

 

Post-Interview 

 As with previous projects in this study, one dilemma with interviewing multiple 

narrators fell to the transcriber to solve. The moderator and speakers in the Chatterbox 

Gang helped by providing full names when they changed speakers. Although she did not 

attend all of the group sessions, Stein transcribed most of the tapes.288 Later in the project, 

she reviewed the drafts with Addie Hudson, who was more familiar with the names, 

language, and meaning.289 This deciphering is easiest shortly after the interviews, when 

memories are most fresh.  

 It is a great advantage if the interviewer is the transcriber, but does not guarantee 

perfection. For one interview by Stein, the voices of the two narrators are often 
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transcribed as “Alice & Anne,” “Anne?” or “Alice?”290 The relaxed banter between Stein 

and her narrators has been left in the written record, which will assist readers, who miss 

the voice inflections associated with emotions.291 But Stein recognizes that “the challenge 

of converting spoken to written speech is tricky.”292 Her transcripts would benefit from 

punctuation that differentiates whether a speaker paused or was interrupted. Additional 

information in brackets or footnotes would help identify people and places that were 

mentioned.293 Imagining the reactions of future readers can prompt a transcriber to add 

many types of cues. 

 McCray: Mr. Youngblood had a wagon. My cousin Joe Monroe had one 
and gave it to my daddy when they left Delray. 
 
 Hudson: I remember hearing that Jim Monroe, he built a lot of houses, and 
they called it Monroe Quarters, and he had a horse.294 
 

 Questions are raised by the names “Joe” and “Jim.” Is one of the names 

transcribed incorrectly? Did hearing Joe Monroe’s name spark Hudson’s random memory 

about someone with the same surname? Did Hudson emphasize the name “Jim”? A 

skilled transcriber will anticipate potential confusion by readers with a brief explanation. 

One is especially needed whenever the recorder stops, such as “tape change.” An 

explanation is also necessary not only if dialog is omitted from the written record, but if 
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the transcript would otherwise raise the question of an omission.  

 McCray?: Let me tell you why we didn’t go. I can remember when I was 
coming down here . . . You don’t want to tape this.295 
 

From the dialog that follows, it is unclear whether the tape was paused during part of the 

conversation, or McCray exaggerated the effect of what she was to tell. A note that there 

was no pause would eliminate any uncertainty.  

 

Community History 

 The model Stein initiated became part of the larger community history of 

EPOCH’s project, “African American Neighborhoods of Old Delray Beach.” Exhibits 

and presentations during the fall and winter of 2000-01 were coordinated with the 

opening of the S. D. Spady Cultural Heritage Museum in the educator’s former home.296 

The city’s Community Redevelopment Agency, scholars from within and without the 

African American community, and others have used it for public education. Archivist 

Dottie Patterson created a traveling exhibit, which Vera Farrington took to local schools 

and organizations.297 The oral history tapes and transcripts are protected and available for 

public research at the Delray Beach Historical Society. In addition to visible 

accomplishments, Barry Lanman and Laura Wendling identify hidden benefits of 

recording local history. 

Community history can “reclaim the receding past; develop the present by 
marketing this past to tourists and neighbors; and justify a community’s 
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importance to itself and to others.”298   
 

Dr. Patrick Coggins of Florida Atlantic University expands on the particular importance 

of these benefits to a marginalized group such as the African Americans of Delray Beach. 

Children benefit by knowing the stories of their ancestors. The community gains 
understanding when a context is given to individuals, institutions, customs, and 
structures.299 
 
For Stein, a large part of the project’s success was that members of the African 

American community participated in the process, “gained control over their own 

representation, and became a part of the town’s history on their own terms.”300 Stein’s 

work demonstrates Michael Frisch’s concepts of shared authority in oral history, as well 

as sharing authority in conducting it.301 Both seemed especially well suited to this 

community history. 

 The rewards have continued long after the project’s completion. EPOCH 

produced a one-hour documentary, African American Neighborhoods of Old Delray 

Beach. The Spady Museum serves as EPOCH’s headquarters and has become an integral 

part of activities in Delray Beach. As part of the redevelopment of blighted areas, the 

Community Redevelopment Agency worked with residents, property owners, and 

business interests to incorporate the history of Frog Alley and The Sands into a vision for 

the city’s future.  

 Other white researchers report collecting oral histories much like those in Boca 
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Raton and Delray Beach, “recording the experiences of African Americans in an old 

southern railroad town.”302 Oral historian Darlene Richardson expresses empathy for the 

black residents she interviewed in Virginia and others like them throughout the nation. 

Her words could just as easily describe black residents in the “old southern railroad 

town[s]” of Boca Raton and Delray Beach. 

I continue to be amazed by the lives people have led, their capacity for coping and 
survival, their humanity, and how the simple act of sharing gives them dignity. 
Oral histories capture the stories, the grit, the heart and soul of lives affected by 
our nations’ laws, prejudice, and apathy.303 

 The histories of African American communities are infused with the presence of 

white people. The blacks in Delray Beach referred less frequently to aspects of their lives 

affected by racial differences than those in Boca Raton’s Pearl City. The Delray Beach 

interviews took place a decade later than those in Pearl City, a decade of continuing 

change in racial attitudes throughout the nation. But the interviewers also had an effect; 

Evans brought race into the conversation more frequently than Stein and the 

interviewers/narrators in Delray.  

 Each group described race relations in its town as less volatile than elsewhere. At 

the time of the Pearl City project (1984-85), Delray Beach was in a low period; it 

recovered before the oral history project in the 1990s. The early Delray neighborhoods 

had combined into a large African American community where there was more to do. As 

its residents understood, Pearl City was a small, necessarily tight community dependent 

on the surrounding city of whites and on larger towns from Delray Beach to Fort 
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Lauderdale.  

 (1) It never have had the problem that Delray . . . had.304   
 
 (2) Smaller area.  . . . I would say population would be one of the main 
reasons we just don’t have that here.305  
 
 (3) You don't have the environment around Pearl City and Boca as you 
have in the other cities and towns. And everybody [here] was close knit too. If 
you hadda taken the black[s] out of Pearl City and, say, moved them to Pompano 
or Delray, . . . then you could see the change.306 
 

 Oral history has been a significant tool in recording our nation’s “black history” 

in these and other cities. Over time, there are fewer narrators who recall segregation. And 

as race becomes less of a divisive issue, oral history can incorporate the lives of African 

Americans and other races into “American history.” But projects like those in Delray 

Beach and Boca Raton ensure their pasts will not be forgotten. 

* * * * * 

Nancy Stein began an ethnographic study with a dual purpose: to assist the 

African American neighborhoods in achieving their goal—to recover their disappearing 

history—and to create her academic thesis in the process. In time, the black community 

added partners to the collaboration, but the original purposes remained unchanged. 

 Elements affecting this project include an outsider-interviewer in the first phase, 

which in turn contain many other variables—primarily race and age—that undoubtedly 

influenced the outcome of the interviews during that period. The insider-interviewers in 

the second phase do not share those factors, as each focus group was made up of 
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members who were similar to one another.  

 Between the two phases of this project, the number of narrators varied. Stein and 

two of the insider-interviewers met one-on-one and in small numbers; on the other end of 

the range, an insider moderated a large group. The impact of each arrangement is difficult 

to surmise but may have been decreased by positive prior relationships between many of 

the participants. 

The one clear problem with the groups is the absence of someone skilled in 

operating the recording equipment and the consequent loss of valuable material to the 

community as well as to Stein. The post-interview process was also less than ideal for 

Stein’s purpose, as she transcribed interviews she did not witness and was dependent on 

one of the insiders for comprehension. Members of the community, however, had the 

value of the meetings they attended, which they could contribute to the final products. 

They were able to fulfill their own purpose of preserving their history and sharing it 

proudly to educate others. 
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VI. 2004-2006 THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF PALM BEACH COUNTY 

 This chapter combines two similar oral history projects carried out by the 

Historical Society of Palm Beach County (HSPBC) in 2004 (Project 04) and 2006 

(Project 06). Unlike the other projects studied, they share with each other comparable 

communities of study, narrators, methods, technologies, and transcription processes. In 

both cases, the author (Steinhauer) served as interviewer and transcriber, allowing closer 

examination on some topics.  

Each project, a series of traditional life histories, is an example of Valerie Yow’s 

advice to view individual experience in a broad context.307 Their purposes were to collect 

a history of each person’s part in the history of Palm Beach County, rather than a 

sociological or anthropological study of a community, as in Boca Raton and Delray 

Beach. The priorities were—in order—local, state, and national history, in keeping with 

the mission of the Historical Society. 

 Project 04 took place during Steinhauer’s student internship with the HSPBC 

through Florida Atlantic University. Although she had minimal training in oral history, 

she was permitted considerable involvement in all aspects of the project and gained 

invaluable experience. Steinhauer interviewed five natives of northern Palm Beach 

County, all white. One was sixty-four; his late father was an important topic in the oral 

history. The other four were in their late seventies and well acquainted with one another. 
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Some of their memories overlapped, resulting not in duplication but in a fuller picture of 

growing up in West Palm Beach, Riviera Beach, and Lake Park in the 1930s. A 

videographer recorded the four interviews in one day; two of the narrators were 

interviewed together.  

 Two years later a grant allowed ten more oral histories to be recorded in Project 

06, while Steinhauer was receiving more oral history instruction (see chapter seven). The 

interviews took place one per week to coordinate with WPEC-Channel 12, which 

contributed the use of their news studio and camera crew to the project. The narrators 

were selected from a long “wish list” representative of those who had made significant 

contributions to Palm Beach County’s history in various fields. All but one participating 

in this project were white and male. Some were chosen with a sense of urgency due to 

their health or age, which ranged from seventy-eight to ninety-four.308  

   

Technology: Video and Digital Recording  

 The value of video technology for oral history was debated for years after it 

became available about 1970. Its use is still not an automatic decision, either in VHS 

format or its digital successor. Experts often cite the high cost of video, although it has 

decreased over the years. Willa Baum says that in her forty years at the Bancroft Library 

Regional Oral History Office, they did not videotape an interview, but that “if we didn’t 

have a money reason, I'm sure we would videotape everyone for one session.”309 James 
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Fogerty sees potential uses for video, yet advises oral historians to choose it only when it 

best suits the project at hand.310 Rebecca Sharpless is also ambivalent, calling its 

possibilities “limited but valuable.”311  

 Proponents of video point out that its use does not exclude making a separate 

audio record, which the Historical Society did for both projects. Douglas Boyd says in 

2005 that neither audio nor video is better than the other, just different; still, he advises 

the use of video when expense is not a barrier. “More dimensions captured in the oral 

history experience make for a more complete historical record [and] the added human 

dimension that can be so meaningful, so powerful.”312 Boyd adds a disclaimer: Video 

alone does not guarantee great results. Quality is needed in lighting, the environment, and 

the methods, all of which are improved in the hands of skilled professionals.    

 For Project 04 the HSPBC followed Boyd’s advice by hiring professional 

videographer Frank Eberling, who had done prior work for the HSPBC. Because Eberling 

was a documentary filmmaker, he considered future possibilities, shooting two camera 

angles and instructing the narrators to look at Steinhauer when answering questions from 

him or Murray.   

 Critics of video usage, especially in its early days, have been concerned about its 

effect on the rapport between interviewer and narrator.313 The Oral History Association 
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Guidelines asks interviewers to consider whether this relationship is disrupted by “the 

presence of a technical crew.”314 The 2004 crew consisted of the cameraman and 

assistant, and all narrators appeared to be casual and relaxed, except one who was in ill 

health. Most were acquainted with Murray and by phone with Steinhauer; their awareness 

of her inexperience may have even reduced any concern about their own performance.  

 The setting for Project 04 was a large room with an old-fashioned parlor 

atmosphere. The news studio in 2006 was more intimidating and unfamiliar, although 

nearly all of the narrators were accustomed to media interviews in other settings. Several 

factors contributed to a relaxed environment, including the friendly, casual manner of the 

WPEC crew. Narrators had been asked to bring photos, scrapbooks, or other memorabilia 

that the HSPBC could scan and return; discussing these at the studio served as an 

“icebreaker,” particularly between participants who were unacquainted. The narrators 

also brought one photo to be filmed as a “cover” to the video. A week before their 

interviews, the narrators received by mail a list of reminders and things to expect at their 

sessions, which Steinhauer reviewed with them by phone a day before their 

appointments. Although there were no noticeable ill effects from anxiety due to the 

taping, a performance environment will produce different results than the intimacy of 

interviewer, narrator, and tape recorder.  

 Douglas Boyd, who recommends video recording of oral histories in 2005, writes 

about digital technology in 2010 for the Oral History Association. The advances made in 

the intervening years prompted Boyd to say that oral historians “no longer need to 
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sacrifice recording quality for convenience and cost.”315 Baylor University now stresses 

that “digital expertise is required at every stage of the oral history process.”316 Although 

the VHS video format was not created for long-term preservation, an audiocassette, 

compact disc, or DVD can be made from it before deterioration begins.317 The Historical 

Society had DVDs professionally made from the recordings of Projects 04 and 06 

immediately after the interviewing ended, and copies of the audiocassettes to be used for 

transcription. As new technology replaces these, copies can be made from the format that 

is closest to the original. 

 

Preparation: The Interviewer 

  An oral history interview typically lasts no more than two hours in one session. 

The background research can take much longer.318 Narrators feel respected when they 

realize interviewers are informed, and interviews run more smoothly.319 For a life history, 

depending on the life being explored, a general biography and often more may be found 

in local archives and reliable online sources and databases. In any case, a pre-interview 

questionnaire by mail or phone provides a starting point to look into relevant places, 

people, events, and subjects. The interviewer can then avoid sacrificing fresh responses in 
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a face-to-face advance meeting. As Paul Thompson writes, “In trying to establish basic 

facts, . . . it is difficult not to tap the essence of the memory.”320 Stories related during a 

preliminary meeting are often repeated during an interview in a stilted or careless fashion. 

 Steinhauer prepared for both projects by researching the individuals in the 

HSPBC archives and online, including a newspaper database. For Project 06, she also 

requested biographical material from the narrators, most of whom had such information 

readily available due to their occupations. Steinhauer created a tentative chronological list 

of questions for Debi Murray to review. Because of her knowledge of county history and 

existing sources, Murray was able to add questions designed to find a confirmation, a 

new perspective, an additional detail, or a link to other sources. During each interview, 

she silently communicated with Steinhauer with occasional brief notes. 

  An unexpected result came from narrator Henrietta, Countess de Hoernle, a major 

local philanthropist who had come to Boca Raton with her late husband in 1981. At 

ninety-four, she still led a busy life focused on helping others. Steinhauer’s research had 

produced mostly the names and dates of her charitable work, with a few references to her 

birthplace in Germany. Steinhauer began the interview as she did others, at the start of 

the countess’s life; despite the HSPBC’s priority of preserving local history, two thirds of 

the interview captured de Hoernle’s rich recollections of her life before Florida. The 

countess later said she had not thought of these years in a very long time and enjoyed 

talking about them. 

I think my grandparents—I never thought about it that way, but I think that my 
grandparents more or less felt that there was a little danger brewing [in 
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Germany].321 (emphasis mine) 
 

Interesting stories of Germany from 1912-30 and New York during the 1930s and ‘40s 

were unexpected, but they provide a personal knowledge of the woman who enjoyed 

practicing good works here in Palm Beach County and how she had reached that point in 

her life. 

   Steinhauer: Where do you think that philanthropic part of you came from? 

 de Hoernle:  Well, I’m glad you asked me that. I’ve been thinking back. 
(emphasis mine) When I was seventeen, it was about a year before I left Germany 
. . . I saw on the buildings the name of people and I said to myself, what a 
wonderful thing. Here are people donating these big buildings—schools, hospitals 
—for other people to benefit by, and that sort of left an impression. But it only 
came out with my third husband because both my other husbands were sort of in 
the middle class, they could not afford it. But the third husband could afford it and 
that’s how it all started.322 
 

 Because de Hoernle was a sociable woman, she may have had many opportunities 

to retell how she was first inspired to give. She probably anticipated the question in this 

interview. But Donald Ritchie points out that narrators may expect a question that is not 

asked.323 When Steinhauer reached the end of her own questions, she asked narrators if 

there was anything they wanted to talk about that she had missed. The countess 

responded with a long, enthusiastic message for others to follow her example in 

philanthropy. “I’d like to bring across to the public. . . . Listen to me! I learned—.”324 

(edited for brevity) De Hoernle’s oral history reveals much more than her public 
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generosity, which grew from only a few facts of interest. 

 

Preparation: The Narrator 

 Steinhauer asked the narrators to spend some time in advance looking through 

photographs and documents and contemplating their pasts. But preparation can be 

overdone by either interviewer or narrator. For the 2006 oral history with Clarence “Carl” 

Brumback, Steinhauer gathered material from a scrapbook he had loaned to the Historical 

Society, researched early county healthcare in the HSPBC Archives, and found reliable 

information online. Two months before the appointment, Brumback requested a meeting 

to review the many topics he wanted to cover from thirty-six years as director of the 

county health department. Even at the age of ninety-two, he was productive, focused, and 

attentive to detail. Although scholars recommend pre-interviews, Steinhauer was 

concerned about losing spontaneity if narrators told their stories in advance.325 At the 

two-hour pre-interview with Brumback, Steinhauer’s concern appeared justified. In 

addition to sharing many stories, he presented an extensive list of topics from his career.  

 Brumback was the seventh narrator in the series. As she had with the others, 

Steinhauer expected to follow a chronology of questions she had prepared from her 

research. She briefly noted details from expected responses to prompt her to ask follow-

up questions if inconsistencies or gaps arose. But Brumback expected Steinhauer to 

follow his own list. He sometimes answered a different question than she asked; for 

example, regarding the history of medical services in Palm Beach County “from the early 
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days up to when you arrived in 1950.” Brumback responded instead with a memorized 

story of medical services in 1950.  

 Brumback:  All right. Well, of course, Palm Beach County had just about 
every health problem imaginable. . . . And when I came down, there were still 
many, many of these problems existing here and minimal resources to deal with 
it. In fact— [All narrators were told the interviewer would raise one finger if she 
needed to interrupt, to avoid talking over them.] 
 
 Steinhauer:  Let’s back up to before you came here. If you could give me a 
little history of the medical services in the early days before you came. 
 
 Brumback:  Yes, before I came down here. Well—[edited for brevity].326 
 

Steinhauer could have waited for the narrator to finish his first response before returning 

to her intended question. Brumback’s replies to expected questions, however, often 

exceeded five hundred words—except when a question directed praise toward him.  

 Steinhauer:  Congressman Rogers had a tribute to you put in the 
Congressional Record. Do you remember that? 
 
 Brumback:  Yes. 
 
 Steinhauer:  Do you remember finding out about that? 
 
 Brumback:  I think his office sent a copy to me.327 
 

 Sometimes, experts say, “expectations associated with interviews prove to be 

stumbling blocks even when good faith efforts to succeed are made on behalf of both 

parties.”328 Both Brumback and Steinhauer were eager to do a good job, and their 

frustration is not obvious in the written transcript. But Brumback’s stress can be seen and 
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heard at points on the tapes. Despite reassurances, he apologized for what he felt was his 

poor “performance.” Although Brumback, like most people, would choose to be 

“remembered well,” his embarrassment appeared to also be due to disappointment at not 

providing a perfect record of the many people and events he had witnessed in his career 

in Palm Beach County.329 

 

Multiple Narrators: Twins 

 George Lainhart was reportedly hesitant to be interviewed, but he agreed to join 

his outgoing fraternal twin, Martha McKenna; both were seventy-seven years old. 

Lainhart knew he was in poor health at the time and passed away two months later.  

 After McKenna succeeded in bringing her brother into the conversation, they 

turned to each other frequently for confirmation and details. The value of Lainhart’s 

presence is apparent in this anecdote from their youth. 

 McKenna: We said, “ . . . Why don’t we just burn it?” So we did. 
 
 Lainhart: We didn’t burn it. 
 
 McKenna: We tried to. 
 
 Lainhart:  No. Tommy Toll actually set fire to it, and we got caught. 
 
 McKenna:  And we got caught.330  

Paul Thompson specifically notes that “a brother and sister will often provide corrections 

of information which are positively helpful [and] stimulate each other’s memory.” 
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Possibly the bond between siblings who are twins is intensified and increases these 

tendencies.331 

 

Memory: Inaccuracies 

 The oldest business in Palm Beach County, Lainhart and Potter Building 

Materials, is still owned by the Lainhart family; it was co-founded by the grandfather of 

twins George Lainhart and Martha McKenna, who were interviewed together. Although 

stories about the family pioneers were a staple within their family and local histories, 

some were family myths that had developed errors and inconsistencies through the 

generations. George Lainhart recited their accepted myth of the birth of the family 

business. 

It was started in 1893 by George W. Lainhart and George Potter. They were 
building the Bradley gambling casino in Palm Beach and the lumber was brought 
down by schooner and unloaded on the beach. . . . Mr. Bradley noticed that the 
settlers coming down would come and get the scraps of lumber and whatever they 
could get to build their own shanties, and Mr. Bradley told Lainhart and Potter 
they ought to open a lumber yard, which they did.332   
 

There is no question that Lainhart and Potter was founded in 1893, but E. R. Bradley did 

not come to Palm Beach until later; his Beach Club opened in 1898.  

 While Baylor University instructs interviewers not to question a narrator’s 

memory, Donald Ritchie suggests that a well-prepared interviewer may carefully 

challenge inconsistencies.333 The discrepancy regarding Lainhart and Potter was amicably 
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discussed after the interview; the year of Flagler’s arrival was common knowledge. A 

footnote was added to the transcript: 

Martha McKenna later agreed that another story often told was more likely, that 
they were carpenters for Henry Flagler on his Royal Poinciana Hotel in 1893, and 
Flagler convinced them to go into business. Bradley was not here in 1893.334 
 

As discussed in chapter three, experts recommend these same steps: determine the facts, 

discuss it with the narrator, and inform future readers.  

 

Memory: Emotion 

  Alessandro Portelli reminds oral historians to leave themselves “open to the 

unexpected.”335 Steinhauer learned this lesson on her first day of formal oral history 

experience. All narrators for the HSPBC projects were asked if there was anything they 

did not want to discuss. If they declined, they risked enduring an uncomfortable situation 

recorded in sound and picture for posterity. Like the other narrators in Projects 04, 

however, Zell Davis had said there were no subjects too sensitive to pursue. Due to 

Davis’s age, Steinhauer asked about his military service during World War II. Davis’s 

detailed reply led from his enlistment through his tour on an aircraft carrier, which led an 

armada to attack an island off Japan. 

We took a tremendous hit. We lost almost 800 men that morning out of 3,200 
men. I’m one of the lucky ones, one of the lucky ones.336 
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Davis suddenly broke down; Steinhauer, Murray, and the camera crew waited silently for 

a few minutes until he regained his composure. Valerie Yow recommends this response. 

“Don’t be embarrassed by the tears, or apologize; just be gently and naturally supportive, 

. . . [and] after an interval ask whether they would like to continue.”337 Steinhauer then 

fast-forwarded to the end of the war. “When did you come back?”338 Rather than ask 

follow-up questions, she later found the navy’s version of this event and added an 

extensive footnote to the transcript, which Davis did not contest on review. 

 In Project 06 another narrator took Steinhauer by surprise. When she asked Ted 

Prior about his brother, Prior praised him in every respect. 

He graduated summa cum laude before his twenty-first birthday. The war came, 
he went into the Marine Corps, was trained, and he was killed on Iwo Jima on 
February 19th, 1945. Still painful.339 
 

Steinhauer redirected the focus away from the brother. She sensed—as she had not with 

Davis— that Prior might be uncomfortable showing too much emotion. Prior chose to tell 

the rest of the story but pulled back each time he started to lose control. 

 Steinhauer: Did you serve in the military? 
   Prior: Mm-hmm. 

   Steinhauer: What branch? 

 Prior: Excuse me, give me a second. We were so close. I don’t like to talk 
about it. 
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 Steinhauer: That’s okay, we don’t have to. (pause) Where did you go to 
church? When you’re ready. 
 
 Prior:  I was also in the Marine Corps, off the record, and Dad said—we 
were overseas. We shouldn’t talk about the war. I was gonna tell you off the 
record. Mother turned white overnight while I was gone and he got killed. 
(emphasis mine) 
 
 Steinhauer:  You were away also. 
 
 Prior:  In the Marine Corps. I went overseas. I’ll come back in a second. 
(pause) I was in the 22nd Regiment. . . . Then I got jerked back into the Korean 
Conflict, was getting ready to take a draft overseas, and my mother invoked “sole 
surviving son.” So they wouldn’t let me go to combat, and I fought the Korean 
War doing legal duties in San Francisco. . . . As soon as I quit thinking about my 
brother, I’ll be okay. He was. . . . I think I’m okay. Let’s don’t talk about 
Bobby.340  
 

 Despite these intimate parts of interviews in settings that were far from intimate, 

the resulting oral histories of Davis and Prior appear to accurately portray the individuals 

and the historical context of their lives. They may not have anticipated these memories 

would come up ore were not concerned if they did and thought they could control their 

emotions better than they did.  

 When a third narrator, Phil O’Connell, returned the draft of his transcript, he 

added words to define a “personal problem” he had referred to during his interview. 

Steinhauer had decided at the time that there was no value in pursuing the matter. The 

narrator, Culpepper Clark writes, “has not agreed to a therapeutic contract by which he 

promises to put into words all that comes to mind. . . . Coming to terms with the past” 

requires more than just remembering it.341 O’Connell, Davis, and Prior, however, made 
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decisions to share intense and intimate emotions from their pasts with future audiences 

for unknown uses. They made no effort to pause the recordings or to restrict the tapes. 

Despite Prior’s “off the record” request, all information is in the final transcript, which he 

approved. The resulting oral histories are especially valuable because these decisions 

were theirs to make.  

Memory: Repertoires 

 In life histories, narrators often bring out well-memorized accounts of events in 

their lives that are dramatic, amusing, or unusual. Narrators come prepared with stories 

that have been embellished with every telling and usually feature them in a positive 

light.342  

 The narrators of Projects 04 and 06 were confident and articulate, with positive 

public images that they were accustomed to maintaining. Each brought a repertoire of 

stories that were usually easily recognized and well rehearsed. Ritchie acknowledges that 

such stories are a form of self-interpretation and the interviewer should perhaps let them 

run their course, and then pursue other subjects.343  

It was clear early in his interview that the Rev. Jess Moody, founder of Palm 

Beach Atlantic College, had a failing memory. Instead of asking unproductive questions, 

Steinhauer drew out his repertoire from research and a list of people’s names supplied by 

his son. Moody had mostly amusing stories ready for all of them, which usually 

contained conversations of “he said,” and “I said.” Although the resulting product cannot 
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be called enlightening, it is a chronology of Moody’s life full of information about First 

Baptist Church of West Palm Beach, Palm Beach Atlantic College, and other members of 

the community, which could lead researchers down many paths.344 

 Not all memorized recollections are necessarily embellished. George Greenberg, 

then over ninety, offered an abundance of rich detail about growing up in Lake Worth in 

the 1920s. Steinhauer was later disappointed to find three of his stories in a published 

account by others from 1978. The anecdotes were not self-serving or dramatic, however, 

and were brief memories among many recounted in the article. They appeared to simply 

be memories of his life that he recalled at his advanced age and shared when asked.345  

 

Post-Interview: Transcription 

 Until oral history was recognized as an academic discipline, transcripts of oral 

histories were intended to be literal versions of recordings. Whether to transcribe at all 

was debated during the 1970s, but today’s researchers prefer to read transcripts and only 

secondarily make use of tapes.346 A new debate goes on: What becomes of the spoken 

word when it is written down?347 

 As with other aspects of oral history, the standards and process for transcription 

will vary with the purpose and discipline. Willa Baum and other experts recommend 
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three versions of the transcript to be retained in the historical record. The first is 

verbatim, retained as raw history; the second contains edits by the transcriber and may go 

through several drafts; and the third is further edited based on input from the narrator.348 

Yet David Olson, a scholar of writing and literacy, doubts whether it is possible to 

effectively transcribe the voice into a verbatim reproduction.349 And anthropologist 

Elizabeth Tonkin calls the attempt “not just a problem, [but], properly speaking, 

impossible.”350 Transcribers, meanwhile, continue their efforts to record exactly what 

they hear.  

 Elinor Mazé is among many scholars of oral history who believe interviewers 

should transcribe their own work.351 O’Connell’s final transcript in Project 06, e.g., would 

look much different if not transcribed by Steinhauer for reasons that may apply to many 

other interviewers. She had studied the narrator—collected background research, 

prepared questions to establish rapport and encourage productive conversation, and 

listened carefully to him for a few hours. In most people, the five senses seem to carry a 

different weight in interpreting their environment. Steinhauer is sensitive to voices and 

much less so to appearances. According to Willa Baum, choosing a transcriber should 
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take into consideration that not everyone has a good ear for electronic sound.352 When 

transcribing her own interviews, Steinhauer also often sees in her mind’s eye how the 

narrator looked as he spoke. Other interviewers who are especially sensitive visually 

would have an advantage in this respect. All of these factors lead toward a more accurate 

verbatim reproduction of an oral recording.  

 

Editing 

 Transcribers decide what editing to apply to a second draft for a careful balance 

between comprehension, readability, authenticity, and meaning; footnotes can assist with 

all of these. Here interviewers can incorporate some of the often considerable information 

they collected during background research. All research that has contributed to creating 

the oral history, however, is retained.  

 While editing the 2004/06 transcripts, Steinhauer inserted clarifications that were 

easily obtained from reliable sources without disturbing the content of the interview. 

When Bill Zern talked about local florists, Steinhauer noted their current addresses and 

the year they were established. When he referred to Ruby Edna Pierce as editor of the 

“Shiny Sheet,” a footnote explained, “Pierce was editor for 47 years beginning in 1907, 

when the Lake Worth Daily News came to be known as the Palm Beach Daily News, ‘The 

Shiny Sheet’.”353 While searching for correct spellings of names to reduce questions to 

the narrator, other helpful facts can be noted. Decades later, readers cannot be expected to 
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know who Zern’s friend George Greenberg was. A footnote explains: “George Greenberg 

is the owner of Pioneer Linens on Clematis Street, one of the oldest local businesses.”354  

 Historical accuracy, a primary concern of the Historical Society of Palm Beach 

County, may not be necessary to achieve the goals of other planners. It is, however, 

important to the secondary purpose of oral history: preservation for future use. Readers 

can better judge the reliability of information they know has been confirmed. When 

narrators make statements of fact, a transcriber in pursuit of an accurate historical record 

can either verify the information, if possible, or bring it to the attention of the interviewer 

or project manager. In the following example, the narrator seemed sure about one fact but 

unsure about another: 

Joe Shearouse was president of Fidelity Federal. I can’t remember the man that 
was first president, but Alan Brackett was the brains behind Fidelity Federal when 
it first started.355 
 

Steinhauer was able to address both issues at Fidelity Federal’s Web site, where a history 

of the company supplied names and dates related to these statements. She also added the 

lengthy history through 1970, which was unnecessary but possibly helpful to others.  

 A consistent style guide, such as Baylor University provides, will assist with 

readability and comprehension, as well as consistency for transcripts that are part of a 

project or collection.356 By combining Baylor’s lessons with the style of a completed 

transcript provided by the HSPBC, Steinhauer’s style and formatting improved with 
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experience.  For a detailed discussion of transcription and editing, see chapter seven. 

After this initial editing for a second transcript, narrators commonly review a draft 

for accuracy of meaning and details, such as the spelling of names. The increased 

awareness in the field for shared authority and empowering narrators often includes 

giving them more control of the editing process.357 Elinor Mazé and Donald Ritchie agree 

that interviewers must encourage narrators to change only real errors. Most of 

Steinhauer’s narrators accepted this reminder and rarely suggested unnecessary changes. 

But, as Donald Ritchie warns, some narrators, “especially professional people, . . . make 

themselves appear as literate as possible.”358 Two of the 2006 narrators fit Ritchie’s 

description. One, a former college president, was still conscious of his public image.  

 The other narrator, attorney Phil O’Connell, returned the draft with a cover letter 

referring to his “revising the text,” indicating that he had not understood the transcript 

was raw history.359 He had used word processing software to show his extensive changes, 

which included few actual corrections of names or meaning. About half of the other 

changes aimed toward the more literate, formal text that Ritchie describes. Steinhauer 

followed Willa Baum’s dictate to leave bad grammar as it is, “if it is consistent with the 

way the narrator speaks. Change it if it is obviously just an error of speech.”360 

 The balance of O’Connell’s modifications was new material inserted within the 

text in brackets. Steinhauer used brackets when the addition was very brief, and footnotes 
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if it was lengthy or required an explanation. An example of O’Connell’s edits to the draft 

is shown below, (1) with additions underlined, followed by (2) the final version, 

including a footnote, which O’Connell approved without further discussion. 

(1) My father's side, I don't recall right off the top of my head his name. You want 
to help me?  [His father was Daniel O’Connell and his mother was Anne Nora 
Marie O’Connell. His mother died when he was eight years old and—[edited for 
brevity]. 
 
(2) My father’s side, I don’t recall right off the top of my head his name. You 
want to help me? [Footnote: The parents of Phillip D. O’Connell, Sr. are named 
as Leonora McKenna and Daniel J. McKenna in “Prominent Lawyer Phillip 
O’Connell Dies,” Palm Beach Daily News, 9/22/1987. This does not agree with 
O’Connell’s later addition: “His father was Daniel O’Connell and his mother was 
Anne Nora Marie O’Connell. His mother died when he was eight years old and—
[edited for brevity].”361  
 
If narrators are free to alter their history because of reconsideration, discussion 

with others, or their feelings toward the interviewer, says Mazé, they change the history 

that is the oral history itself and create something new.362 Even so, Ritchie says, until 

narrators legally release their oral history, they may request changes to the transcript and 

decide when the tape is made publicly available. Even with a signed release in hand, 

copyright law and ethics “dictate that an interviewee’s wishes be honored.”363 If a first 

and possibly second version have been preserved, this third transcript may be acceptable 

depending on the immediate needs of the project. 

* * * * 

  The planners and interviewer-transcriber for these projects approached them from 
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the viewpoint of traditional history, with particular concern for usefulness far into the 

future. With this in mind, the Historical Society of Palm Beach County used the services 

of professional videographers to record the interviews, which were also preserved on the 

current technologies of compact disc and audiocassette. The history approach also 

brought particular awareness of producing a verbatim transcript for interpretation as well 

as a lightly edited version for improved comprehension. 

The purpose of the projects—preserving local history for future generations—

recorded the narrators’ individual life histories in the context of their knowledge of and 

roles in the history of the community—Palm Beach County. Some of the narrators also 

contributed perspectives that reached additional areas of the Historical Society’s mission: 

the history of Florida (politics), the United States (public health), and the world 

(Germany).  

In addition to natural changes in life experience and general knowledge, the 

interviewer’s knowledge and skill in oral history increased in the two years between the 

projects. Steinhauer’s further on-the-job experience and education remained in the 

discipline of history, including the graduate oral history course examined in chapter 

seven. Concern by both interviewers and narrators for achieving a complete and accurate 

historical record is shown to have potential drawbacks as well as benefits, yet even a 

small amount of preparation can be surprisingly productive. Other unexpected results 

remind interviewers to remain flexible, such as emotional reactions that may be less 

relevant to historians than accurate facts. 

These narrators lived their lives in the public eye more so than most of those in 

the other projects studied. As such they were prone to make oft-repeated responses that 
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can be unreliable but not always without value, as Project 06 demonstrates. As seen in 

these and other projects examined, the unique combination of factors of each interview—

even within the same project—can produce very different results. 
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VII. 2001 - 2008 FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY 

 Although the academic discipline of oral history developed in the 1970s, it took 

until the 1990s for Merriam-Webster and the Oxford English Dictionary to add 

definitions that referred to its academic use.364 Not long after, for five semesters between 

2001 and 2008, Florida Atlantic University’s Department of History offered a graduate 

course entitled Oral History, HIS6934.365 Although the Pearl City project employed an 

FAU professor as interviewer, this course is the only completely academic effort in this 

study—the only one executed “by the book(s).” It also has the greatest number of 

narrators and interviewer-transcribers, and possibly in nearly as many interview 

locations. These conditions provide the widest range of results; therefore, the greatest 

opportunity for comparisons among the six projects studied. These oral histories also 

have the potential to reach the widest audience through FAU’s online Oral History 

Collection, which is available to the general public. 

The methodology taught in this course was based on texts such as Doing Oral 

History by Donald Ritchie and Transcribing and Editing Oral History by Willa Baum.366 

Selected theory was also discussed from an international and interdisciplinary mix of oral 

historians, including those in The Oral History Reader, edited by Robert Perks and 

                                                

364 “oral history,” Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 10th ed. (1993); 
Thompson, preface to Voice of the Past, xi. 

365 The Department of Communication and Multimedia Studies also offered two 
graduate courses using oral history and an undergraduate course in storytelling. 

366 Ritchie was a guest speaker during the 2004 semester of HIS6934. 
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Alistair Thomson. A total of forty-eight students—including the author (Steinhauer)—

studied the art of oral history and applied it in interviews, which are discussed in this 

chapter as representative of aspects of the oral history process.367  

 All interviews included in the FAU project shared the primary purpose of 

fulfilling a course requirement; other purposes varied in the selection of narrators. For 

students with no particular narrator in mind, the professors suggested local residents of 

interest who might participate, often in consultation with local historical societies.368 

Most students worked within the topics of World War II, Florida history, or the Florida 

environment; some related their project to their field of study. The wide range of 

narrators include a director of nursing, a policewoman, a former mayor, a Yugoslavian 

immigrant, a civil rights activist, an environmentalist, and a museum co-founder.  

 

Preparation: The Interviewer 

 The professors of FAU’s HIS6934 instructed students to prepare for their 

interviews in two steps. First, they conducted pre-interviews with their narrators by phone 

or in person and completed “Biographical Information Forms” with the basic facts they 

had learned. Next they conducted background research on their narrators to facilitate the 

development of potential interview questions, which the professors reviewed.  

 When oral historians conduct preparatory research and use it appropriately, it can 

benefit both the participants and the process in several ways. 

                                                

367 Sandra L. Norman, email to author, 11 February 2010. 
368 The course instructor was Dr. Heather T. Frazer. In 2008 she shared the 

position with Dr. Sandra L. Norman. 
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• Narrators feel more respected. 
 
• Interviewers feel more confident. 
 
• Narrators’ responses are more in-depth and honest. 
 
• Interviewers better understand the meaning of narrators’ responses, enabling them 

to ask follow-up questions that ensure readers and listeners will also understand. 
 
• Interviewers can choose whether to avoid or encourage narrators’ well-rehearsed 

stories.369 
 
• Interviewers formulate the most relevant questions, making the best use of limited 

time. 
 

 Some of these benefits are still available when the research is overdone or used 

improperly, but the outcome will be different in other respects. Steinhauer’s research of 

her narrator Hank McCall’s birdwatching activities added to their rapport by showing an 

interest in his hobby, whether or not her knowledge was acquired purposefully for the 

interview.  

 McCall: I have roughly 3,200 species worldwide. I have about 610 North 
American. 
 
 Steinhauer: Out of, like, 8,000, I think? 
 
 McCall: Eight thousand world species, and there’s roughly 800 birds seen 
in North America.370 
 

Excessive knowledge, however, can cause interviewers to be overly concerned with 

getting it all recorded accurately. They are more apt to correct and interrupt their 

narrators and to finish their sentences for them, which can distract narrators and throw 

                                                

369 Mercier and Buckendorf, Using Oral History, 14; Charles T. Morrissey, “Oral 
History Interviews: From Inception to Closure,” in History of Oral History, eds. Charlton 
et al., 167. 

370 Clarence “Hank” McCall, interview by author, 8 and 17 February 2006, FAU 
Online. 
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interviews off track.  

 McCall: When I was about six years old, we moved to Pittsburgh because 
my father became head of the engineering department. All through the— 
 
 Steinhauer: Where? 
 
 McCall: Pittsburgh. 
 
 Steinhauer: What was he the head of the engineering department for? 
 
 McCall: Oh, Gulf Oil Company.371 
 

 Details that are incorrect or missing can be addressed later and added to the 

transcript. According to Willa Baum, “History graduate students probably do more 

research than necessary. . . . You do have to know the questions to ask, but you don’t 

have to know the answers.”372  

 Extensive research creates a dilemma shared by insiders; interviewers may not 

ask questions if they know the answers to them (see chapter five). They can forget that an 

audience may not be privy to the same knowledge. In this excerpt, the subject matter is 

unclear to readers, although the participants appear to understand each other. (shown as 

transcribed) 

 Karimi: Now you mentioned about the—and I’m very interested in this 
one because I know I read it in the newspaper article here about the college? 
 
 Hunter: Um hum. 
 
 Karimi: They [pause] offered you like a scholarship? Or—or they offered 
you admission and they just turned around . . .  
 
 

                                                

371 Ibid. 
372 K’Meyer, “Interview,” 96. 
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 Hunter: Offered me admission. I don’t remember the scholarship.373 
 

 Karimi’s engaged style reflects that of experts who view oral history as a “social 

transaction.”374 Alessandro Portelli, who conducts fieldwork with working-class 

communities, says, “We are talking to people, not studying sources.”375 From another 

vantage point, anthropologist Dennis Tedlock argues that oral historians’ questions are as 

important as narrators’ answers. “It is the dialogue that is important.”376 

 Charles Morrissey, on the other hand, is a veteran of interviewing statesmen one-

one-one; he sees oral historians as guides that should “let the interviewee talk, it’s his 

show.”377 If interviewers ask fewer, more provocative questions, narrators are more free 

to go where their memories take them, and more apt to recall what is nearest to the 

surface and most reliable.378 

 Steinhauer’s oral history of McCall reflects a combination of contrasting views of 

Portelli and Morrissey. After a brief pre-interview by phone with McCall, she immersed 

herself in subjects from glaciers to submarines. Steinhauer was excited to share with 

McCall what she had found, such as recent scholarly articles about his late brother’s 

heroism. Instead of avoiding his well-rehearsed stories from news articles as experts 

                                                

373 Julie Hunter, interview by Rebecca Karimi, 7 February 2008, transcript, FAU 
Online. 

374 Frisch, “Sharing Authority,” 113; Norman Hoyle, “Oral History,” Library 
Trends 21 (July 1972): 61; Portelli, Death of Luigi Trastulli, 31. 

375 Portelli, introduction to Death of Luigi Trastulli, vii. 
376 Dennis Tedlock, “The Analogical Tradition and the Emergence of a Dialogical 

Anthropology,” Journal of Anthropological Research 35, no. 4 (Winter 1979): 387-99; 
cited in Yow, “‘Do I,’” 64. 

377 Charles T. Morrissey, “On Oral History Interviewing,” 108. 
378 Ibid. 
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advise, she encouraged McCall to repeat them for his life history.379  

 Steinhauer: You discovered one of your life’s passions while you were on 
a submarine during World War II. Do you want to tell me about that? 
 
 McCall: Birdwatching! (laughs) You want that story? Well, this—[edited 
for brevity].380 
 

 At Steinhauer’s suggestion, McCall also read aloud a poem by his son and an 

obituary of his grandmother. The final product may contain little original material for 

those who knew him, but it will be new to future generations. Like Karimi, Steinhauer 

engaged in an enthusiastic, active dialog with her narrator. Although her store of 

knowledge helped her to guide him and she welcomed unexpected tangents, this amount 

of guidance might be considered orchestration. 

 

The Narrators: Unexpected Participants 

 Meg Feeley scheduled an interview with Maxie Simmons to discuss another 

woman, who was of historical interest for Feeley’s doctoral dissertation. When she 

arrived at their appointment, three other people were not only present, but participated 

substantially in the interview.381 Donald Ritchie warns that group interviews can 

duplication “increase the potential for trouble,” which Feeley encountered and later 

described in the transcript.382  

                                                

379 Mercier and Buckendorf, Using Oral History, 24; Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 
99. 

380 McCall, interview. 
381 Maxie Simmons, Glen Simmons, Dr. Robert Knight, and Dr. Laura Ogden,  
interview by Meg Kallman Feeley, 8 February 2008, transcript, FAU Online. 
382 Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 62. 
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Given the number of voices present, . . . there are some noted unintelligible 
points. In addition (and particularly) Dr. Knight has a habit of voicing a constant 
assent to the proceedings by way of a constant “uh-huh” and “yah.” . . . There are 
[also] times when the attempt to identify an individual . . . becomes a 
collaborative effort, resulting in some confusion orally, and even more on 
paper.383  
 

The transcript contained two title pages: One names Simmons as the narrator and the 

other, all participants, but in extensive introductory material, Feeley names Simmons as 

narrator and lists the others as “also present.”384 Release forms were executed with all 

participants. 

 While additional narrators—especially unexpected ones—can present difficulties 

in some situations, in others they can be of assistance. As Steinhauer noted in the 

transcript of McCall’s oral history, his wife was “central to Mr. McCall’s life” and was 

heard throughout the recording. McCall was a dramatic storyteller, but his wife was 

concerned with accuracy, and had a better memory and more acute hearing. Sometimes 

McCall showed no reaction to her input, while at other times he acknowledged her 

without emotion.  

 McCall: It’s been moved three or four times and they just voted to move it 
again. 
 
 Mrs. McCall: They’re not going to move the chapel; they’re going to 
move the Seagull [Cottage].     
 
 McCall: Oh, that’s right; forget that.385 
 

Mrs. McCall often spoke briefly and quietly enough not to interfere with her husband’s 

narrative. She also offered valuable commentary that she knew her husband would leave 

                                                

383 Simmons et al., interview, transcript. 
384 Ibid. 
385 McCall, interview. 
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out. 

When [our son] Willy died and when Hank’s business went down the tubes, this 
was time for Hank to find something spiritual. His folks . . . were going to the 
Royal Poinciana Chapel and would brag about this wonderful Scots minister, so—
I’ll let you take over from there, Hank.386 
 

Donald Ritchie, too, acknowledges that such interruptions can “derail” the interview, but 

they can also be helpful.387 

 

The Interviewer and Narrator: Family 

 Alysha Erez’s narrator was her grandfather, but the relationship is not obvious in 

their interactions. She addressed him as “Mr. Mass,” and the information they discussed 

seemed to be new to her. But prior relationships between interviewers and narrators can 

have advantages as well as disadvantages, however subtle. Erez stated their relationship 

when she introduced the interview, so it was not only clear on tape, but became part of 

the transcript.388 

 Another student, Charles Moore, did not mention that his narrator was his aunt 

during the recording. But he revealed in the transcript’s “Interviewer’s Comments” that 

her candidness might have been due in part to this relationship.  

This familial tie . . . presented certain unexpected challenges. The interviewer 
ignored many important facts such as specific names, dates, and place-names in 
the interview owing to the interviewer’s familiarity with these facts as a matter of 
course.389 
 

                                                

386 Ibid. 
387 Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 62. 
388 Simon Mass, interview by Alysha Goldstein Erez, 18 February 2006, digital 

recording and transcript, FAU Online. 
389 Adeleid Rupp, interview by Charles Moore, 19 February 2004, digital 
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Such “important facts” should be added to the transcript, especially if they are of 

historical interest. Brief in-text notes can be inserted, or footnotes if a longer explanation 

would enhance the reader’s understanding and knowledge of the narrator and subject 

matter. 

 

“Off the Record” 

 Simon Mass asked his interviewer more than once to stop the recorder.390 These 

pauses are noted in the transcript but unexplained. Such requests are fine, says Donald 

Ritchie, to take a break or to discuss an issue regarding the interview process, which 

seems to have been the case with Mass. But narrators should understand in advance that 

the interview itself is history. It is inappropriate to speak “off the record,” and more so to 

erase what they have said. Restrictions may be discussed afterward to delay release of the 

tape or edit the transcript.391  

 At times narrators say things on tape that they later regret, perhaps not until they 

have read a draft of the transcript. Although Frank McDonough did not interrupt his 

interview, the transcript shows that he later asked for a few sentences to be omitted where 

he had mentioned other individuals. The transcriber’s notation, “material removed at 

request of the interviewee,” retains the integrity of the oral history. After the narrator has 

signed a release of the records, interested parties can legally consult an unrestricted 

recording for the true language.392 
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392 McDonough, interview, digital recording and transcript. 
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One Narrator, Two Interviews 

 Two oral histories were recorded locally with former U. S. senator Harry 

Johnston, each under different circumstances regarding interviewers, purposes, duration, 

technology, and Johnston’s age. In 2003 the Historical Society of Palm Beach County  

(HSPBC) produced a one-and-a-half-hour oral history of Johnston when he was seventy-

two. The primary interviewer, Frank Eberling, was also the videographer and a 

documentary filmmaker. Debi Murray, director of research and archives for the society, 

participated to a lesser extent. Five years later, history student Patrick Welsh recorded 

Johnston on audio for an ongoing oral history project at FAU. In a two-hour pre-

interview, they agreed upon an agenda for three sessions together; the first of these also 

fulfilled Welsh’s course requirement for HIS6934.393  

 The first priority of the Historical Society of Palm Beach County is local history; 

its interviewers ask narrators to reach back to their earliest memories and knowledge. 

Eberling asked Johnston about matters from childhood that he probably had not talked 

about in a long time. Although oral history experts discourage asking more than one 

question at a time, especially when the narrator is elderly, Eberling asked Johnston a 

multi-part question about his early schools, classmates, and activities growing up.394 The 

senator’s reply included the school, what kind of student he was, the bus ride, 

entertainment, Sunday school, local school boundaries, schools he attended, athletics and 

other high school activities, and the social mindset; then he asked, “Shall I go on?” Yet 

                                                

393 Harry A. Johnston II, interview by Patrick Welsh, 22 April 2008, digital 
recording and transcript, FAU Online. 
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Johnston did not ramble; the video shows that he frequently stopped to wait attentively 

for the next question. 

 Johnston had a ready inventory of family anecdotes. He asked Eberling if he 

could tell a story about his father—who had also been a popular public servant—that 

“few people know. I’ll be quick, but it is an interesting story.”395 Knowing this interview 

would condense his entire life into a few hours, Johnston did keep the account short. But 

in 2008, with three planned sessions ahead, he asked Welsh if he could “relate one 

instance” and told the story again in a longer version. (verbatim transcription by author) 

His mother insisted that he go to law school, and he tried to convince her that he 
did not have sufficient education to go into law school. But she persevered, got an 
appointment for him with the dean of the law school in Gainesville, and he drove 
over one Friday afternoon from Jacksonville, sat down in the dean’s office, the 
dean asked for his college transcript, and he said, well, he was not a college 
graduate. In those days, if you had three years of college you could go in [to law 
school] and sometimes two years, and he said, “Well, what is your education?” he 
said, “eighth grade.” And the dean said, “Well I’m sorry, there’s no possible way 
we can have you come in.” And so he was relieved, he could finally go back and 
tell his mother that he tried. On the credenza in back of the dean’s desk there, 
there was a picture of a young man, and my father looked at him—looked at the 
picture—and he said, “I know this man.” And the dean said, “How do you know 
him?” And he said, “He was in my platoon, and I buried him in France.” He said, 
“In fact, he was blown out by a mortar and I had to bury him twice.” Dean’s 
favorite student, you know, he knew—obviously he knew—he was dead, and he 
said, “Young man, sit back down. Let’s see what we can do.” (chuckles) So that’s 
how my father—that’s at World War I.396  
 

 It is unlikely that “few people” had heard this anecdote; Johnston recited it with 

little emotion and barely a breath between run-on sentences. Although experts advise oral 

historians to avoid well-rehearsed anecdotes, Johnston was practicing the oral tradition 

                                                

395 Harry A. Johnston II, interview by Frank Eberling, 16 December 2003, 
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that created oral history.397 Sharing his family’s history, which he recognized as a benefit 

to his community and the future, required drawing upon a repertoire of stories, including 

those that his parents had told him from before he was born.  

 As a public figure, Johnston was no stranger to being interviewed. He seems as 

comfortable in front of a camera in 2003 as without it in 2008. The chief difference 

visible between these two interviews is in their designs. The earlier one for HSPBC is 

more concise and focuses on Johnston’s earliest memories. The first 2008 session covers 

Johnston’s early years, World War II, and “issues of anti-communism and racism.”398 The 

other dissimilar circumstances—Johnston’s aging, video vs. audio, and the 

interviewers—appear to have surprisingly little impact on the final products. 

 

Post-Interview: Transcription 

 The students of HIS6934 received sample forms to use in preparing transcripts of 

their oral histories. Following a title page, the “Summary Information Sheet” was to 

contain identifying facts of the interview such as the date, participants’ names, and main 

subjects; a brief biography of the narrator; and the interviewer’s comments. Each part of 

the summary stands on its own, but also combines with the other parts to form an overall 

picture of the oral history. Other supportive front pages may include a table of contents 

and indices of subjects, proper names, or topics listed with tape counts or digital tracks. 

When provided properly, this information assists other researchers in determining the 

usefulness of the interview for their purposes, and in evaluating its content if they choose 
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to read further.399 

 Although consistency in style and format is desirable within a project, the 

material produced by students of HIS6934 provides a wide range of examples to 

consider. The transcript of Frank McDonough’s interview contains only an index of 

proper names with page numbers after the title page.400 The index terms can be helpful 

later in a search engine, but they supply only a hint of the topics discussed in this oral 

history. 

 At the other extreme, the front pages of the Julie Hunter transcript may 

overwhelm readers. Three single-spaced pages are divided into “General Topics,” the 

date and location of the interview, “Personal Data” of the narrator, “Family History” of 

the narrator’s father and mother, more than a page of biography narrative, and a brief 

paragraph of the interviewer’s comments. Some of this information is duplicated from the 

“Biographical Information Form,” the research tool used for preparation, which the 

interviewer included here as well.401 With such abundant detail, researchers may accept 

the interviewer’s views and find little reason to proceed further.  

 The Hunter transcript also includes an index with tape counter to help users 

quickly find their way through topics in both the recording and transcript. This form 

appears in most transcripts from the 2008 class and occasionally in earlier ones. Alysha 

Erez in 2006 was one of the first students of HIS6934 to record and index her interview 
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digitally.402 Meg Feeley in 2008 also provided an index of her digital recording. In 

addition to explaining the difficulties caused by additional, unexpected narrators, Feeley 

identified persons mentioned during the interview, subject matter, and relevant 

information that the narrator revealed before the recorder was activated.403  

 “Interviewer’s Comments” is the one place that interviewers and transcribers are 

free to editorialize with their opinions. Many of these transcripts contain good examples 

of information added to increase readers’ comprehension. Others have been mentioned 

previously.  

• Reasons for possible difficulties in understanding the recording, and how the 

interviewer handled it in the transcript. 

 At times . . . Toni Mountain and I speak very rapidly. . . . Some syllables and 
sounds converged, and . . . I used my personal experiences with Black speech 
patterns to discern the words and phrases that may seem inaudible. . . .  I limited 
the amount of editing to retain the local color of the conversation.404 
 

• The effect of a second voice, the narrator’s wife, which is heard throughout.405  

• Editing of repetitions due to the narrator’s poor hearing.406 

• The meaning of crutch words left in the transcript. 

Greene often used the phrase “yes?” or “yeah?” which indicates not only that he 
wanted to confirm my understanding but also his speech pattern due to his dual 
accents of Hebrew and German.407  
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• The narrator’s periodic reading from a seventeen-page autobiography, and how it 

was used by the narrator and indicated by the transcriber.408 

 Several students used Interviewer’s Comments to explain the effect of extraneous 

sounds on the recordings, the causes—a rainstorm, a sensitive or misplaced 

microphone—and any related editing.409 Background noise can be unavoidable but is 

often due to the choice of location for the interview. Experts advise selecting places for 

their comfort, seclusion, and familiarity to narrators.410 When this description points to 

their homes or offices, possible distractions need to be addressed, such as family 

members, pets, telephones, or street noise. In addition to making transcribing difficult, 

future uses of the recording may be limited by unwanted noises.411 

 Students included photographs of people and objects, articles, and documents, 

which were generally obtained from the narrators, at the end of their transcripts. 

Although some lacked sufficient identification—for example, of the people in photos—

they became scrapbooks of lives and increased the sense of humanity. In cases when 

many relatives beyond immediate family were discussed during the interview, a brief 

genealogy or family tree in the front pages would help in quickly identifying all the 

“players.” A table of contents was sometimes provided for the attachments, supplying 
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another helpful tool for readers.412  

Each of the texts named above for HIS6934 addresses to some degree the process 

of transcribing an oral history. One of the earliest is a four-page chapter in the British 

anthology, The Oral History Reader, which reflects Raphael Samuel’s views in 1971, 

when it was first published as an essay. Although oral history practice developed earlier 

overseas than in the United States, Samuel laments from England even then the absence 

of standard “conventions” for practitioners to prevent the “mutilating” of interviews 

when they are turned into documents.413 Only six years later, the conventions Samuel had 

called for were published in Willa Baum’s Transcribing and Editing Oral History. The 

1991 edition shows no sign of revision since 1977, and it was still a popular standard 

when Dr. Frazer included it in the HIS6934 curriculum.  

 An informal transcription guide had been published by Baylor University in 1970 

and has been kept more up-to-date than Baum’s; the current edition was last revised in 

2005.414 Frazer also prepared a one-page list of “Transcription Suggestions” that outlined 

a basic style for the class to follow. All three of these sources came out of universities 

during three decades of fast-paced growth and change in the field of oral history, when 

scholars debated theories that influenced methodology. Yet Baum and Baylor remain the 

standard transcription guides for many, and Frazer’s “Transcription Suggestions” was 
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still used for course HIS6934 as recently as 2008. Although the FAU students’ final 

transcripts reflect adherence to these sources in some respects, the students may have 

depended on any of them, other sources, prior habits, or a combination of these to create 

their transcripts.   

 Students would have found many transcription practices to be flexible, but, 

regardless of the oral historian’s ultimate purpose, scholars emphatically state one basic 

premise for the first (verbatim) copy. As Samuels says, “stick to the speaker’s own 

order.” He acknowledges that different purposes may suggest the appropriateness of 

rearranging the original recording or transcript but is certain that doing so would “violate 

its original integrity.”415 Frazer and Baylor do not address the matter specifically, but 

their other guidance infers no allowance for changing the narrator’s language. Frazer 

instructs, “As a general rule, do NOT add words to transcription to make speech ‘sound 

better,’” and to the author’s knowledge, they have not.416 Donald Ritchie says, “Never 

rearrange words or delete phrases for stylistic purposes.”417 Willa Baum agrees—during 

initial editing—that it is “not acceptable” to change the choice of spoken words or their 

order.418 

 

Editing 

 Although her years at ROHO were in an academic setting, Willa Baum worked 

with many disciplines; like Donald Ritchie, she acknowledges a variety of purposes for 
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an oral history.419 In Transcribing and Editing, Baum gears her advice toward producing 

“the closest possible rendition of the spoken interview, . . . usable by researchers, 

historically authentic, and acceptable to the narrator.”420 A slightly more conservative  

goal, after a verbatim version has been preserved, was spelled out for the students of 

HIS6934 in “Transcription Suggestions”: to make interviews comprehensible to readers, 

yet to consider them “equivalent to a primary source document.”421 

After Baum covers the principles for a verbatim transcript, she adds editing 

principles that lead to the final product.422 Even her instructions for a verbatim copy, 

however, include initial editing: rearranging sentences, as well as omitting crutch words, 

false starts, and repetitions; combining sentences; and adjusting run-on sentences.423 

 Distinguished oral historians follow a basic principle for omissions: consider 

carefully the cause and meaning of each instance; omit language only if it adds nothing to 

understanding the narrator, the subject matter, and the document.424 Although most 

editing deals with the narrator’s side of an interview, where comprehension and 

authenticity are especially important, this principle can also apply to words spoken by the 

interviewer. Experts generally say that editors should “clean up” interviewers’ questions, 

while taking care not to change a meaning that would in turn change the meaning of the 

                                                

419 K’Meyer, “Interview,” 106. 
420 Baum, Transcribing and Editing, 40. 
421 Heather T. Frazer, “Transcription Suggestions,” HIS 6934, Spring 2006, in 

author’s files. 
422 Baum, Transcribing and Editing, 18. 
423 Baum, Transcribing and Editing, 28-30. 
424 Ibid., 30; Frazer, “Transcription Suggestions”; Baylor University, Style Guide, 

10; Ritchie, Doing Oral History, 71. 
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narrator’s reply.425 The following example is confusing in its rambling and never actually 

delivers the question it promises.  

 As transcribed: I have another question about the Indians at the time. Uh, 
did the people of Delray—even the old-timers of that time—did they—did you 
ever hear any stories—did they ever have any stories about, maybe, even back 
further in the older days about what it was like, uh, to live down here around the 
Indians, or . . .426 
 
 Revised: Did you ever hear any stories about what it was like for the early 
settlers of Delray to live around the Indians? 
 

The suggested revision removes unnecessary language without altering the presumed 

question. The change would be inappropriate if the narrator’s response indicated that he 

had interpreted the interviewer differently and had responded to a different question.   

 The overall subject of the McCall oral history was the narrator and the history he 

conveyed, not the interviewer, their interaction, or interviewer-narrator relationships. 

Superfluous exchanges are unnecessary.  

 As transcribed: 
 
  Steinhauer: [reads] “George Washington Terry, 1841 to 1936. Corporal  
C. G. 9th.” What does “CG” mean? 
 
 Mrs. McCall: [to husband] Uh, what would “CG” be? 
 
 McCall: May I see it?  
 
 Steinhauer: [reads while showing it to him] “Arkansas Volunteer 
Infantry.” See the “CG” there” “Corporal C. G. 9th.” I’m just curious. 
 
 McCall: Oh, “9th Arkansas Volunteer Infantry.” And the corporal, I don’t 
know what CG—oh, “Company G, 9th Arkansas Volunteer Infantry.”427 

                                                

425 Baum, Transcribing and Editing, 31, 42, 47, 53. 
426 Kenneth Ellingsworth, interview by Terry Randolph, 24 February 2004, 

transcript, FAU Online. 
427 McCall, interview. 
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 Revised: 
 
 Steinhauer: [reads] “George Washington Terry, 1841 to 1936. Corporal C. 
G 9th.” What does “CG” mean?  
 
 McCall: May I see it? Oh, “Company G, 9th Arkansas Volunteer Infantry.”  
 

The actual dialogue distracts the reader from the historical information about McCall’s 

ancestor. The revised version is sufficient to convey the facts. In both of these examples, 

interested researchers who may have different purposes can consult the verbatim 

transcript or recording. 

 Although omissions of language have their place, even a simple omission of an 

appropriate punctuation mark can change meaning. 

 As transcribed: I don’t understand what you mean by obstacles. . . . So I 
explain and talk about my war experiences. 
 Revised: I don’t understand what you mean by obstacles. . . . So I explain 
and talk about my war experiences?428 
 

The first quote ending in a period says the narrator is talking about his war experiences 

because he doesn’t understand what she is really looking for. The recording, however, 

clearly shows that the narrator is not making a statement; he is asking if talking about his 

war experiences answers her question, as communicated in the revised version.  

The guides are clear on preferred punctuation usage; their preferences do not 

always agree.  Baylor follows the Chicago Manual of Style, which the author applied to 

this passage after carefully listening to the recording:  

 As transcribed: He couldn’t allow me to . . . challenge anything he said, or 
something like that. Because, quote, he had been practicing for forty years. I did 
say this to him, “I said the one answer you cannot give me is quote this is the way 
is always done [laughs] I said you got to tell me why you are doing this thing.”429  

                                                

428 Mass, interview, transcript. 
429 Johnston, interview by Welsh, transcript. Note: “this is the way is always 
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 Revised: He couldn’t allow me to challenge anything he said, or 
something like that, because, quote, “he had been practicing for forty years.” I did 
say this, though, to him: I said, “The one answer you cannot give me is, quote, 
‘This is the way it’s always done.’” (laughs) I said, “You’ve got to tell me why 
you are doing this thing.”  
 

Without properly placed commas and quotation marks, the meaning is confusing. The 

ellipsis and brackets in the original transcription are also used inappropriately; see below.  

  Baum writes, if narrators make a false start and then restate the same information 

in a complete thought, omit the first effort. Frazer suggests that students indicate false 

starts with ellipses. She and Valerie Yow also indicate their use for faltering speech, 

when a sentence is left unfinished and trails off.430 According to Baylor—and The 

Chicago Manual of Style that the institute abides by—ellipses should not be used at all in 

a transcription. They are intended to indicate omissions, as in many of the author’s 

examples that are edited for brevity.431 Many students in HIS6934 used them abundantly; 

their purpose is often unclear and misleading. (shown as transcribed) 

 Hunter: I cited them with micro-managing. 
 
 Karimi: I read that . . .  
 
 Hunter: You did? 
 
 Karimi: . . . in the newspaper.432 
 

In this and many similar examples from this transcript, it does not appear that material 

has been removed. While Baum omits words frequently, she does not indicate as much 

within the text. Instead, she recommends documenting the editing methods applied to the 
                                                

done” is as transcribed. 
430 Yow, Recording Oral History, 217. 
431 Baylor University, Style Guide, 9. 
432 Hunter, interview, transcript; the recording is not accessible at this time. 
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transcript in an “Interview History” in the front pages. 

 Frazer, Baum, Ritchie, and Baylor all indicate brackets to add a word or short 

note to increase comprehension; for example, “several ladies [including the narrator’s 

wife]” or “Dixie [Highway].”433 Brackets may contain an addition requested by the 

narrator, if its length does not require a footnote. They are often used incorrectly to 

signify that unspoken sounds or events occurred during the recording. These situations 

call instead for parentheses.  

The distraction of too many inserts of “(pause)” can affect readability. But oral 

historians, including Raphael Samuels, are concerned that editors, without such notations, 

will lose “the sense of a speaker thinking, wondering, and trying to answer the questions 

in his own mind.”434 (shown as transcribed) 

How is it that foreigners can come into the country and acquire some of the things 
that they’ve acquired, and African Americans are sitting right here and they 
haven’t done that? [pause] What, what do you do about it? [IC turns page] [puts 
hands out wide, shrugs shoulders and leans head to the side] How is it that 
foreigners can come in and find all of these resources [puts hands out farther 
apart] and Africans can’t? [pause staring intently at IC]435 
 
 The interviewer (IC) has effectively created a picture of the narrator as he 

observed her, describing the actions that accompanied the words—and he seems to have 

done so objectively. A transcriber other than the interviewer cannot accomplish this.    

 Several of the FAU transcripts contain variations of a practice not addressed in 

any of the four sources. In this twist on an otherwise useful editing technique, italics are 
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used correctly to indicate emphasis in the narrator’s voice: “my maternal [italics mine] 

grandparents.”436 The bracketed note, however, is appropriate only if the italics were a 

change to an existing document; these spoken words had no document to change.  

 Mistranscriptions, like punctuation errors, have an impact on meaning, as in this 

brief passage shown in comparison to the author’s understanding of the recording.  

 As transcribed: There was nearly a Speaker of the House from Dade 
County until 1980.437 [emphasis mine] 
 
 Revised: There was never a Speaker of the House from Dade County until 
1980. [emphasis mine] 
 

The two transcriptions actually tell a different version of Florida history in an oral history 

where accuracy was particularly important.438 

*  *  *  *  * 

The format of this project is unique, occurring over eight years in an academic 

setting, yet planned and supervised by one professor for most of that time. But the feature 

with the broadest consequences is the number of participants—forty-eight interviewers 

and forty-eight narrators. Beyond the commonality of the course, the students of HIS6934 

were diverse in age, gender, ethnicity, background, skill, and personality. Many were 

employed full-time. Even their educations added variables; they included both masters 

and doctoral candidates in increasingly specialized areas of study. Like the professionals 

cited in this study, they had been educated in a range of disciplines. The course was 

                                                

436 Baylor University, Style Guide, 12; Johnston, interview by Welsh, transcript; 
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recommended for—but not limited to—graduate students of journalism, anthropology, 

political science, sociology, and history; some came from other fields.  

Although they shared a primary purpose within the classroom, the students were 

required to collect knowledge of a singular individual, organization, event, or place apart 

from their classmates. The various combinations of elements produced forty-eight 

individual styles of interviewing and transcription, despite almost identical instruction in 

one of five courses. In addition to—and because of—this unique diversity, similar 

situations could be compared within the group, such as two interviews related to their 

narrators, two cases of unexpected participants, and one narrator whose prior interview 

could also be considered. 

 Regardless of how these students applied their education and experience to these 

interviews, like all oral history, the results can be beneficial in the future to researchers, 

descendants of the narrators, and others. This is especially a goal for these oral historians-

in-training, whose academic work may be made accessible by an unlimited audience.
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

 This thesis has explored numerous variables in six oral history projects that were 

conducted from the 1960s into the 2000s in Palm Beach County, Florida. The variables 

were examined to determine their effects on the outcomes of the projects and the 

importance of those effects; they are discussed here in three groups—(1) historical 

contexts, (2) participants, and (3) format. 

Although the effects may not be obvious until much later, each oral history 

reflects its place in the histories of its locale, society, and the field or oral history. These 

issues of historical context are inherent in oral histories. Participants, however, are 

typically chosen by project planners. Their choice of participants influences many of the 

following variables that have been discussed in this thesis: 

• whether interviewers are “insiders” or “outsiders” to the community 

• the education, work experience, and training of interviewers 

• the ages, ethnic identity, and genders of interviewers and narrators 

• the amount of preparation by interviewers and narrators 

• the style used by interviewers to draw out desirable information  

• prior relationships between participants 

• the skill of operators of recording equipment 

• the skill of transcribers 

Similarly to participants, the effects of the following variables regarding the 

format of an oral history project change depending on decisions made by the planners: 
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• the purpose of the project 

• adherence to legal requirements 

• the number of interviewers, narrators, or others present during the interviews 

• the recording and transcription equipment 

While the formats of oral history projects are based on planners’ choices, their results are 

determined by those who carry them out—the individuals who record, transcribe, and 

preserve the oral histories. In these areas, there is less room for deviation from accepted 

standards without jeopardizing not only the quality of the project, but potentially its use. 

 How do all of these variables affect the outcome of an interview? Among the 

interviews examined, we have seen ways in which the variables impacted the actions of 

the interviewers and narrators and the relationships between the two.  

Historical contexts are most noticeable in the earliest projects of the study. The 

fifty years during which they took place was a time of rapid change in the field of oral 

history. The project of the Historical Society of Palm Beach County in 1962 (see chapter 

three) was completed just prior to the “new social history” movement. Soon history 

“from the bottom up” would divert attention from the white elite to everyday people, and 

oral history would become an academic discipline. But none of this had yet happened in 

1962, and the Historical Society seems to have been unaware of their interview series as 

oral history. The oral history projects of the 1980s in Boca Raton and the ’90s in Delray 

Beach (chapters four and five) were conducted during an explosion of theory in the field, 

yet we have no evidence that their planners or interviewers were reacting to these 

developments. Projects by the HSPBC in 2004 and 2006 (chapter six), although carried 

out by a relative novice, were based on then current practices under professional 
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supervision, which lends consistency to the final products. Similar methodology and 

theory were used by students of Oral History HIS6934 at Florida Atlantic University 

(chapter seven) from 2001 to 2008.  

 Race relations also changed considerably during the fifty years of the projects, 

and in social and local history, has the most noticeable effect of all the variables 

considered. In 1962 Palm Beach, blacks were regularly treated as inferiors. The 

Historical Society’s interviewer, with northern roots and years of experience in the 

entertainment industry, showed sensitivity to racial issues. He treated his black narrators 

with warm respect, and in transcripts, he toned down and deleted the racial slurs made by 

white narrators.  

 By the time the projects in Boca Raton and Delray Beach were undertaken in the 

1980s and ’90s, the turbulence of the Civil Rights era had subsided and the races mixed 

more easily. The focus of both projects was a black community. In Boca Raton, the 

interviewer was also black. In Delray Beach, the interviewer-planner was a white outsider 

assisted by a black insider until a redesign of the project substituted black interviewer-

narrators from the community. The influence of these combinations is evident in the 

dialogue between interviewers and narrators.  

Sometimes the effects of variables concerning participants are relatively 

inconspicuous, which is not to say they do not exist. Individually, their impact may be 

minimal. This study demonstrates, however, that when combined, the impact of each 

variable becomes more visible. A young female graduate student, middle-aged male 

filmmaker or sociology professor, male retired broadcaster, or female former teacher do 

not conduct the same interview. On the other end of the microphone, matching a narrator 
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in middle or old age with any background—or maybe a few of them together, related to 

the interviewer or to each other—adds new possibilities. If a narrator doubles as an 

interviewer for a group of long-time friends of her race and similar age, she will not 

produce the same oral history as a white anthropology student a generation younger.  

Participants and format come together in the areas of recording and transcription 

through equipment and the people who operate it. The technology available for oral 

history dramatically changed during the fifty years of the projects studied. Although the 

formats each have had advantages and disadvantages, their effects were primarily seen 

during the post-interview process. Advanced technologies helped to improve 

transcription quality and increased accessibility of oral histories via the World Wide 

Web. Consent and release forms, properly executed by the narrators, are not optional; the 

absence of them will prevent use of the oral histories in any way. 

 A myriad of variables related to the transcription of oral history recordings has 

been discussed at length by the author and by experts. The implications can be daunting 

to a novice. The first question on the Oral History Association checklist for transcripts 

begins, “Is the transcript an accurate record of the tape?”439 This is the underlying goal of 

creating a written representation of an oral history. Valerie Yow warns that it takes “a 

high level of skill and good judgment to force an oral document into a written form that 

has the degree of truthfulness necessary for research.” She adds, fortunately, that both can 

be learned.440 And regardless of possible imperfections, the author agrees with experts 
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that the best transcriber is typically the interviewer. 

 How important are the effects of these variables? For most, it depends. This 

indefinite finding of the author is also the resounding message from experts: A prior 

relationship between interviewer and narrator can complicate matters—yet it can 

encourage openness. It is generally best to have only one interviewer and one narrator 

present during an interview—but sometimes a team of interviewers works, or a group of 

narrators, or someone who assists the narrator. Video recording provides a fuller portrait 

of the narrator(s) and reveals non-verbal communication—yet it makes some people 

anxious. A transcript should not include distracting interruptions—but cues can bring the 

person to life, creating a visual reading.  

 The author found one variable—purpose—to be the overarching determinant of 

how other variables affect an oral history, and whether the effects are important. The 

purpose of each project studied was to preserve the history of a different type of historical 

subject—a cultural group, an individual’s life, or a place at a particular time. This study 

points to effective choices within a planner’s control for each subject type regarding 

several variables.  

 A life history would be well-suited to an intimate setting with one interviewer 

who might trigger the narrator’s memory with photographs and ask provocative 

questions, and a transcriber—perhaps the interviewer—who can balance readability with 

cues that bring the narrator to life. To study a cultural group, the planner may choose 

interviewers who are sensitive to diversity issues and will repeat questions to a well-

rounded group of narrators to arrive at a consensus of views; an appropriate transcriber 

could communicate the community’s verbal and physical expressiveness. To recreate life 
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in a particular time and place, the planner will select narrators with varied observation 

viewpoints. The post-interview plans, respectively, may include copies of the recording 

and transcript in an attractive package for an individual, a presentation to a participating 

community, and marketing to the public of the oral history of an era.  

The most influential of the planners’ choices seen in this study was that of 

interviewer, whose background in particular appeared to impact the effect of other 

variables. Because they have a long history of oral research with particular communities, 

for example, sociologists are appropriate interviewers for a cultural history. They also 

view narrators less as individuals than as representatives of the cultural group to which 

they belong. In his book with co-author David Lee, Pearl City, Evans exemplifies this 

view by combining the words of Pearl City residents into one voice, employing what he 

called a folklorist approach. As an anthropologist, Stein in Delray Beach shared this 

view, as well as the informal interview style that encouraged good rapport with Evans’s 

and Stein’s narrators.  

At the time of the Pearl City project, many traditional historians were still 

unconvinced of the value of oral history. Today history is one of many social sciences 

that use oral history as a tool—including psychology, education, and communication and 

their many sub-disciplines. Its broad range of uses has spread beyond universities to 

immigration law, genealogy, corporate planning, and other fields.441 Oral history is now 

also a sub-discipline of history, which demands that we consider the future as we record 

the past. Each project in this study and its purpose was planned by or for historians—
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avocational, academic, or archival. Their purposes therefore included an unspoken 

commitment to preservation.  

To fulfill this obligation, a literal transcription of the interview should be prepared 

and protected before it is adapted to meet other needs. Other researchers must be allowed 

to arrive at their own conclusions about this record and will undoubtedly follow their own 

paths. They may apply knowledge not now available from multiple disciplines, as today’s 

memory research has been applied in this study. To ensure long-term use, a recording 

must be kept up-to-date by intermittent conversions to newer technological formats, and 

in any format, it is likely to deteriorate less quickly under archival conditions. Similarly, 

a thoughtful plan for making copies of an oral history available for research and public 

education will increase its usefulness.  

 When sociologist Evans completed the Pearl City project for the Boca Raton 

Historical Society, however, his discipline may have caused his apparent unconcern for 

uses beyond a report to the planners and the book he would author. He supplied no details 

to complete proper transcripts. Since then, the Boca Raton Historical Society has had new 

transcripts made and digitized with the recordings to reach an unlimited audience online. 

The projects of both Delray Beach and Boca Raton in the 1980s and ’90s have already 

been put to many uses.  

The Historical Society of Palm Beach County has maintained the 1962 recordings 

in up-to-date formats and had them retranscribed to increase their value to others. In 

2004/06 the Society planned ahead by employing a documentary filmmaker to videotape 

the interviews, converting the tapes to current technologies, and preserving both a literal 

transcription and one lightly edited.  
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 Where participants were academic or professional historians, accuracy was of 

particular importance. The planners of the 1962 project by the Historical Society of Palm 

Beach County were avocational historians, but accuracy became more important to the 

Society in later years. Its 2004 project dispelled a long-accepted myth in the historical 

record. We have seen in the FAU project, however, that dedication to creating a perfect 

historical record must be balanced with other aspects of an oral history. The possible 

inaccuracies that cause historians to avoid oft-repeated accounts by narrators may be less 

critical for certain purposes, such as a cultural history, which views results more broadly.  

 The Boca Raton Historical Society’s hiring of a sociologist for the Pearl City 

project is an example of disciplines “sharing authority” with each other. Further, when 

the Society published an analysis of Evans’s work, they did not employ a historian, but a 

folklorist, Sharon Wells. Paul Thompson writes, “There will be room for many kinds of 

oral history and it will have many different social consequences. But at bottom they are 

all related.”442  

Anthropologist student Nancy Stein’s shared authority in Delray Beach is a 

reminder that participants’ backgrounds include—and sometimes lack—more than 

academic training. The absence of knowledge about taping equipment among community 

members resulted in no audio record of some of the group interviews. Fortunately the 

original purposes of the planner and community—anthropological and historical—were 

still addressed and fulfilled. 

In the 1962 project, Rush Hughes’s pre-retirement career gave visibility to the 
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performance aspect of oral history. His background in the entertainment industry 

predisposed him to joking, flattery, and a quick manner in his interview style. Hughes’s 

“worldliness” may also have accustomed him to interaction between races, which assisted 

him in collecting valuable material from oral histories with African Americans. 

Historians today make use of the interviews conducted by this broadcaster long ago. 

Students of many backgrounds participated in the FAU project. They were diverse 

in age, gender, ethnicity, background, skill, personality, work experience, and education 

level, as well as in discipline. The course was recommended for students of journalism, 

anthropology, political science, sociology, and history; some were from other fields. 

Aside from those of individual students, the purposes of the oral histories were to educate 

the students and to add to the university’s oral history collection, ensuring their future. 

The students studied their chosen individual, organization, event, or place outside of 

class. The forty-eight combinations of these variables created forty-eight styles of 

interviewing and transcription, despite almost the same instruction. This diversity 

resulted in similar situations in the project with different results; those discussed include 

interviewers related to narrators and unexpected participants.  

* * * * *        

On a community level, oral histories can provide vital information, even if they 

contain “barking dogs, doubletalk, mumbles, phone rings, etc.”443 The author assumes an 

audience with interest in community history but little or no experience in its practice. The 

reader may function as a planner, interviewer, or transcriber—perhaps all three. The 
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project may be small—perhaps only one interview. Participants at all stages will benefit 

from this consciousness in fulfilling their own roles, as well as in understanding others 

involved in their projects. Experienced oral historians will also find issues to consider and 

situations they have not yet found themselves in; one of the attractions of oral histories is 

the uniqueness of each one.  

 Although the author chose a geographical parameter of Palm Beach County, the 

projects were selected for their differences, as discussed, not their similarities. The results 

can be extrapolated far beyond South Florida wherever community history is gathered—

and especially where the keepers of history may have little time left to share it. Oral 

history can benefit a nonprofit group, a grass-roots effort, a family reunion, a loved one in 

hospice care, and countless others. And, the author believes, it all has value.  

 The detailed examples provided in this study demonstrate how history has been 

recorded and how it may have been recorded if any of a great number of variables had 

been different. Oral historians can increase the chances for a quality project by 

maintaining (1) control of what they can, according to their purpose, (2) an awareness of 

possible consequences of what is beyond their control, and (3) a focus on potential uses 

for their efforts.  

Willa Baum wrote thirty years ago, “There are no cut and dried rules for how to 

do oral history at any step,” and yet she and others have filled volumes with their 

recommendations.444 They often disagree with one another, and that, too, depends on their 

purpose and discipline. Since its beginnings, the methodology and theory of oral history 

have been debated among experts in the United States and internationally. But oral 
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history is still young as a discipline. This kind of inquiry is both desirable and likely to 

continue.  
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Appendix 

1. Consent Form (HSPBC) 
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Appendix 

2. Deed of Gift (HSPBC) 

 
ORAL HISTORY DEED OF GIFT 

 

In consideration of the tape recording, transcription, and preservation of my oral history memoir 
by the Historical Society of Palm Beach County, I,      , hereby 
give, convey, and assign the same to the Historical Society of Palm Beach County, to have and to 
hold absolutely and forever.  I understand that the Historical Society of Palm Beach County will 
use my oral memoir for historical and scholarly purposes, subject to the requirements of the 
Historical Society of Palm Beach County’s Collection Policy, and that by this conveyance I 
relinquish: 
 

1. All legal and literary property rights which I have or may be deemed to have 
in said work. 

2. All my rights, title and interest in copyright which I have or may be deemed 
to have in said work and more particularly the exclusive rights of 
reproduction, distribution, preparation of derivative works, public 
performance, and display. 

 
I herein warrant that I have not assigned or in any manner encumbered or impaired any of the 
aforementioned rights in my oral memoir.  There are no conditions on this unrestricted gift. 
 

NAME OF DONOR:    

ADDRESS:    

CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE:    

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER:             

DONOR:                                     DATE:  

                                         (SIGNATURE) 

 
TO BE FILLED OUT BY HISTORICAL SOCIETY REPRESENTATIVE: 

SIGNATURE OF REPRESENTATIVE:    

NAME OF REPRESENTATIVE:    

TITLE:    
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Appendix 

3. Release Form (Pearl City) 
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Appendix. 

4. Release Form (FAU)  
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Appendix 

 5. Memo to Narrators 

 
 

This list is adapted from a memo the author mailed to participants a week prior to their 
interviews. A cover letter confirmed their appointment and reiterated the purpose of the 

project and appreciation for their participation. 
 
• [Directions to location] 
 
• We will be sitting facing each other with the camera shooting over my shoulder. 

You will be visible to about your lap. The studio recommends that you wear 
either bright colors or a contrast of white against dark, but reflect your self-image 
and be comfortable. The studio starts out cold but the camera lights warm it up to 
a comfortable temperature. You will have a cup of water nearby. 

 
• Please bring a picture of yourself to use like a frontispiece in the video. It will be 

returned the same day. 
 
• Bring other pictures, scrapbooks, or memorabilia that the Historical Society may 

copy and return for their archives – either regarding your life or others.’ 
 
• Don’t worry about talking too much, and please relax. If I want interrupt, I will 

raise a finger, which the camera will not see. This is to avoid having my voice talk 
over yours. For the same reason, I limit verbal responses, but I am listening.  

 
• We run a separate audio tape, which needs changing every 30 minutes. 
 
• As long as the video is still rolling, however, there is no “off the record.” Very 

little will be edited out, as this is raw history. But feel free to ask questions, tell us 
if you need a break, etc. 

 
• I plan to follow your life chronologically, asking about what you recall about 

different people, eras, or events. We want to relate your life to the community, 
county, state. 

 
• We want to be specific with names, dates, places where possible, but don’t be 

concerned with what you don’t remember. They can be added to the transcript 
later. We care about your feelings, opinions, observations, and anecdotes. 

 
•      Tell me in advance if there is anything you DON’T want to discuss. And have a  
 good time! 
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